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L . New York Cloak Operators ...121 E. 18th St.. Xcw.Yt 
Philadelphia Cloakmakers.... 39 X. 10th Si.. Philadclplm. )•, 
New York Piece Tailor*... 9 \V. 21st S t , New York City 
Daltiniore Clonk maker* 2 So. High St., Baltimore. Sid. 
New Jersey Embroiderers 1 359 Summit Ave.. \V, Hoboken. N. J. 
New York Embroiderers., 175 E. Broadway, care of Untied Hebrew Trades 
Boston Raincoat Makers 31 N, Russell St.. Boston, M«*«. 
New York Cloak and Suit Tailor* 113 E, 10th St., New York City 
New York Amalgamated Ladies* Garment Cotters 7 W. 21M St.. New York " 
Brownnlllr. N, Y.( Cloakmakers. 287 SaCknmn St., Brooklyn, > 
Boston Cloak Prcsscrs 230 Tremont St., Boston^ & 
Montreal, Canada, Cloakmakers 37 Prince Arthur. E. Montreal, Canaoj 
Toronto. Canada. Cloakmakers 194 Spadina Ave. Toronto, Can; 
Philadelphia Waislmakcrs 505 Reed St., Philadelphia, 
St. Louis, Mo.. ladies' Garment Worker*.. . .-Fraternal ltldg\. U*fi and Eranklin A 
New York Rccfcrmakcrs . . . ; ^35 E. Second S u New York City 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Prefers ...1815 W. DiviMon^St, Chicago. III. 
Montreal. Canada. Cloak Cutter*..' 185 St. George St., Montreal. Canada 
New York Waterproof Garment Workers .80 -E. 10th St.. New York City 
Newark. N. J.. Cloak and Suitmakers 103 Montgomery St.. Newark, N. J. 
22. New Haven, Conn., Ladies' Garment Workers 83 llollock St.. New Haven, (,'onn. 
23. New York Skirtmakcrs - lift E. 10th St, New York City 
New York WaiM and Dressmaker*... 16 W. 2lst St.. New York City 
Cleveland Ladic*' Garment Worker- 112 Prospect Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio 
Cleveland Skirt Makers ' . . . . ' 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland. Ohio 
Seattle, Wash.. Ladies" Garment Worker- . . . . . . 2706 1-1 Union St., Seattle, W:-sh. 
Cleveland Cloak Finishers' Union 112 Prospect Ave, Cleveland. Ohio 
S t LouU, M«. Cloak Pres«rs , 930 N. 17th St., St. Louis, Mo. 
PcekskilL N. Y.. Underwear Workers' IIS Grant Ave., PeetakJB, N. Y 
New York P r c i K r s . . . . , . . . . . . . " . . , . . 228 Second Ave, New York Citv 
Boston. Mass., Ladies* Tailors . . . .230 tremont St.. Boston, Mais, 
Cleveland Cloak Prcsscrs' Union 112 Proapcct Ave., Cleveland. Ohio 
New York Ladica' Tailors . . , 726 Lexington Ave, New York Cm 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers 19 E, I0i1i St., New York 
Cleveland Cloak and Suit Cutters' Union 112 Prospect Ave, Cleveland. 
Chicago. Ill, Cloakmakers. . . . . .
 v '. 1815 W. Division St., Chicago, 
Syracute, N. Y.. Dressmakers .124 Kenwkk PI.. Syracuse. N 
Denver. Colo„ Ladies' Tailors. 243 Bannock Sl_ Denver. 
Gneinnati-Garmcnt Cutters. 17K M.*di*on Koad. Cincinnati. Obfc) 
BoHon Waistmakers 94 Maiden St.. East Everett, M-v-
New York Children ,Dre**SaJserj 79 E. 10th St., New York City 
Montreal. Canada. Custom Ladle*' Tailors -.1058 V, Bcrri Si.. Montreal. Canada 
Los Angeles IJdiei ' Ganm nt Workers 309 N. Chicane St., Loi Angeles. Ci! 
Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak Cutlers . . . .525 MltmV St . Philadelphia. Pa. 
Chicago Raincoat Maker* .1145 Blot Island Ave.. Chicago. Ill 
W.^Boston Cloakmakers *. .31 N. Rnssell Si., Boston. Mass 
58. New^York Waist Buttonhole f ake r s . ..106 Forsyth S:.. New York City 
5?. C h k « 0 Waist and White Goods \Yo#er»:... . . . . .-. . .I 'Stf \V. bfrtiion St.. Chicago. HI 
f t Montreal. Canada, Ooak and Skirt Preiser* 27 Prince Arthur E.. Montreal. Canada 
*2. New Yo,k \yhftejGoo3s Workers .85 K. Second St, New York I - . 
• 
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Editorial 
A DEMONSTRATION OF UNITY AND STRENGTH 
The resolution adopted unanimously 
at our historic meet ing a t Madison 
Niuare Garden, on Saturday, June 12, 
read as follows: 
"We, the members of the Cloakmnkers* 
Union of the City of New York, assembled 
tn mass meeting In Madison Square Gar-
den on this Uth day of June, 1916, hereby 
aflirin our unswerving loyalty to our or-
Kanlzation and our absolute confidence In 
our officers and leaders. 
We denounce the wholesale arrest and 
Imprisonment of our trusted officers and 
fellow: membera. as a uellberato assault 
upon our Union In particular and on the 
labor movement in general, an assault en-
gineered by some of our most oppressive 
and unscrupulous employer* la league 
with a band of professional strikebreakers 
and a gang of nox>r#as»B and self-confessed 
criminals. We proclaim our unshakable 
conviction In the Innocence of our fellow-
members, and we pledge ourselves Indi-
vidually and collectively to support them 
morally and financially In their defense 
»n-t not to r«*at until tn*y shalUhave lw*m 
triumphantly acquitted and the foul con-
apirac* against them and against the labor 
movement shall hare been exposed to the 
nratempt antl condemnation of all rlght-^ 
minded men. 
We denounce the act of the Cloak* 
Manufacturers' Protectee Association in 
terminating the Protocol a t this critical 
Urn*, when the organization of the work-
ers was being attacked by the basest ele-
ments and the most sordid interests, when 
thi) general situation of the industry was 
most delicate and critical, and when the 
few questions i^n dispute between the Un-
ion and the Association of employers were 
pending before the Board of Arbitration 
and were about to be determined by the 
Board within a few days, as a deliberate 
provocation, an abandonment of all pre-
tense cf fair play and civilized dealings 
and a willful challenge to the Union. 
We realise more than ever that our only 
protection against ail assaults on the part 
of oar employers and our other enemies 
lies In our organization; that our Union 
alone will shield us from the inhuman ex-
ploitation, maltreatment and persecution 
to which'we have been subjected before 
the general strike of 1910. and we pledge 
ourselves with renewed determination and 
enthusiasm to stand loyally and unflinch-
ingly br H«jr Union, by our International 
ana by our faithful officers through all the 
struggles that may conje. 
\Vo hereby call upon; the General Bxaeu/ 
ttv* Board of the International lJtdt*«f 
Garment Workers' Union and upon (be 
Joint Board of Cloakmakera* Union* to 
exert every1 effort of the organisations to 
maintain the standards of life and Work 
which wo have conquered through years 
of struggle and saciifloe. and we hereby 
solemnly bind ourselves to support them 
In Huch efforts to a man and with all the 
rjetns and resources at our command. 





AT R S BEST , 
To see a man at his 
bc»t is to sec him when 
he is aroused — when 
his emotions are at full play. He then 
exhibits his complete human self, and 
it is easy to judge what may. be ex-
pected of him in a crisis. 
To see an organization at its best is 
to see its members aroused—its col-
lective thoughts and emotions at full 
play. On Saturday, June 12, the Cloak-
makers' Union was seen at its best at 
the biggest hall in New York,*(Madi-
son Square Garden) and the world 
outside felt a thrill at the mere fact 
that 50,000 people, men and women, 
soMt 1 M.-.U-.I. i i-.tmiic 
T O U C H E S o r w-, 
THE MEETING 
Cloakmakers' Union is now seen to 
be strong with an inherent, natural 
strength that can not" be weakened. 
* * . * 
There is no 
need here to give 
a descriptive ac-
count of the demonstration of June 12. 
The labor press—the New York Call, 
the Jewish Daily Forward, the Freie 
Arbeiter Stimmc and our own local 
organs — devoted much space and 
gave a full description of this immense 
gathering. But even the press in gen-
eral though indifferent to our cause, 
also gave a fair account of the demon-
vorking in one industry had congre- stration in Madison Square Garden, so 
gated at, one spot for the purpose of 
making known their wishes; and this 
colossal demonstration indicated that 
they were stirred to the utmost depths 
of feeling. 
Those who until now had a* passing 
doubt as to the real character of the 
Cloakmakers' Union; those who ima-
gined that a bombshell like the em-
ployers* abrogation of the protocol 
could make a breach in its walls, were 
misled by an excess of fancy. Those 
who believed that the guns of the Dis-
trict Attorney's office, discharging ah-
that we shall here content ourselves 
with a few characteristic touches. 
To say thai it was the most impres-
sive gathering in the history of labor 
unions is to fail to do it sufficient jus-
tice. Abraham Cahan, Editor of the 
Forward, who was one of the speaker-.. 
observed that it was'not so much the 
speakers who gave expression to the 
feeling of the masses, but rather the 
dense masses themselves who by their 
presence gave eloquent expression to 
the emotions of protest and indigna-
tion pent up within, them. Truly, the 
surd- accusations against son* of our 15,000 people who crowded into the 
tried and trusted officers, would pierce vast hall and filled every nook ati'l 
the serried ranks of our I'nion. can corner, and the tens of thousands with-
now see what a sail mistake they made, out, who were anxious yet unable t<» 
In last month's issue we assured our get in—this mighty gathering in itself 
readers that tfieic apparently prcme- was pregnant with meaning that left 
dilated attacks from two sides of one no doubt-in any mind, 
and the same enemy would bring more Rarely; if ever, does it fall to the kit 
solid unity and greater harmony. This of any speaker to face an audience of 
was not a mere Rue**. We sized up this magnitude, add the speaker-
the situation from inside knowledge.' seemed baffled by the task that «!c-
At this present moment, as the his- volved Upon them. Most of them sue-
toric demonstration at Madison Square cecded in making themselves heard all 
Garden has abundantly shown, there is over the hall, while others were in-
not a whisper of discord in our com- stinctively understood where they were 
cits. AH hearts beat in unison. The not perfectly heard, 
-
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A GLOWING Samuel Gompers, 
TRIBUTE TO OUR M e y e r London, 
.SDICTED OFFICERS j ^ p ^ ^ g 
Vanovsky* Algernon Lee and other, 
shakers literally brought down the 
house with their telling remarks. Mor-
Hi Ilillquii, the attorney of the Union, 
entrusted with the defense of our offi-
cers and members now under charges, 
touched a responsive chord when he 
announced that after studying care-
fully every phase of the case against 
the indicted members, he was prepared 
10 proclaim his positive knowledge, 
"Beyond a shadow of a doubt that they 
were innocent like new-born babes of 
the crime charged against them." 
An outburst of thunderous applause 
greeted this authoritative assurance. 
It only confirmed the general feeling, 
prevailing in all our union circles, that 
the indicted officers are victim- of the 
most inhuman plot. 
A. Shiplakoff, secretary of the 
United Hebrew Tuples, who was one 
"f the first speakers, emphasized the 
absurdity of the idea that our officers 
could be guilty of the crimes charged 
against them. In his opinion it was 
cren absurd to institute any sort of 
comparison between the standing in 
"iir movement of men of honor and 
integrity like Morris Sigiuan. Saul 
Metz and Julius Woolf, and their ac l 
cusers who for years wallowed in the 
mire of the underworld. That testi-
mony emanating from such a source 
should be sufficient to keep behind 
prison bars, men of high standing and 
integrity is incomprehensible to ordin-
ary intelligence. 
That is precisely what all right-
minded men feel. This is why we feel 
*> sure that our trusted comrades, to 
quote Mr. Hillquit again, "win be tri-
umphantly acquitted at the trial and 
their persecutors pilloried as reckless 




OF THEIR LIVES 
That is why our in-
carcerated brothers, 
too, feel confident of 
their speedy acquittal 
at the trial. This is seen from the fol-
lowing message they sent to the meet-
ing from the Tombs: I t shows t. 
mental makeup of the men who thi 
nothing of themselves and their per-
sonal interest. They are so permeated 
with zeal and devotion to the working 
class that even in jail the welfare of 
the Union—their chief concern in life 
—is uppermost in their minds. We. 
quote this message here in full: 
Benjamin Schleetnger, 
Chairman Madison Square Meeting, 
MsOtson Square Garden, 
New York city. 
Greetings and cheer to the brothers and 
comrades assembled st Msdlson Square 
Garden. Your confidence In our innocence 
and your loyalty to us ts ample reward tor 
all hardships and persecutions. Prom be-
hind the prison walls we join you In your 
determination to Bght for Justice to the 
working class, 'and pledge ourselves to 
support oOr l*;ilou sad our ftrmt cause 






Sol. Mets. ' 
Abraham WetWftjer. 
Max D. Singer, 
I. AfhplU. 
It is "justice to the working class" 
which has imparted a zest to their 
whole life. It is for this that they have 
been agitating for years among their 
sisters and brothers toiling in the la-
dies* garment industry. It is because 
in co-operation with their colleagues 
they have succeeded in securing a 
measure of this justice that they are 
now suffering persecution- It i* be-
cause they were trying to secure a 
further measure of justice to the work-





T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
fcring the pangs of a criminal accusa-
tion—criminal in the sense that it is 
nothing short of a crime to incarcerate 
high-minded people devoted to the 
cause of human uplift. The fact that 
th« actual criminals and those who 
hired 'and paid them are scot free, 
shows how the idea of justice . is 
twisted in this unjust system of so-
ciety. It reminds us of the many 
martyrs in the labor movement. But 
the blood of the martyrs and the per-
secution of its leaders has made the 
movement grow and advance with 
more rapid strides. This'pros* 
has closed up our ranks. 
Our brothers' pangs of 
suffering are turned into sweet com-. 
fort when they think of the honor o[ 
serving thfij movement in this way. 
Well said Elmer Rosenberg, the chair-
man at the meeting at Madison Square 
Garden: "I should deem it a badge ol 
honor to be in the place of our brothers 
in the Tombs." There is not one 
among the active members of our L'n-
ion,who would not second Rosenberg'* 
declaration. 
THE MISTAKE OF THE MANUFACTURERS 
nc 
' 
It would be idle to suggest ifiat tl 
employers arc destined to gain aught 
by severing peaceful relations with 
the Union. They will neither .irairi ma-
terially nor morally. Indeed, it is like-
ly to be an irretrievable loss :o them; 
and their loss is the workers' gain. 
The bogey of "stoppages" has been 
dissipated. For five years they had an 
excellent remedy against stoppages oi 
work, and the remedy saved them tens 
of thousands of dollars, much more 
than it cost them in shop improve-
ments. Even where the workers felt 
bitterly aggrieved; even,where glaring 
injustice had been done to them; they 
could not resort to the only form of ef-
fective protest—stoppage of work. Ex-
ceptional Stoppages occurred now and 
thenTUot the exceptions only proved 
the rule. Such exceptional stoppages 
were resorted to by the workers only 
where the provocation had gone be-
yond the limit of human endurance. 
Because of an incidental stoppage 
the employers have destroyed an elab-
orate machinery for preventing stop-
pages and minimizing their effect. 
They have thus rendered this one stop-
page the cause of possible innumerable 
stoppages in the future. Now that the 
workers have no obligations to resume 
work pending investigation and ad-
justment of disputes, what is u 
vent these stoppage.* of work 
ring very frequently? 
NON-UNION WORKERS-






it provided a middle way between two 
extremes—the open shop and the 
closed shop. The manufacturers now 
announce that they intend operating 
their plants as open shops; in other 
words they will not recognize the 
rr * 
I >o the manufacturers really mean 
that they will not.recognize the Un-
ion? Will they fly in the face of the 
fact that all the tailors, arid cutter? 
and pressers and operators, and so on 
until the end of the chapter, are im-
bued with the union spirit to an extent 
exceeding any period in the history oi 
the cloak trade? Do they really l>«-
• 
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tend that they can escape the Union, 
or that they can put back the fingers 
on the clock of time? 
It is idle to talk of union and non-
union employees. Our demonstration 
at Madison Square Garden has dis-
posed of that assumption. The 50,000 
cloakmakers in Greater New York are 
union workers to a man, and pledged 
to stand by the Union. Non-union 
men or women in the cloak trade are 
a figment of the employers'* imagina-
tion. The abrogation of the protocol 
and the indictment of active union men 
have imparted new life and vijror to 
the toilers in all branches of the ladies' 
garment industry. They have con-
verted lukewarmness into enthusiasm 
and determination. 
Even as favr back as 1907, the-Cloak-
makers' Union, won a general strike 
in the children's cloaks and reefer 
trade and wrested union condition'*, 
including closed shops from the em-
ployers/after a bitter and determined 
slruggle of nine weeks. Then the un-
ion movement was hardly developed 
to the extent of today. The Cloak-
makers' Union was then a compara-
tively small organisation and the strike 
was won in spite of a fortune spent by 
the employers to persecute, arrest and 
beat up the workers into submission. 
Employers in the cloak trade give 
the impression that they live in 1900 
rather than in IQ15. But neither the 
cloak workers nor the general public 
share that view. No one can dispute 
the fact that the little progress made 
in the last fifteen years has been 
achieved solely through trade union 
effort and by no other agency. 
Hon -recognition and the open shop 
*re dead and buried along with the1 in-
human hours, the home work, the sub-
contracting^ the supply of sewing ma-
chines and accessories by the workers 
and numerous other evils. We think 
of these things now as incidents of a 
barbarous and ctuel time. To return 
.to, them is unthinkable. To enforce 
the open shop is impossible. Some em-
ployers may still live in that atmo-
sphere, but they are making the mis-
take of their lives if they contemplate 
an attempt to return to the industrial 
barbarity of the years prior to 1910. 
* • • 
FAITH AND ' * - . When we come to 
CONFIDENCE consider the matter in 
.NTHEOFF.CWS ^ ^ j ^ r f ^ ^ 
Manufacturers' Association has done 
our Union a.service in abrogating the 
protocol simultaneously with the ar-
rest and indictment of our officers. Of 
course, they intended to disrupt the 
workers' organization. Their calcula-
tions were distinctly mischievous, but 
their curses, as it were, have been 
turned into blessings—blessings of a 
spirit of revival and renewed faith, 
hope .and confidence in the work of the 
leaders and active members. When 
Brother Wishnak, the manager of the 
Joint Board, appeared before the audi-
ence he was cheered to the echo. 
. President Schlesinger of the Inter-
national was given an ovation when he 
rose to read the resolution (cited in 
another column of this issue). That 
ovation had only one meaning. It sify 
nined that the officers and leaders of 
the Cloakmakers' Union and the Inter-
national had the undivided confidence 
of the membership m their-efforts to 
go ahead improving working condi-
tions, protocol or no protocol. 
The following remarks among others 
by President Gompers were much to 
the point and went home with effect: 
-It aeeraa atranfce to m« that the Manu-
facturer*' AaaoclaUon abrog»twl the pro-
tocol three day* before t be Boar a or Ar-
bitrators were to meet to conaliWr fluoa-
ttotis In dtapute, Waa tt a gailtjr eoa-




•deuce thai Induced the employers to 
abrogate the protocol? 
"The American labor movement wants 
to extend fta power for good. It wants to 
hare agreement* with employers. Bnt the 
labor movement does not hare to depond 
on agreements and protocols. It will live 
and prosper and grow In spite of tin-
breaking of protocols. . 
"Do the manufacturers think they can 
crush ynuf Do they cherish the absurd 
notion that organised labor can be 
smashed? In ghastly ghoulish glee, do 
they want to take the lives e'f the leading 
men of your Union? If this be their pur-
pose, then this is the time to tell them 
that they will not succeed." 
The resolution was adopted by accla-
mation, without a single dissentient 
voice. ;md there is not a member of 
the Union and in the allied trades who 
would demur to its terms or waver in 
his or her allegiance to the organiza-
tion in the event of any action that 
might be necessitated by the cdurse of 
events. 
* « « 
• 
THE MEMORY Apparently the lesson 
OFJULYT.W.
 Df t h e past i s i o s t o n 
the employers. They forget that the 
Cloakmakers' Union was horn anew in 
1910, and that its experience of the last 
five years has been its greatest stabil-
izer. ' . ** 
The seventh of this month is the fifth 
anniversary of a great and epoch-mak-
ing event in the cloak industry. • Five 
years ago July 7, the workers in the 
cloak trade vacated the shops in their 
tens of thousands. Kace, nationality, 
religion, language were obliterated. A 
feeling of solidarity and a desire to 
proclaim to the world their .common 
protest again at accumulated s.wcat 
*op evils pertneated ail of them. 
Starvation and suffering did not daunt 
their courage. Arrests and brutality 
i their 
by threats of injunctions or persecu-
tion. For seven weeks th'is mixed mul-
titude of men and women, young and 
old, speaking divers tongues, foughi 
shoulder to shoulder. Their very de-
termination made it impossible for the 
employer to reduce their forces or 
cause them to surrender. 
Open shop versus the union shop was 
the bone of contention and the main 
difficulty in the way of an early set-
tlement. The manufacturers were 
willing to grant concessions, if only 
they were allowed to operate open 
shops. But the workers' representa-
tives held that no* concessions were 
worth the paper they were written on 
without a distinct guarantee of a union 
shop. Soon the resolute attitude of 
50.000 workers compelled the manu-
facturers to" proclaim in the historic 
, phrase embodied in the protocol that 
"the manufacturers declare their belief 
in the Union." 
We understand that in order not to 
incur the wrath of an enlightened pub-
lic opinion they still make a show t 
professing that belief. If so it is in 
strange contradiction with the instruc-
tions of the association to its member-
advising non-recognition of the Union 
These great and memorable event-
of 1910 have been kept green in th 
minds not only of our members bu: 
of the entire labor movement. Our 
people furnished an example to lb* 
workers of other industries and per 
meated them with similar enthusiasm 
and determination. We rightly call the 
events of that year epoch-making be-
cause they gradually brought a sort of 
industrial revolution for thousands oi 
workers in many parts of the country. 
' Do the manufacturers think that in-
dustrial changes of such extent and 
magnitude can be reversed by a stroke 
- ' . the pen or a press statement? 
JULY, 1915 
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•litre-and there open shop still lingers 
in the clothing trade, but it will not 
prevail in the cloak trade in New York; 
8o,ooo people will see to that. Public 
opinion, enlightened by the experience 
uf the last five years will equally op-
wherc these evils have been abolished. 
Besides, while the manufacturers 
claim to be entitled to a measure of 
freedom in the management of their 
industry, the workers arc not less en-
titled to a measure of legitimate free-
ground for it. 
ORGANIZED UNION SHOP 
IS WORKERS' SOLE 
rROTECTlQN 
pose it, particularly when there is no dom in collectively^ arranging the de-
tails of their labor'to suit themselves. 
The workers have chosen the form of 
organized union shop, because this af-
fords them the only remedy against 
grasping employers. They have ho 
other means of protection. 
The organized union shop is our 
gan. It is a omon shop where tnc 
workers arc permeated with the feel-
ing of solidarity and act unitedly in 
accord with the instructions of their 
responsible officers. The union shop is 
primarily inherent in the workers* 
hearts. Agreements, signed or verbal, 
arc only acceptable where they provide 
the guarantee of this, the employers' 
recognition of the union shop. But 
whether with or without agreement, 
the sort of union shop that enters the 
hearts and minds of the workers is 
that which is the best guarantee of 
union conditions and standards. 
In the present state of- tension our 
members have given ample evidence 
that they possess this feeling of solid-
arity and no circumstances, however 
adverse, will destroy it. It is this unity 
and cohesion that will carry us through 
the present ordeal. 
/ 
The trite con-
tention of the 
manufacturers 
that they desire to carry on their busi-
ness with absolute freedom'has been 
again trotted out as a ground for their 
action. The workers have never ob-
jected to the employer's freedom to 
manage his affairs, provided this free-
dom is legitimate and does not ride 
roughshod over their lives, energies 
and leisure. Absolute freedom went 
hand in hand with chattel slavery. It 
was rampant during the rise of capi-
talism when men, women and children 
were of no account in the piling up of 
individual wealth. The law still sanc-
tions certain aspects of that efcte sys-
tem of industry, and the courts here 
and there come to the defense of the 
slave driver. But the conscience of 
the enlightened people o( this country 
has been gradual^*wakened t o a rec-
ognition, of industrial evils that are 
relics of those times, and will not tol-
erate any attempt to reintroduce them 
MCttM 
TENTH ANNIVERSARY O F T H E REEFERMAKERS' U N I O N 
On Saturday, July 3, a most appro-
priate celebration takes place—appro-
priate in many respects in this period 
of stress and strain for our Union, 
The Children's Cloaks and Recfermak-
m* Union, Local No. 17, celebrate 
their tenth anniversary of contiinivus 
existence; and well they may cele-
brate; for theirs has been no humdrum 
existence, but one of continuous, strug-
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The fighting spirit of. enthusiastic 
young men and women, their endur-
ance in the face of great odds, the 
gradual growth and progress of the 
organization, its remarkable achieve-
ments, its abolition ofsrooted evils, i t . 
creation of high standards of remuner-
ation in the trade, its methods of ne-
gotiation with the employers and of 
march upward has been, jibe that of 
every successful trade union, through 
almost incessant strikes, including two 
general strikes, one of which was part 
of the great cloak strike of 1910. 
We may all take heart and inspira-
tion from thtf history and achievements 
of Local No. 17. At a certain period of 
its existence—in 1907—the employers 
settling piece prices—all these must sought to compass its-destruction; but 
call forth admiration, the combined efforts of the rcprescnta-
Jii another column Brother M. G lives on the Cloak makers' Joint Boai 
Leader, the manager of the local, of that time frustrated the employers' 
writes of improvements achieved, with plan's and after a stubborn fight of nine 
inside technical knowledge acquired in weeks made them acknowledge that 
the five years of his administration. 
We ccraraend the facts cited therein to 
the attention of our readers. 
The history of the local, cursorily 
narrated in its illustrated anniversary 
number published for the occasion, is 
replete with incidents of more thar. 
passing interest. These show the mem-
bers of Local No. 17 to advantage, but 
they also show what may be accom-
thcy were beaten. This was one of 
the most extensive and best organized 
general strikes in the cloak trade. As 
the precurso'r of the waistmakers' 
-strike of 1909 and the cloak strike of 
1910 it taught our people how to fight 
and win, and the lesson remains with 
them to this day. 
The Rccfcrmakers' Union achievi 
its strnegth and stability and its staml-
ptished by faith, courage and persist- ing in the labor movement of the Kasi-
sidc through unceasing -effort and 
mostly through agreements with the 
individual employers. Its enemies were 
legion, but the organization was proof 
against them. Our International Un-
ion, of which Local No. 17 is part, is 
i 
encc, by organized and collective ef-
fort and by genuine striving toward 
proper organization and sound admin-
istration. ' y 
In June 1905, twenty-five young men 
started the Union. The harsh, almost 
inhuman, conditions in the shops were likewise beset with enemies, but our 
unendurable, and the workers found people possess the same qualities and 
their refuge in union and organization, this will render us immune lo nil at-
Today the Reefermakers' Union is one tacks. We congratulate Local No. 17 
of the strongest locals of the Interna- on its Tenth Anniversary and wish 
tional morally and financially. The its members and officers mucfc succc^. 
* * i t 
. ^ - - v . - • . 
Monthly News and Events 
Br'M. H. DANISH 
THE DEMONSTRATION ON JUNE 11 
Tho greatest labor demonstration ever 
i I'M In New York, as unanimously con* 
coded by the entire press of the city, took 
place Saturday. June 12, when 60,000 
members of the Cloakmakers* Union 
gathered In front of Madison Square Oar* 
den to express their confidence in their 
Indicted leaders and their contempt for 
the' manufacturers who seek to destroy 
tbelr organization. 
Those who arranged the meeting knev-
in advance that It was bound to be a 
record breaker and a milestone in the his-
tory of tho cloakmaklng industry of this 
city- Five days before the meeting took 
plscc tho arrangements committee had 
distributed forty thousand tickets; yet no 
one anticipated fully the actual size and 
the grandeur of the demonstration. Aa 
curly ns eight o'clock In the morning 
thousands of cloakmakers were already In 
line around tho spacious Garden. Close to 
mid-day iim stream of masses of people 
became so great that traffic on trolley 
lines, automobiles and other vehicles for 
Mocks around was seriously impeded. The 
police estimates placed the number at fifty 
thousand. Some newspaper experts esti-
mated It to be between 70,000 and 80.000. 
One thing seems to be pretty obvious: 
namely, that not a cloakmaker in tbe city 
of New York stiugd away from thla, now 
historic, gathering/ 
Of coursfl, the Garden itself could not 
accommodate such a mass of humanity. 
Not more than fifteen thousand could got 
Inside and tbe remaining tens of thouv 
Band* stayed outside, and. braving the in-
tolerable heat, listened for hour* to the 
speeches which were delivered in the vU 
clnlty of tbo Garden by an Indefatigable 
corps of sponkers. Within the Garden tho 
heat » u just as great, yet in spite of *.ht* 
fact, the huge audience was imbued with 
Intense Interest and enthusiasm. The 
stormy applause that greeted each orator 
shook th« walls of tbe mighty building 
and was heard outside tor blocks. 
Bro. George Wtahnak. the genera^ man. 
user or the Cloakmakers' Joint Board. In-
troduced Hro. Klmer Rosenberg, the chair-
man of the Board, an the chairman of the 
meeting la a few fitting words which pro-
voked hearty applause. The chairman, 
"after reading a nupibor of telegrams from 
various labor organizations, which sant 
greetings and approval to the mighty hosts 
of assembled cloakmakors, introduced the 
secretary of the 1'nlted Hebrew Trades of 
New York. Bro. Ab. Shlplskoff as the first 
speaker. Bro. Sblplakoff extended to the" 
meeting the greeting of the Hebrew Trades 
and pledged the support of his organisa-
tion to tho-cause of tbe Indicted leaders 
of the Cloakmakers. 
Jacob pankes. the well-known Socialist 
speaker and lawyer, delivered a fiery and I 
enthusiastic speech. While be was speak- ' 
Ing,President Samuel Oomperg came up on. 
the platform and received an ovation. The 
Immense andlence was touched when the 
fl'.iiirmaii read a message from the eight 
comrades In Ibc Tombs, who have been 
held for a month on a charge of murder 
without oven knowing their accusers. The 
message \n primed in full In ths editorial 
columns. 
President Gompers, In a speech which 
was frequently punctuated with applause, 
declared that the meeting was a sufficient 
indication of the workers' determination 
to fight if a fight Is forced on them. 
President Gompers said In part: 
It la regrettable that cause* exist which 
make !t.n«ceesary to hare a meeting like 
this. It la gratifying beyond measure that 
Inasmuch as the causes exist, you have 
turned out In such numbers, it Is Just 
about five yesrs ago that you and others 
of your trade assembled in this great ball 
,in numbers no loss than here today- 'On 
that occasion, when the organised cloak-
makers and ladles' garment Workers were 
few in number, you met to demand from 
youx employers better wages, limited hours 
of labor and improved standards of life, 
At that time I believed an Industrial revolt 
was necessary, and 1 advised a general 
strike sod you took the advice. It was a 
wonderful fight It taught you the lesson 
that only by standing by your union ta 
war as well aa In peace will you be able 
to drive home to the employers the de-
mands labor makes in return for what 
labor gives. Week* passed until the pro-
tocol w«s reached. Thti was recognised 
as a means by which Industrial strife 
might be put la the background sad In-
dustrial peace might reign. Only a few 
i 
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weeks ago the manufacturers abrogated 
the protocol. , 
II seem* strange to me thut the Manu-
facturers' Association abrogated the pro-
tocol three days before the Board of Arbi-
t r a t o r were to meet to consider question* 
In dispute. Was It a guilty conscience that 
Induced the employer* to abrogate the 
protocol? 
The American labor movement wants to 
extend Its power for good. It wants to 
bare agreements with employers. Bat the 
labor movement does not have- to depend 
on agreements and protocols. It will live 
and prosper and grow in epito of the break' 
Ing of protocols. 
Do the manufacturers think they can 
crush you? IB It that they believe that 
organised labor can be smashed. In 
ghastly ghoulish gloo, do. they want to 
take the Uvea of the leading men of our 
Union? If this be their purpose, then this 
Is the time to tell them tt can't be done. 
The murder of working men and wom-
en In Ludlow, Colo., gives me a suspicion 
of what capitalists would like to do In New 
York City. We ask no Immunity for any 
member of organised labor who is guilty 
of crime, but by the gods, wo will Insist 
that every degree of fairness and Justice be 
given our people. 
Is It not strange that the manufacturers 
abrogated the agreement with the garment 
workers and the District Attorney had 
these labor officials Indicted at approxi-
mately the same lime? la It not strange 
that the protocol was abrogated Just three 
days before the meeting of the arbitration 
board to deal with the alleged grievances 
of the manufacturers? Did tbey have a 
guilty conscience and conviction that the 
board would vote against them? 
I proclaim to the world that American 
labor wants agreements with capital. The 
highest type of the world's citizenship, we 
bellevo In an appeal to reason. But I also 
proclaim to the world that we don't have 
to have agreements; we don't need them 
to live; wo can grow and prosper in spito 
of the breaking of protocols. 
The reason advanced by the manufac-
turers for breaking the agreement under 
which the Industry has thrived for five 
years Is their claim that the Union couldn't 
control Its membership, and that In defi-
ance of the protocol there had been shop 
strikes. There have been one or two shop 
strikes. But the Union has been quick to 
discipline the guilty ones. But, stopt I 
recall that before the protocol there were 
reneral strikes every year, costing misery 
and hunger and suffering of all kinds. I 
ask the manufacturer*, which la worse, a 
shop strike once in a while In a period of 
Ore years, or a general strike every one or 
two years? I leave the answer to any 
sane human being. 
I.aat winter, due to unemployment, there 
was great suffering and hunger, with here 
and thero a entail bread riot,—a demand 
for bread; The United States Is nofa per-
feet country, but I believe it the best . 
the face of the globe. If the manufac-
turers are Just In their claims, then a riot 
for bread Is ground for dlsbandment of 
the Government of the United State*. 
No, 'the manufacturers are not sincere! 
They want to see the unions—this Union 
and all other union*—swamped. But on 
the face of the earth there exists no power 
that can crush organized labor. 
This mighty gathering shows* there Is a 
crisis, l hope the breach may not be 
broadened. I hope the manufacturers will 
learn from this moating the solidarity of 
your Union which cannot be broken by 
severed protocols. I hope there may be a 
new agreement with better terms for you, 
but I want to tell you, you must stand for 
your rights or who will? If there la a 
disposition on the part of the employers 
to right Hy wrong* they have done, the 
Federation will meet them half way. But 
n i t one Inch shall we yield.. 
I hope the employers. If they had In 
mind the crushing of the International 
Ladles' Garment Workers' Union, will 
learn that this solidarity of the mass of 
the workers can't be broken by abrogating 
protocols; 
I hope there will be a new agreement 
granting hotter rights. I don't know the 
reasons behind tho breaking of the pro-
tocol. Did they Join In the movement to 
lake the lives and liberties of men of the 
cloakmakcrs' union? If it be their pur-
pose to help take the lives and liberties of 
the men we believe to be Innocent they 
will bo defeated. In tho Qght for freedom 
we are going to stand shoulder to shoulder. 
Any assault on our rank* or on tho mean-
est among us will find our ranks ready to 
IlgTit to maintain tho llvos of the tollers of 
our .country. 
In that fight we stand In battle array 
not for war but for peace. But any oneniy-
wlll find us ready to fight every inch of 
the way to maintain the Tuture and the 
lives of the tollers of the land. Human 
brotherhood Is the cause of our fight, 
which shall be waged until eternal peace 
shall come to the »on* and daughters of 
mankind. 
Mr. Morris Illllqult, who was greeted by 
a thunder of applause, said In psrt. as 
follows: 
As one of the lawyer* Intrusted with the 
defenso of your Indicted officers and mem-
bers, I want to say that I have carefullv 
investigated every phase of the case, and 
that I know positively and beyond a sha-
dow of a doubt that they are Innocent like 
new-born babes of .the crimes charged 
against them. If there Is any fairness and 
Justice In this city, the accused union men 
will be triumphantly acquitted at the trial 
and their persecutors will be pilloried as 
rck less and criminal perjurer*, the scum 
of tho darkest depth of the underworld. 
Slgman, Woolf, Mel* and the other In-
* • 
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dieted union men are not In Jail because 
ihftj are murderers or criminals, but be-
cause they have concentrated and devoted 
their whole IlTe» to (he uplift of their 
oppressed, maltreated and suffering fellow 
workers. 
It la (or you and your children that they 
are In prlaon; It li for their loyalty to your 
Union that they are to be tried for their 
Urea. 
Since the arrest of your leaders, I have 
had the privilege of seeing them almost 
dally. They are courageous and cheerful. 
They do not complain. The ooly message 
they convey to you from behind their 
prison bars Is this: 
RTAND BY 118 AS WE HAVE STOOD 
FOR YOU, AND ABOVE ALL, STAND BY 
OUR UNION. THE ONLY HOPE AND 
SALVATION OP OUR CLASS! 
Theae are very critical times for your 
Union. Through five years of Incessant 
struggle and sacrifice jou have succeeded 
In lifting the 50,000 cloak workers of this 
city from the mire of sweatshop, starva-
tion wages and abject exploitation to the 
plane of more or leas humane standards 
of life and work. Yo'ir employers could 
never forgive you that mortal sin. They 
waited for an opportunity to destroy your 
Union and to nullify your achievements 
and they believe the opportunity has now 
come. Like vultures they have thrown 
themselves upon you. Most unscrupulous 
employers, In league with notorious gangs, 
havo made the first assault on you, and 
the "roapcctablo" manufacturers of the 
Protective Association hare followed In 
their lead by terminating the protocol. 
Tola Is a vain offorK Your enemies do 
not know,,tho temper or the labor move-
ment. Organised workers are stronger 
tinder attack and they thrive in fight. In 
this crisis the 50,000 members of the 
Cloakmakers1 Union will stand like one 
man for their bread tAd their rights, for 
th<tir liberty and for justice. No em-
ployer** association, no District Attorney 
can crush you. The Union will rise more 
powerful and efficient Uian ever. The Just 
cause of militant labor will triumph over 
the combined forces of slavery and oppres-
sion. Long Live the Cloakmakers' Union! 
Long Live the straggles of the organised 
worker the world over! 
Short and tetffVg apwhes, which were 
received with thunderous applause, were 
also made by Abraham Canon. Editor of 
Forward. 8. Yanovsky, editor of the Prele 
Arbelter Stlmme, Algernon Lee, repre-
senting the Socialist Party, Dr. M. Gold-
tarb and William Km-ilu. The climax was 
reached when, just at about the close of 
the meeting, Conffreasinan Meyer London 
appeared on the platform. The spontan-
eous outburst that greeted him was simply 
Jenfenlng. Is a few ;«rse words he ex-
horted the audience to preserve their solid 
ranks and not to rest until their Incar-
cerated brethren are rreed and restored to 
their midst so that they may agata lead 
them on from victory to victory. 
The sentiment of the meeting was « • . 
pressed In a resolution, adopted in a *.i 
unanimous roar of assent after it had been * -r 
read by BonJ. Scblosinger, President of the 
International Indies' Garment Workers' 
Union. The resolution appears on t 
first page of the editorial columns. 
The great meeting has produced an ln-
dolllble Impression on the minds and 
hearts. As a reply lo the schemes' ot em-
ployera and machinations of the enemies 
of the Union there could have been noth-
ing stronger, nothing more effectlv 
LAST MONTH IN 
The tense situation In the cloak 
In New York baa had a marked effect on 
the organised cloakmakers in Philadelphia. 
Quite naiorally, the entire attention of the 
membership of our Philadelphia unions Is 
at present centered upon New York and 
every move of the New York organisation, 
ts being closely and keenly watched. 
Meanwhile the Work of remedying the 
evils existing In the trade In Philadelphia,' 
which wero so glaringly brought out dur-
ing the last season, Is being slowly though 
surely pushed ahead. A conference with 
the manufacturers was held recently- at 
which President Schleslnger was present. 
The questions tentatively taken up for 
discussion chiefly related to settling of 
prices, the fixing of a weekly wage rate 
for sample workers and the regulation of 
the hours of labor. Theae conferences will 
be continued In the near future. 
The big feature of last month In Phila-
delphia was the general member meeting 
which took place, on Saturday. June Sth. 
The hall was crowded to the doors and the 
speech of Bro. Schleslnger, on the prepara-
tions for the next fall season In Philadel-
phia and the pxeaent situation In New York 
was greeted with Intense enthusiasm, par-
ticularly those pojtlots of » which re-
ferred to the Incarceration of our ^byal 
ofllcem. This meeting hai also sleeted * 
large organisation contains* to help to 
eomplote the enrollment of a number of 
men and women in some association shops 
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The a«ven year*" experience of Local 
No. * lt> connection with tho alck boncfit 
fund has convinced our loot! organisat ion 
tha i benefit funds are a valuable asset l a 
maintaining the s t rength and affiliation of 
lha members!] ip to their locale. Besides 
the alck funt!, tho Philadelphia organlxa-
tlon baa a l io a relief and loan fund which 
haa been doing business now for three 
years. T h e annual dues per year a r e 60 
cent* and the loan l imit Is 26 dollars . 
Th is fund has helped a grea t number of 
mem bora to tide over tlmea of stress, and 
t h e work ha s m a d e Htelf felt a m o n g t h e 
r a n k a n d file of t h e organl ia t lon . 
Vice-President Pierce has spent* laat 
month In Philadelphia organizing ihe cut-
te rs . He wa* sent thore In response to 
t h e rwqteet of -Local No. 68, to the laat 
meeting of the General Executive Board in trial for our men . 
— ' • — . «.w.™ 
DtF*N5S FUKD AGITATION IN •ALTtMOM 
After t h e temporary setback experienced 
by our Baltimore organization following 
' t h e toss of a .shop s t r ike In, March, the 
local n u t back to activity J 
lot* of t ime. Aided by the general office, 
tho now orftboiKer, Brolbwr I. Etfcln. b»« 
been able to put things Into ahapo again 
and tho local la doing business with re-
newed vigor. 
The ar res t s of the leaders of tho Cloak-v 
m a k e r s ' Union in New York haa created a 
s torm of Indignation in Balt imore, and 
following the initiative or a few energetic 
morabers of Local No. 4. a permanent de-
fense conference was created which has 
under taken to arouse pubtlo opinion on a 
large scale In regard to the outrageous 
t r ea tmen t of t he i r follow workora In New 
York. Mass meeting* and the raising of 
a big fund for the defense a r e some of the 
th ings docldfcd upon, and there seoms to 
be l i t t le doubt t h a t Balt imore's voice will 
be heard ' loud ly In the demand for a fair 
NEW YORK EMBXOIDEREKS. LOCAL No. « 
The t r ade ha s boon quite busy for the 
last two months and the local has taken 
on a new l e u e of Ufa. They have ap-
inted a n«w organiser , Bro. M. Weiss. 




of U and Hi» Union Is at present Raining 
rapidly In membership and prestlgo. 
A strike of thrM weeks' duration In the 
•hop of N. Fraukel and Company was set-
tled to the fall satisfaction of the Union. 
The general office has given this local 
'lately every available assistance and tho 
. trade Is Anally beginning to respond to the 
csll of organization. 
THE NEW LOCAL N.. I IN SAN FRANCISCO 
The Golden Gate city Is on our map 
•gain, this time with a substantial ladles' 
garment workers' organisation. There haa 
been In existence in Ban Francisco on ln-< 
dependent union of ladles' tailors for some 
years. These have a t present decided to 
join the International. They have absorbed 
a number of old members of the disbanded 
Local No. 8 and will now be known as the 
Ladies' Garment Workers" Union of San 
Francisco. There are In that city about 
forty ladtes'-tallorlng and cloak shops and 
Ihey employ about 400 people, aside from 
those employed at dressmaking and the 
various wash-goods lines. The new Union 
has the heat prospectB of growth and the 
general office will surely lend them Its co-
operation. 
THE PAST MONTH IN TORONTO 
"For the: last few weeks/' Vice-Presi-
dent Koldofsky writes from Toronto, "we 
bave had a .lot of disputes In the shops In 
relation to settlement ot prlcos. Wo also 
had to contend with discharge cases and 
new working systems which some employ-
ers have attempted to Introduce In their 
factories against the will of the workers. 
Practically all these disputes were sottled 
in favor of the Union. In one of these 
Arms, the 'Canada Cloak Co.,' which em-
ploys over 150 workers, matters came 
pretty near a strike. Tho operators, sixty 
of them, had stopped and were out four 
days until we succeeded In coming to an 
agreement with tfflFcmployer. 
"All these troubles do not, however, 
provent us from going on with our organ-
isation work; shop meetings are being held 
nightly, and owing to lack of work, we 
are, able to hold meetings now during the 
day as Well. Last week we have succeeded 
in organizing the shop of 'Robert Simpson 
and Company' which employs about SOD 
people. These people did not. until now 
show any eagerness to avail toomtolTairor 
the 'manifesto' we have Issued whlct 
In force until the 1st of May, and it took 
a considerable amount of energy to get 
•them into the mio;i . 
"We are also conducting a lively agita-
tion .to ralso a big defense fund for our 
accused brothers In New Tork, and just aa 
soon as work in the shops begins In earn-
est, towards the end of June, we will have 
no difficulty in collecting a large, sum 
among our workers." 
0 
THE OVERTIME DISPUTES IN 505TON 
Boston cloak 111 alt era wont through a 
rushing spring season which has offered 
to some manufacturers the temptation of 
violating the rules of the agreement by 
working their men all sorts of hours. 
Many of them could not resist this tempta-
tion and .this In turn has brought disputes 
In Its wake. 
Among the firms that got tho habit of 
working overtime on Saturday afternoons 
was the shop of. Qllckman and Newhoff. 
When tho attention of the Association was 
called to this fact, and an officer ot the 
Union, together with the clerk of th* As-
sociation, went up to this shop one Satur-
day afternoon to stop them, the firm re-
f usea to comply with the order and con-' 
Unued to work until 6 o'clock of that day. 
In reply to a protest we had made to the 
Association against the action of their 
member, they stated to a rery evasive way 
that such matters as working overtime on 
Saturday should be overlooked during the 
busy time of the year. The Union has 
thereupon suspended some of the operators 
and the finishers of that shop from the 
local and has ordered down the cutters 
and the pressors. After a fight which 
lasted for s week, and which has made it 
necessary for President Schleslngerr. to 
come to Boston, the controversy was 
settled to the full satisfaction of the Union. 
The tour men -expelled for having persist-
ently violated the rules of the organisation 
were not permitted to stay In the shop 
after the adjustment 
/ WHAT CLEVELAND IS DOINC 
The organising work In Cleveland Is 
going Oh unabated. The slack period of 
the yea* has had little effect on the num-
ber of meetings, distribution *f literature 
and other forma of agitation carried on 
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bore, but as most of them work ID the 
shops of SiegeI and Palmer, we moat wait 
until the commencement of the season he-
fort w« can begin to do any active work 
among them." 
THE STRIKE AT THE "IMPERIAL CO." IN 
MONTREAL 
Our Montreal organisation baa had on 
Ita hnmis quite a aerloui atrlke during laat 
month which lasted.for three weeks and 
has created quite* a stir in the city. It 
occurred at the "Imperial Ladles* Wear 
Co." and wan aettled on June » s t to tho 
complete satisfaction of the workers. We 
iball quote hore from the letter of Brother 
Labensobn, Socrelary of the Joint Board 
of Montreal. 
"This strike," Brother Labensohn wrlUs 
"will go down In the history of our atrlk 
In Montreal an. the first that was fought 
with remarkable tenacity. The strikers, 
forty-four In number, stuck toaetber with 
rare courage, but moat of all to be* ad-
mired wag tho conduct of the 20 girls who 
participated In the atrlke. These girls, 
(hough not members of the Union before 
tho strike, have conclusively proved to us 
that when woman one* maki up their 
minds to achieve something they are bound 
to get results. They wef« the 3rst on the 
picket line, and at Ihe hall meetings many 
of the men who were somewhat lukewarm 
at the beginning were Inspired by them 
nod stuck to their posts. There were no 
strike-breakers and we were successful In 
keeping the strike-work out of some shops 
where an attempt was made to help the 
struck Arm. 
**Tho employers were quite active, too. 
and not being able to procure scabs they 
attempted to terrorise our .workers with 
the aid of j two Russian employees. They 
even got permits ror tnese two pcopt* w 
carry revolvers which they have not failed 
to use at the first chanco, 
"On June 10th, at 6 In the afternoon, 
ono of these Russians dtechtrged three 
shots from his gun while going through 
the very center of tho city where hundreds 
of people were passing. Luckily, the 
attempting to Invalidate it through court, casualties ostonde.il only to oae Innocent 
proceedings with the aid of our Socialist passer-by who was hit In the right arm 
Alderman Comrade Rodriguez. The meet- and taken quickly, to a hospital His as-
ing of Polish workors was well attended sallant was arrested and put under |8,0<X> 
and we have enroll «rt a number of them. ball, which ths-firm gave for him and took 
Then are about i00 of them in the trade htm hack to the shop to -cab. 
Incessantly In Cleveland for the, last ten 
months. 
The organised cloakmakera look forward 
with considerable expectation to the big 
mass meeting which is planned for the 
early part of July at the big Gray Armory. 
This mass meeting will bs addressed by 
President Samuel Compere of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, Attorney Clar-
ence Darrow of Chicago, Congressman 
Meyer London and President Scblesinger 
of the International Union. 
The Cleveland workers have also formed 
a. leual defense committee and are actually 
engaged In raising funds to help the ar-
rested officers In New York. 
THE CAMPAIGN IN CHICAGO 
t after the decision of the General 
Executive Board to commence an active 
campaign In Chicago, Bro. H. Flnkler was 
appointed by the general office as local 
organlier and the Chicago Joint Board has 
put Bro. V'ogel into the office to assist 
hltn. Hore Is what Bro. Flnkler has to 
say coscernlng the work that Is now going 
on In Chicago: 
"The sentiment among the cloakmakeri 
hare, aa far aa I am abU to Judge, la vary 
strong ror the organisation, and the masses 
are In a very hopeful mood regarding the 
possibilities of the outcome. Shop meet-
InKS are being called every evtmlng; and 
many abopa that war* not approachable 
heretoforo come to our halls. The work-
ers pay close intention to what We.have to 
tell taem. We had a big membership 
meeting last month at Workmen's Ha'.l 
and we adopted a strong resolution pro-
testlnit against the arrests of our brothers 
In New York. Wo have organised alx new 
shops lately and wo have hope* to lake 
Into cur fold some of the biggest ahori 
iust as soon as there is more work in the 
factories. 
"You undoubtedly remember *th* Injun©-, 
tlon that we have bad here in Chicago 
durine the strike at the shop of Borenstein 
and Company. W« have organised this 
shop completely now. though the ln)un<s' 
tlon Is stHls4>ondlng against us; We-SJfl 
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"The strike la now nettled. Wo wish to 
express our thanks to the manager of the 
local dally, "The Canadian Bugle," Mr, 11. 
Woloffsky, who has given up much or
 Q i* 
time and worked hard to bring about this 
settlement; alio to our counselor, Mr. 
P«ter Berkowlts, who spared ao energy and 
worked day and nlfcht defending our ar-
retted strikers. The flrni has conceded ' 
practically all the demands if the linton. 
Section work was abolished and piece work 
guaranteed for the operators and finisher*. 
—prices to be fixed between the Arm and 
a committee from the shop. It was also 
agreed that the cutters and preaaers should 
work week-work at regular union wages. 
All thoso who went down on strike should 
receive their Jobs back and all those who 
remained at work during tbo strike should 
be sent down. All the girls who work by 
the week have received Increases in their 
wagos." 
WILL CINCINNATI HAVE TROUBLE 7 
Our workers In Cincinnati havo been 
Quite busy these days. It appear* that 
the organising work which they have 
conducted for the:-but few months has 
thrown a scare Into the hearts of some of 
the local manufacturers and these havo 
now started to look around for means of 
assuring themselves that their workera 
win remain obedient and itibmlsslve, at 
least, for the coming season. 
And so, Mr. Stein, head of the Qrm of 
Bishop, Stern and Stein, the largest cloak 
firm tn Cincinnati, with which the Union 
fata been having continuous trouble on ac-
count of their persistent efforts to pre-
vent the cutters otpUte Bhop front JOIUIDK 
the local—this Mr. Stein called together 
all bis workers one atternooa In June, and 
Informed thorn that he wants all those 
who are satisfied with conditions in his 
factory and those that will promise him 
not to create any "trouble" during the 
next season to step forward and come over 
to his aide, and those who bold contrary 
.Views on these mitt tars lu remain Just 
where they stand. As it was to be ex-
pected. Mr. Stein was badly disappointed. 
Not one of the workers has made a step 
forward. When he persisted, however, In 
getting a promise from them, he was told 
that they were soing to hate a shop meet-
ing to decide upon a course of action. He 
offered them tho premises of h is shop for 
the meeting, but they decllted with thanks. 
preferring to have the meeting at the un-
ion headquarters. At that meeting It waa 
decided not to make any promises to the 
firm, but to act )lke loyal ualon men .would 
be 4>xpectod to act In such circumstances. 
The genoral office In New York waa im-
mediately Informed of the situation and 
Vice-President Pierce was Instructed to 
proceed to Cincinnati to take chacao of the 
situation. 
It appeam that this movo by the Bishop 
Brrn was being planned tor quite some 
time In advance. Their cutters were very 
busy for the last few weeki, and hundreds 
of dozens ot garments were bolng cut and 
stored away, white the operators did not 
get any work at all, as K for the purpose 
of whetting their appetites and getting 
them anxious to start to work under* any 
condition at all. Just now the firm Is 
spreading rumors that they are moving 
their shop from Cincinnati, unless, the 
workera will promise to be meek and do-
cile. But the Bishop employees do not 
Intend to be taken In by these rumors. 
Thsy know that they and not their em-
ployer* wilt nave to ru*ko th« gat-menta 
that are now accumulating In the cutting" 
rooms and that the firm will never be able 
to fill a tingle order wltk threats. The 
workers wilt not sell themselves for a mess 
of pottage. 
4-
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Why The Cloak Manufacturers 
Abrogated The Protocol 
BT D. SCHLESlNGEft 
» • 
in tbe editorial artlclo on this subject, 
la tbe Jane Issue of thli magailns, tbe 
statement w « already made that wither 
the Union nor the workers In the trade are 
at all affected by tbe unexpected abroga-
tion of tbe protocol by the manufacturers. 
The union representative* will not leende 
from the position they held in regard to 
Juitiee for the workers in the shops. The 
abrogation of tbe peace treaty has rather 
strengthened their hand*; and having 
failed to Bccure Improvements hy arbitra-
tion tbey may have to resort to such meth-
ods as the situation will cMl for. 
WE STILL ADHERE TO COLLECTIVE 
BARGAINING 
This reveala pretty plainly our attitude. 
We mil firmly adboro to, collective,bar-
gaining. A trade like ours, having thou-
sands of manufacturers, must have some 
system of collective dealing between the 
organised workers and tb*> organized em-
ployers. I was one of those who helped to 
work out the details of the protocol five 
years ago, and 1 have then enter-atued 
great hopes la the schema. Many of those 
hopes have Imen shattered; but l a m as 
d«aply convinced as aver In the fund*-
bargaining j* i th 
organised employer*, and sooner or Inter 
tXta idea will acquire a more subalanUaV 
realisation. 
It might ba asked: If collective bargain-
ing la an Indispensable method of adjust-
ing labor problems, why. then, hare toe 
manufacturers abandoned this method 
after a five years' trial? 
The manufacturers conceived the pro-
tocol as an Instrument conducive solely to 
lhair Interest. They emphaslxed to* Im-
Portofio* of U * Union complying with it* 
obligations, but they refused to comply 
with their obligations. 
The manufactured tailed to realise the 
most essential point In the entire arrange' 
Riant; namely, that the Cloak-makers' Un-
ion boa for Its object tba improveniant of 
the conditions of the workers. We were 
willing to achieve this object by pacific 
means. Wo agreed that our demands 
should be reviewed by a board of arbitra-
tion—on impartial and competent tribunal 
which, after bearing both sides, would 
render a fair and Just decision. Tho em-
ployer* evidently thought mat our aim was 
merely to have the. workers pay duos In 
tho Union, but that we were not concerned 
about Improvements. 
The manufacturers violated the spirit of 
tbe protocol at every step. The protocol 
stood for the essential, principle of unin-
terrupted peace In the trade. It stood for 
the elimination of strikes, for the peaceful 
adjustment of all disputes between em-
ployer* and employees Individually and 
collect (rely and of disputes between the 
respective organisations of employers and 
employees. It* working machinery con-
sisted of'chosen representatives, commit-
tee* and boards, and tbe underlying prin-
ciple of this machinery was to handle all 
disputes with fairness- and justice. But 
the manufacturer*' association ha* trodden 
underfoot Just this fundamental principle 
of the protocol. Instead of continued peace 
it mode the protocol the source of end low 
friction and strife. 
' EMPLOYERS EVADED COMPLYING WITH 
, PRICES AGREED UPON 
In regard to the adjustment of pj»*« 
prices under the protocol, tbl* was ,done 
by a committee of the shop bargaining 
with the employer, and the employer was 
under obligation to pay the prices agr**d 
upon during tho entire a«a*ou:-i>ut did the 
employer* observe this provision? They 
evaded It by all manner of aubtortug*. 
After settling price* they would send the 
i o r k out to contractor* and •Qb-monutoc-
turers in New Jersey or Connecticut to be 
made at lower price*, thus *llpplQg.oBt of 
their obligation to deal Justly and >»lrty 
with their employees, while the employees 
suffered and felt aggrieved. And when **• 
• • 
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employee* In sheer protest caused a stop-
page, the manufacturers raised the cry 
that we had violated the protocol, 
COUNTERACTING PROVISIONS FOR SANITARY 
IMPROVEMENTS 
We might cite another example of the 
employers' violation of the spirit ol the 
protocol. The Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control was established mainly to improve 
the sanitary conditions In the smaller shops 
which were: la* a chaotic state of Insaniu-
tlon and overcrowding. The large manu-
facturers, some of whom are active In so-
cial work and philanthropic institution*, 
knew full well that the activity of the sani-
tary board would bo directed mainly to the 
•mall shops. "Vet. as If to counteract the 
provision for sanitary Improvement, they 
created and encouraged the growth, of 
•mall sub-factories, where driving and the 
worst sanitary conditions prevail. They 
did this while they contributed to the 
fubds of the Sanitary Board of Control 
with the avowed object of cleaning oat 
these disease-breeding small Bhops. Was 
not this in glaring contradiction with the 
spirit of the protocol? 
EMPLOYERS' PECULIAR CLAIMS AND 
CONTENTIONS 
In shop troubles we were In a similar 
predicament. The • protocol prohibited 
strikes, but then it provided for adjust-
ment of differences by rule of fairness and 
reason. In the pre-protocol period, when 
an employee we* arbitrarily discharged, 
bis fellow-worker* iq the shop would stand 
by him, threatening to walk out unless he 
was reinstated. This having been prohi-
bited under the protocol, the fullest oppor-' 
tuoity should have boen given us to arrive 
at a settlement by rule of reason and fair-
ness as provided by the protocol. When 
we asked for this opportunity the ssa-
ployors contended that w* wanted to de-
prive them of their economic liberty. \ 
In former times - when employer* re-
fused to have the work equally divided in 
the slow season the employee* were a t 
liberty to enforce It by a strike. This 
liberty was taken from them by the pro-
tocol; and. when we wished to have such 
Questions settled through the machinery 
ot the prootocol the employers protested -
that we wanted to ruin them. In saying 
thia 1 have in mind hundreds of dischare* 
and other eases that came to my personal • 
notice. Of late, In particular, the Manu-
facturers' Association conceived the Idea 
that the ^protocol had been Introduced 
solely for their advantage and that the 
employees had no right to ask for the 
privileges due them under the protocol. 
When we presented our claims to the em-
ployors they manifested surprise and in-
dignation. 
TWO TYPICAL DISCHARGE CASES 
Hare are two typical cases Illustrating 
the manner In which the leaders of the 
Association dealt with employees: 
Some time ago the firm of Louis Cohen 
discharged the shop-chairman—oce of the • 
beat workers In the shop—who was em-
ployed there for fire years. Tho reason 
alleged for tho discharge was that a few 
seams had not been properly done. We 
all felt that the alleged reason was a 
mare pretext; In reality he had bean dis-
charged tor being a loyal shop-chairman. 
At first, one of our clerka, Mr, Cossack, 
who Investigated the case together with 
one of the clerka of the Association, en-
deavored to hare him reinstated. Being 
himself a highly skilled operator, Cossack 
offered to fir the faulty seams, pointing 
out that an accident of this kind was liable 
.to happen to the beat worker; consequently 
It was not sufficient ground for discharge. 
Tho employer, however, remained obdurate. 
Thereupon I took up the ease with Mr. 
Letlo&ky, the then chief clerk of the Asso-
ciation. We proceeded to the shop together 
and I was under the impression that Mr. 
Lsslnaky would assist me In h%vlngatae 
employee reinstated, since the Injustice of 
the case was glaringly apparent. 
1 happened to mistake this Mr. Louis 
Cohen for Mr. Joseph H. Cohen, also a 
manufacturer and a member of the Asso-
ciation, who is the president of a Jewish 
hoapltal In New York City, and appealed 
to him on humane grounds. Apparently 
my remarks had the desired effect. Mr. 
Cohen seemed Inclined to reinstate ihe 
man. To my astonishment Mr. Leslnaky 
addressed the. employer in an imperious 
and threatening tone; 
•if you take this man back you will be 
acting against my wishes and the wishes 
ot the executive ot the Association." Mr. 
Lesluky thus compelled the employer net 
to reinstate the ebop-caalrmaa. although 
f 
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the discharge had been arbitrary and un-
justifiable. 
A ittullar c u e occurred at the firm of 
Bernstein & Meyers. At the end of the 
season thin Arm discharged eighteen em-
ployee* on the pretext of desiring; to reor-
ganlie the working force. The depnty 
clerks having failed to settle the case. It 
again devolved upon mo and Mr. Leslnsky 
to prevail upon the employer to retain the 
workers in bis employ. I. practically suc-
ceeded In impressing Mr. Meyers favorably 
and turned lo Mr. Leslnsky to sustain me 
in my efforts, and this Is how Mr. Leslnsky 
acted: 
"Mr. Meyers," he said, "don't you think 
that If you retain these people It will mean 
a restriction of your rights as employer? 
Don't you think you can do without 
them?" 
Meyers, of course, took the hint and said 
that he could do without them, and Lozin-
sky encouraged him by deciding that he 
should not take them back. I am not re-
vealing here a tithe of like incidents that 
occurred dally. 
This Implacable attitude of Lczlnsky re-
veals the Inner man. It shows what we 
were up against when he was In office. 
Very often I felt dtegusted at the way he 
treated our clerks and at the haughty 
manner In which he addressed them, . 
Yet ho was the guiding spirit of the 
manufacturers and held the Association In 
the hollow of bis hands. Some time ago 
the representative of tbo Union and Asso-
ciation were in conference, and one of the 
points dealt with waa a charge we brought 
against Lexlntky for a fierce attack of i n 
Immoderate and Insulting nature ha had 
made against us In an article In the Cloak 
and Suit Review, tor which he was an ad-
vertising agent- After the meeting I said 
to Lexlosky: "If you want the protocol to 
continue, you ought to realsja. You are 
not the proper person to mediate cases as 
, between man and man which call for thor-
ough considerations of fairness and jus-
tice." Several days later, whon I met him, 
he,said: "Well, Mr. Schleslngar, I shall 
follow sour advice and resign, hut Jf so. 
the protocol will come to an end." The 
prediction was realised to the very letter. 
CHANOK IN TH*. PEASONNEL OF ASSOCIATION 
in view of these facta It was surprising 
we oould patiently maintain relations with 
• . . -
• 
the Association; especially of late, when 
tbe relations became severely strained, 
A t first, soon after the great strike of 
1910, our relations ran more smoothly. 
Then a different spirit prevailed In the 
councils of the Association. 'Tho strike 
had taught the manufacturers a good les-
son. It should be borne In mind that thoy 
agreed to settle the strike not because they 
saw tho error of their ways, but because 
they hod keenly felt the economic effects 
of the struggle. For the first two yean 
these effects were fresh and vivid lo their 
mind and thoy endeavored to smooth over 
difficulties as far as possible. Such' cases 
as are related above were of rare occur-
rence. Besides, the leaders of the Asso-
ciation were people like the late Mai 
Schwortx, Mr. Max Meyer, and Mr. L. A. 
Rosenfeld, who wero broad-minded em-
ployers with a sense "of fairness. They 
were of course staunch advocates of their 
Interests, but they were also men whose 
personal honor and dignity made their 
pledged word or promise sacred to'them; 
men who wore'prepared to sacrifice their 
interests If their personal bonor was at 
stake. 
In those first years the atmosphere In 
the 'Association was not charged with hos-
tility and defiance to the Union. Ita legal^ 
advisor, Mr. Julius Henry Cohen, regarded 
the protocol with totally different eyes. 
He Interpreted Its provisions with a 
greater regard to justice and a square deal 
to the worker*: he viewed the arrange-
ment In tbe same spirit as the Association 
leaders of that time. Of late, however, s 
different group of employers got the con-
trol of the administration of the Associa-
tion—employers with whom the Union al-
ways had trouble. The present chairman 
of Ita oxecutlvo. Mr. Heinoman, who was 
never conspicuous In trad* circles and 
whose opinion never was of any conse-
quence, Is a type of employor altogether 
different from a Max schwarta or a* Mr. 
Meyer. He la more of the "Potash * Perl-
mutter" kind, not far removed from the 
Rlvington Street bos* of former years. 
Quite other means of dealing with these 
employers are necessary than a protocol 
of peace based on considerations of Justice 
and fairness exercised by both sides. Their 
conception of fairness differs from that of 
really fair-minded people; (and Mr. Heine-
man. In his own view, Is not a raersPoTdln-
•- I 
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SIT man- I n a recent Interview be com-
pared bimRolf to President Wilson, BO that 
It 1* easy to see what notion he has of his 
own Importance). 
WHAT WE. EXPECTED FROM THE PROTOCOL 
I was one of those who helped In the 
settlement of the strike of 1910. In draft-
lag the provisions of the protocol we an-
ticipated that Ave yoars later great Im-
provements would result to the workers 
tberefromu Who bad thought that In five 
years we should not succeed In reducing 
the working hours to, at least, forty-eight 
s week? Who bad believed that by being 
well organised, the cutters at the end of 
Ave years would be earning no more than 
the scale then conceded? Who had Ima-
gined that auch bard, workora as the press-
ers would, hot now be earning $35 a week? 
Who had thought that the end of five years 
our operators and piece tailors would not 
work up to an earning capacity of ?5'cents 
an hour or the finisher to 60 cents an 
boor? 
As I said at starting, the one and only 
aim of the Union la to Improve the condi-
tion of the workers. Apparently the em-
ployers could Hot endure our persistent 
clamoring; for Improvements. In this. 
however, we wore JustlDed In view of the 
Indisputable fact that we have by no 
means received all that even smaller and 
weaker organisations are entitled to expect 
In a period of five years. The manufac-
turers abrogated the protocol because dur-
ing the last year they aaw that the Union 
waa determined to secure the rights of 
the workers—determined to secure them 
by 'arbitration under/the protocol. The 
matter was delayed long enough. And 
when It dawned on them that delay was 
no .longer possible, and that victory was 
on our side, they terminated the protocol 
arrangement In order to escape this Issue 
of the peaceful contest before tho Board of 
Arbitration. 
We are not in- the least dismayed by 
tholr action. Our- people ore firmly united. 
Their enthusiasm and faith In organised 
power and united action has Increased 
rather than abated. Our ranks are fas 
closing up. Harmony and unanimity with-
in has been greatly stimulated by the step 
taken by the employers. Our people are 
standing shoulder to shoulder ready for 
the fray should It become necessary. We 
have nothing to lose but rather much to 
gain. We shall certainly not run away If 
a struggle Is forced on us. 
1 
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Official Correspondence 
Th« Union Make. PFBC« Ov»rtur«« to <h» Manufacturer*' Protect!** Ataociatioa 
Neir, York, June. 88th, 1915. 
To the Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufac-
turers' Proiecjifth Association, 
Gentlemen: • 
The abrogation or the protocol by your 
Association has left undetermined a large 
number of very Important questions out-
side of tfae direct matters In issue which 
were then pending before the Board of 
Arbitration. 
A considerable time ago the cutters re-
quested an Increase in wages. An investi-
gation instituted by tho Board of Arbitra-
tion showed that these most skilled work/ 
ers in our Industry are earning at an 
tteragt of about f<18 per year; i.e., about 
18 per week. No notion was taken follow-
ing this Investigation. 
At the same time the other week-work-
' » , 
e n In our trade, the pressors, sample 
makers, skirt finishers, skirt baatera and 
drapers, whose earnings are even smaller 
than those of the cutters, likewise asked 
that the minimum rate of their wages be 
raised. In the case of the preaatra the 
Board of Arbitration granted a partiol in- / 
crease and promised to take up' their 
grievances for a further and flnsl disposi-
tion by the 1st of July, 1914. bat nothing 
was done about It at that time or at any 
other time. »> 
, Upon the request of the other week-
workers no action of any kind has BO far 
been taken. 
With refernce to the wages of piece 
workers, who constitute the large bulk of. 
your employeea, we have repeatedly and 
Insistently urged upon your attention the 
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necessity or establishing a fair and rational 
system of price making based on a Just . 
and uniform standard of earnings through-
out the entire Industry. Under the present 
arbitrary system of Individual price t e n e -
ments In each of the two thousand cloak 
manufacturing establishments in this city, 
the whole Industry tends to becomo de-
moralised, and the employees are often 
forced to work for starvation vases. 
Tour Association has destroyed the In-
struments through which our grievances 
have boon settled and our mutual relations 
have been regulated for the past Are years, 
and now our Industry faces the grave 
question as to what Is to take their place. 
The situation, as wo view It, admits or 
but one answer: Either the employers and 
workers will get together on a fair and 
reasonable working agreemont for at least 
the near future, or our industry win*find 
Itself Involved In an embittered labor 
struggle, which may spell ruin for many 
manufacturers, and suffering and privation 
for tens of thousands of workers and many 
more thousands of persons, directly or In-
directly dependent upon our Industry. 
The workers fully realise their share of 
responsibility for such a public calamity, 
and are ready to make every reasonable 
effort to avert It. But the responsibility 
rests upon the manufacturers as ful|y as 
upon the workers. 
We do not dealro to r e i v e the protocol 
with Its Intricate machinery and perpetual 
duration, hut propose Instead a simple 
working agreement, limited In time to one 
or two years, which shall contain provi-
sions for a reasonable minimum wage 
scale for week-workers, a uniform basis of 
pay for piece workers, equal distribution 
of work, a method for the sdjustment of 
disputes through the medium of our re-
spective organisations, as representatives 
of the employers and workers tn ".ho in'-' 
diistry. and such other provisions as shall 
be found necessary to maintain proper 
standards and praesrr* peace In the in-
As to the question of the employer's 
right to discharge his workers, we do not 
consider the difficulties involved In the. 
The-Hoard of Arbitration has on. a pre-
vious occasion decided that the employer 
• 
• 
fair, Just and reasonable cause. The Board 
has further held that In view of the fact 
that the workers under the protocol hid 
surrendered thejr legal right to strike as 
a remedy against abuses of the employer* 
prerogatives, they are entitled to a substi-
tute for such remedy In tho form of to 
adjustment of their complaints against un-
reasonable and unjust discharges. Thii 
ruling seems to us absolutely unassailable, 
and we are prepared to meet you on either 
side of the proposition.- You may claim 
absolute freedom to discharge your men 
justly or unjustly, fairly or unfairly, and 
In that case we must reserve our right to 
secure redress against abuse* of nmfsir 
employers by such means as we have at 
our command, or you may limit your right 
of discharge, and In that event we shall be 
quite ready to surrender our rights to 
strike against discharges. 
Th'e problems above Indicated press for, 
an Immediate solution. In the interests 
of all parties concerned the uncertain and 
unhealthy situation now prevailing in the 
Industry must bo cleared up before the 
opening of the coming fall season. 
In order to soeure a complete and 
speedy adjustment of all disputes and to 
avoid any prolonged and fruitless discus-
sions and negotiations, we propose that 
our respective contentions bo forthwith 
submitted to a committee or board of un-
biased persons under the presidency of 
Mr. Louis D. Brahdels, or Mayor Mitchell, 
or any other person of recognized standing 
In the community, upon the express un-
derstanding, however., that such board 
render its decision within no longer than 
two weeks from the date of Its selection. 
Wo trust you will give our proposition 
your serious and Immediate consideration, 
and that you will favor us with a deflnit* 
answer within one week from date. Should 
we fall to receive an answer within tho 
tithe mentioned, we shall be constrained to 
interpret It as s refusal on your part to 
accept our offer, and will fashion our 
course of action accordingly. 
Very truly yours, 
INTERNATIONAL INDIES' GARMENT 
WORKERS' UNION. 
JOINT BOARD OF THE CLOAK AND 
SKIRTMAKER8' UNION. 
EX.MS> Rowwano, fViW" ' . 
•V, 
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Satisfactory Plan for a Ten Cents Per Capita 
Br MORRIS 5IGMAN 
t collected from our locals exact figures of 
iirikc benefit* Ihcy paid to their members dur-
ing the last four years. My object was pri-
nurily toascertain the aggregate sums for the 
mrirc period and then to arrive i t an average 
of the amount spent yearly which could be 
iccepted as a working basis for the calcula-
tions for" the plan of reforms to be adopted 
in the financial department of our . Interna-
tional Union. 
1 succeeded in getting information on this 
muter from practically all the locals that^iavc 
> 
had strikes during the last four years. A few 
muller locals failed to answer my inquiries, 
and a small allowance will have to be made 
for these when making up the totals. 
FOR SINGLE STRIKES 
The plan call* for a payment of 10 cents 
per week for each member of our Union into 
the treasury of the International. It is cal-
culated that this sum will enable the general 
office to pay strike benefits to all of our mem-
bers who may find themselves cither locked 
out or on strike during the fiscal year; to 
maintain the general office and conduct the 
general organising work of the International 
Union. Moreover, it would leave a substantial 
turn each year for the purpose of accumulating 
an International .reserve or defense fund for 
the surety and safety of our organisation. 
Below U a chart of itrikc benefits paid out 































































































340,132.75 939.006.25 ,975.750.40 $62,240.39 S208.12S.69 
FOR GENERAL STRIKES: 
Local 1911 1911 1911 1 » H Total 
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" . THE LAMBS' GARWRNI WORKE* i 
From Ihcsc reported figures it is clear that general strikes fit lockouts, figuring on i 
the sum* expended on all Mrikei reach the five- dollar per week benefit, these amounts 
total of $506,998,81 for these four yean, or for wiuld total up J 
ton
 y..$iJSS57JS - Totd Income, $ejo*oo. 
'012 39.005.a5 0 n Uie basis of five dollars per week. 
'*"3 **ms#* Administration and organ-
^ ' 4 53*iaap
 i i a t i o n ( 3 0 p e r «n t $156,000 
Taking the amount of the Wnefit paid per Strike benefit f und . . _ - j 55*00 (11,00015) 
week as standard at $5 P«f week hi. the past, Gtneral reserve fund7^0 "J 300.000 
we find that the number of weeks paid out per ^ ^ ^
 of s i ] ( d o | | a r J ^ w e t k 
year on single, ordinary strikes was in , . . . . ,, . 
Ailmmistration and organ- . 
W - 8.026 weeks bation, 30 per cent $156*00 
*&?"?' 7 ' * " Strike benefit fund.. _ ( 66,000 (11*00x6) 
S;.:.:.::.::: ',t;S « General *"* 'und- \^n 
a total of 41,635 weeks for the four years. As $jjo.ooo 
I have stated In the outset, , few smaller y ^ .
 e i [ h c r o f t h c K b c n c f i t b a K S ft j , ^ 
tab fa>I«d to send in d t t t i a U w.ll. there- ^ ^
 | h a , t h e ,„„ „( o u r o r g a n j i a t i w i ta 
fore, be quite safe to add 2,365 more weeks to
 Y m J m c e 8 ( r i k M ^ t o Contiact ^ m ;„ „ sys. 
the tola! and faring >t up to 4*000 benefit
 | e n u d c a m ) rati(mal „_ w o u W i n c K a s e ^ , 
weeks. On dmding tint total by four, we
 t r c m c n d o a 5 way> 0 u r general reserve fund 
receive an average of n*oo benefit weeks per
 u n d e r c i t h e r o f lhfK unn^tmcats c o u W ^ 
ywrgrthe, sum required for the mamtenance
 qmeJ m K ( $ u c h emwRencies as recurring 
of the s.n«Ie strikes of the International Union.
 g<nml M f i k e i i n o u f m ( | u s t r y . T h c expcIienc t 
The question arises now, what the minimum
 0f l n e | a s t tour years has shown us that wt 
weekly benefit of our Internationa) shall be. have spent in the neighborhood of $400,000 05 
The past points clearly to a $s per week pay- such strikes in this period. Our figures indi-
meat, hut it is equally true that the great
 c a ( e ^,av even on a 56 per week benefit w* 
increase in thc cost of living
 makes a con- could save in four years almost $1,000,000 for 
sidcraifon of a $6 per week benefit worth
 0 U r general reserve fund. We could always 
while. \Vc shall consider both propositions in gauge our own strength and our organiiatton 
figuring out thc plan before Da, would at last become a real Inicrnaiionil 
Our membership for the last two years, Union in the full and the best sense of the 
which we must accept as a basis for our'cal- word: 
culations. has been approximately 100,00c, Al ^ ^
 fc 
10c per week from each.member .the gros
 a c o n 5 i ( l c r a b I c e I e B w m o f WOfllcD w o r k ers in 
Income of the. genera office per year would
 i n l i o r l ( a i ) p r o , i m a , e , y one-fourth of 
be $wooo. We mamtam tha, 30 per cent or * ^ ^ S J ^
 (Q h>y( 
3 cent, per week from each member must be capita increased only to five cents 
expended for the rimausuuc* and for the J J J « „ r i k e benefit of four 
ffjfffcffjraf ^ J ^ i f f g ! ? " * " " 'Mlars per week. Whether this exception U 
More the utcrna.ional office has been runnmg
 | f o r . ( h a v c ^ c f f f r t ^ 
on .,.deficit U m and bnu t e hankered io i , ^calculation as presented above; 
spreadm* out its organ,, ,* «lmt> ; Agam , ^ ^ o n c J ^ t h e *« 
the creatu.^ of the sink, benefit fund wffl
 o | J ^ ^ ^ j J ^ a , r w m 
require anditKuu! ailmini'irative expenses , , * " 
which would; fully justify the allotment of 3 " d ** th ? W . , . 
ccqts per wrek for the^e functions. 
The remAming TO per cent of the income The adoption of these great reforms in ihe 
should be divided between the strike benefit financial department'of our International will 
fund and the general reserve fond. It b recessitate a radical change in the matter of 
thereby clearly'understood that the strike bene- the control of the right to call out slrike* or 
fit fund is to coerr such sums sa are to be entering into conflicts which might predphatt 
expended for* regular, single strikes ami the lockouts. It b clear that if International «r»e 
geherafrWrve fund for such emergencies as . benefits are to be paM from a central strike 
:- r -• 
. . I • • . I 
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benefit fund that the administrators ofr.ihis 
fond ought to have the right to exercise «,. 
rigid control over the origin of strikes and 
lockouts and likewise to introduce a system 
enverning the conduct of such strikes. _' On 
lb.' other hand, we arc aware of the fact that 
one of the obstacles for the enactment of these 
changes in the past was an openly, expressed 
fear on the part of some of our locals that 
xilh- the centralization of the strike "benefit 
tyfttetn they will be denied freedom of action 
and movement in their local activities. It Is 
*ith this aim in view that I propose for con-
sideration these tentative regulations: 
r. Cities that have no more than three locals 
of one and the same trade shall have no right 
to call either single or general strikes without 
the sanction of the International Union or its 
accredited representative in their district, 
i Cities that have more than three locals 
(if one and the same trade which are federated 
in a joint board, and have not Ie*s man 4.000 
members, have a right to call out single shop 
strikes that involve no more than 200 people. 
All strikes of a larger calibre or of a general 
nature will have to receive the sanction of the 
General Executive Board of the International 
df its rtpresttirative In that district.7 
3. In cities where there are more than 10,000 
organised workers employed at our trades, 
which arc federated in a joint board compris-
/iiiff five or more local prions of one and the 
same trade, the joint board shall have the rtghl 
to call out single strikes without restriction-of 
the number of people involved. All strikes of 
a general nature (such as the sub-manufac-
turers' strike of iqt j in New York Oty), will 
have to receive the sanction of the General Ex-
ecutive Board. 
I' believe such an arrangement would prove 
satisfactory to all sjjdes concerned and would 
prove workable from eVtry point of view. 
The Reefermakers' Union Under My Management 
By M. c. LEADER 
Prom an Advance. Copy of tho Tenth Anniversary Number Juit Published by the 
Reefarmalter*' Union 
The Reflterraakers' Union has been in 
nistenco for ton yean, and. on May Slat 
last 1 completed Ore yearn Service, as man-
ager of the Local. 
When 1 assumed the office I was handed 
a list of twenty-nine firms with whom the 
Union bad business selatlons. and It de-
volved upon tno to Introduce myself to 
them. In reality, however, the Local had 
dealings only with sixteen firms, and not 
all of the workers of these shops were 
organized. At Welnstein Bros., tor exam-. 
Ms. only the operatoyLecloth department 
vaa organised. The Local had no control 
("er the other departments. 
Local No. 17 was then psrtly demoral-
ised. Dissatisfaction and distrust was rife ' 
Unonf the members. Two weeks later, 
however, when the International convea-
lion was held In Boston In June. 1910, a 
treat change-had been-already wrought la 
the workers' sentiments. Renewed faith 
ud trust In the Union Imbued the back-
Ward member*, who rushed to the office, 
lo pay their arrears o( dues. Some o( them 
Hid H o and 116 at a time, and the loca,| 
receipts Increased from 130 :to to *I50-10Q 
weekly- Thanks to the members of the 
Executive Board and actlvo monibyrg In 
genera), we succeeded In regaining the full 
confidence of the workers. 
Shop organization was entirely neglected 
and oven though In the Jobbing houses 
prices had been settled in April, the mem-
bers complained of being unable to earn a 
decent livelihood. I took up their grlev- _ 
auces with the employers and succeeded In 
having a resettlement of prices, with tha 
result that wages were raised 80 to 40 per 
cent 
It will be Tarasmbered that the cloak-
makers were then busily preparing 'or the 
general strike. I had bean one of the Ave 
delegates elected by Local No. 17 to serve 
on the strike committee, and was subse-. 
quently appointed a member of the settle-
ment committee. While on this committee 
1 naturally attended to the interests of the 
reef ermakers. 
• The strike abolished the system at em-
ployees paying J5 and 50 cents a *eek for 
electric power. Prices for pleoa workers 
were settled anew on a higher basis of 
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that in some shops this raised the wages 
of operalom and finishers 10U per cent. 
For the reefer pressor*, who were subse-
quently transferred to Local No. 35, a 
scsle or 118 a week was set, while before 
the strike they had been paid $5. $«. $7, 
and $9 a week. 
Soon after the strike a remarkable trans-
formation took place in the atmosphere and 
surroundings of the Reefermakers' Union. 
We moved from the saloon at Orchard 
Street to a snlte of rooms to an office build-
IDS. all newly furnished. The balance 
sheet, prepared for the three months dur-
ing which the strike occurred, showed an 
Income of $11,000 and a balance In our 
treasury of Jfl.000. Our small, Insignia-
cant Union became an extensive organisa-
tion. The Reefer makers' Union entered on 
a new life. 
EXTENT OF IMPROVEMENTS GAINED 
In order to realize how strongly the 
Reerermekers' Union Is organised and the 
extent of improvements gained. It is neces-
sary to enter Into a few technical trade 
details. 
The garments manufactured In the reefer 
shops range from cloaks for children- of 
one year old to Infants* cloaks for children 
of two to si* years; Intermediate cloaks 
for children of six to ten years; Junior*' 
cloaks for girls of thirteen to nineteen 
yeam old, and Misses' and ladles' cloaks, 
technically styled as garments of 16, 18 
and up to 40 else. These garments are 
usually made with bound seams, while-
seme are lined garments of plain material, 
doth or plash. Settling prices under this 
complicated system Is naturally beset wlih* 
ffluiy difficulties; yet we have solved the 
problem in a satisfactory manner. We do 
Dot desire to take undue pride In the mat-
ter, but the fact Is that our methods 
might serve as a model for price adjusting 
'o other shops. 
Oar system la not that of a price cos*. 
nlttee bargaining with the employer about 
prices. We have price adjusters*—special 
paid expert* elected by the Union. Daring 
the weeks when price adjusting proceeds 
la the shops, the Union pays in wage* to 
the prt©* adjusters a total sum amounting 
a»w*Umes to as much as $«Q a week, 
Wa divided the shop* In three sroups -
)o*»Mog Arms, catalog nrms and retail 
houses. We Introduced a. standard o f 
prices for the "bodies" of garments an 
standard for extra work; and in all shops 
the same prices are paid for the same 
work. The prices are calculated according 
to certain pans of the work. The prices 
for the bodies are fixed first, while the 
prices for the 'trimmings are calculated 
separately, on a basis of earnings of 75 
cents an hour, so that lt Is not possible tor 
one manufacturer to pay less than another. 
Notwithstanding the variety of material— 
pile fabric, plush and caracul—the stand-
ard of prlces'is so fixed that it Is nothing 
new for operators and helpers working to-
gether to earn $100 a week. There a 
cases where they earn $150 a week, 
first class helper Is able to reach the maxi-
mum of 45 per cent of the total earnings 
of both. 
The Union has abolished the system of 
helpers doing week work. At one time the 
helper was practically employed b y tbe 
operator, who paid him. at most. $11 a 
week. Now he Is a sort of psrtner to the 
operator and earns. In the season. $«0 to 
$60 a week. The Union hss raised the 
helpers* earnings about S00 per cent. 
WE ABOLISHED SETS AND SECTIONS 
Tbe section system consisted In the tact 
that in plush garments, for instance, 
eighteen operators made each a part of 
the garment- They ware employed, by the 
week and paid from $8.00 to not more thsjr 
$19 a week. There was even a part of the 
work called "turning"—turning the gar-
ment over after the lining was stitched on. 
Under this system the employee was driven 
and exploited at half the cost to the em-
ployer. The Union abolished driving for 
half the price. 
Under the "seta" system one operator 
directed the work of three machines, be-
sides bis own, and paid the helpers soy 
sum he pleased. After a long struggle we 
abolished this obnoxious system. In this 
straggle we encountered the antagonism 
not only of the employers but also of a. 
section of tbe workers. 
s e e 
Under my management unity and har-
mony has -prevailed in tbe lineal. Tfce 
workers recognise the benefits derived 
from the Union. This doss not mean that 
ws have reached oar highest alms. We 
must continue, striving tor greater later**! 
improvements. 
« n « 
at T H E LADIES' G\RMENT WORKER 
Tbs first thr*e years, wore good year*. 
Ths worker* earned good wage* reaping 
the fruits of the great viator)' in 19(0. 
But In tbe last two yean the season*, were 
poor, >ad In addition- to ttal», tbe recent 
bank failures on tho Kastslde swallowed 
up tha scanty savings of our members. 
Owing to these failure* a third of our 
members lost tverj dollar they had aaved. 
Our Union h w a loan and relief fund 
from which members may borrow small 
sums of money In time of need. But tbu 
Is by no means sufficient for our purpose. 
We shall best celebrate our Tenth Ann|. 
vei-eary by deciding to raise the duen ..:•.; 
Introduce various benefit features. This i. 
a most urgent reform. It Is quite tints 
that our Local did attain to a higher plstt* 
of organisation. We must protect otir 
members at all times of need. 
Our/Women Workers 
Conducted by MAXINE DENMARK 
WHITE GOODS WORKERS. LOCAL N* il 
Tho White Goods Workers' Union wont 
through a number of anxious days* during 
May and June, days of unusual excitement 
which brought again to test the steadfast 
loyalty of the girls and did not find It 
wanting. 
From the dregs of the underworld there 
came In the early part of-May a Wow di-
rected- at some of the local unions of our 
trades, As 1* already widely known, the 
"confessions" of a trapped gangster, made 
for the parposn of savins; his own neck, 
have Implicated some men whose unswerv-, 
Ing loyalty to the cause of labor has made 
them a thorn lb the eye of many greedy 
and unscrupulous employers. Samuol 
Shore, the genial manager of the' White 
Goods Worker* was ono of those who were 
singled out as victims. He was1 arrested 
bat admitted to bail Immediately. 
The Indignation his arrest caused among 
the members of the Union was made still 
more apparent through the fact (bat some 
employers Helled upon this event as an 
occasion for tactless acta that Irritated the 
worker* In their shops. In the shop* of 
Adetson and Company, on West 20th 
street, a member of the firm came up to 
the ahop chalriady and flaunting a news-
paper la nor face made a disparaging re-
mark about lh* Union and its officers. The 
girls forthwith resented It and at the or-
der of the chalriady quit wdrk for the day. 
A* a result the chalriady was discharged 
and the Union brought the c**e Immedi-
ately before the Board of Grievances, 
which reprimanded the firm ««v«r*ly and 
ordered the girl to be reinstated. 
There la considerable work in th* shops 
jlHt at preeatH »n4 meeting* art held. 
nightly in every district The girls have 
pledged a big fund for the legal defonw 
of the Implicated union member* at a big 
ma** meeting at the Forward Hall lest 
month. v 
On Saturday. June I l th , the White 
Goods Worker* had their annual picnic at 
Liberty Park which was attended by 
unusually large crowd. 
WAIST AND DRESSMAKERS* ONION. 
LOCAL N.. » 
The big Webster Hall was crowded to 
the door* on May 17th, by thousands of. 
walstmakers who came to voice their pro-
test at the arrest of two of tholr leaders, 
Bros., Baron* and Silver, and the othtr 
members of the International Union who 
were Implicated In the dastardly plot of 
the Union's enemies. 
Ringing, virile speeches were made by 
Bros. Polakoff, Schleainger, Panken and 
Weinberg and the audience received the 
declarations of the speakers with a tre-
mendous outburst of enthusiasm and In * 
strong resolution pledged themselves 
work with might and main for the tlbe; 
lion of their Incarcerated brothers. 
Resolutions of protests front shop and 
district meeting* continue to pour in dsliy 
to tbe offices of the local. A meeting of 
all th* shop chairmen In. the trade/elect*) 
a Joint Defense Committee of forty-two 
persons and Imposed upon the membership 
an assessment of one doll*r per person for 
a defense fund. Aside from that oth»r 
Plm» and n n s i of arouatac the ssanber-
ship to the necessity of quick and decisive 
action will be soon brought forward. 
On Saturday, Jug* ifth, Hw wajstmak-
VUgMOBft^:-''- - ._. .-- '.'.. - .-t 
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•rt of New York held their picnic >t the 
Liberty Park s t imul i and according to the 
moat conservative estimates not less than 
fifteen thousand members of (he organtxa-
tion attended the picnic. Tin- waist makers 
picnic is one of the events on the Eaatside 
snd always presents an inspiring and beau-
tlful sight, and this year's turnout exceed-
ed ID numbers even the previous, record-
breaking affair* of the Union. 
CHILDREN'S DRESSMAKERS. LOCAL N->. IS 
There is lens work in the trade Just 
now, but It scarcely affects the, organizing 
activity of the local. Not an evening passes 
without shop meetings and the organiza-
tion committee that was at work for the 
last few months Is atlll busy around the 
ihopa. 
On June n t h about 600 girls came to 
linen to an address by Mrs. Raymond Rob-
Mas, the President of the National Wom-
en's Trade Union League at the Forward 
Hall. President Schleslnger of the Inter-
national who was present at this meeting 
also delivered a talk and the evening was 
a very Interesting one from every point of 
view. 
In the shops the main source of trouble 
sow consists In the demand for equal dis-
tribution ef work. Many employers show 
mi inclination to discriminate against the 
Wore active roeffflftrs of the Union, and 
the officers of the local have their hands 
fall Just now looking after these cases. 
B'rb. Samuel Martin who has been away 
In Cleveland and Cincinnati (or the Inter-
national came back and again assumed his 
duties as manager of the local. 
PHILADELPHIA WAIST AND CHILDREN'S 
DRESSMAKERS. LOCAL He. U 
Prom the eery outset of their new 'or-
ganising campaign, the Philadelphia local 
has seen to It that the element hitherto 
considered most backward in organisation, 
the English-speaking women, should be 
Properly attended to and attracted Into 
the Union, 
for that purpose an Am«riun Branch 
\ a s organized and It proved a success* 
There Is life and activity In the Branch 
lad every meeting brings scores of new 
recruits into 1L The old prejudices against 
* Union that were always so strong with 
'tie American women workers are being 
M 
gradually undermined by the changes in 
- working conditions in the shops. 
The readers of this column are familiar 
with the fact that there has existed in 
Philadelphia, though lately in a very w 
• condition, a. Local No. 65. of Silk Hul 
Workers. These have always kept apart 
from the regular waist and dressmakers 
and regard'»d It as impossible for them-
selves to Join bands with Local No. IS. 
Now they have finally seen the wisdom o 
a different course of action and have 
sen ted-to amalgamate. On June 4th abo 
two thousand women and men. working I 
the waist and dress Industries in Phila-
delphia, gathered at Royal Hall for 
occasion of the presentation of the 
charter to these combined locals Issued 
the International Union. Bro, J. F. Pie 
the first vlco-presldent of the Internal! 
handed the charter officially away to 
organisation. S. Polakoff. manager of the 
Association Department of Local No. 3K, 
Dr. Max tioldfarb and U. Vladeck were 
among the speakers of the evening, and 
judging by the spirit and enthusiasm dis-
played It'Wsa qutte eeldent that the 
local Is ready for big events In the » 
near future. 
The Philadelphia Waist and Dressmak-
ers* Union has recently acquired a dew 
organizer. Miss Rose Scbneidertnao from 
New York was assigned by the general 
office to work In conjunction with Bro. 
Silver. ' 
THE WRAPPER AND HOUSE DRESWAKf*. 
LOCAL N». U / ' 
May and June were months of activity 
In the house dress trade, such aa has not 
been witnessed In their shops In a lung 
time. It followed right utter the general 
office appointed Bro. B. Prlsamt to devote 
all his time to this local. Numerous shop 
meetings brought back to the Union shop 
after shop in Brownsville and Brooklyn. 
The shop of ShJadler Bros., the most im-
portant of the contractors' ahopa. was or-
ganised ana tb)s has served sis a great 
stimulus tht-oughout the trade for the girls 
to come back to the local. In consequence, 
the Income has been Increased materially 
and the local Is at present able to look 
brightly into the future. 
On Tuesday. June JSnd, the house drew 
makers of Brooklyn had a big mass kteet-
ing In the Brownsville Labor Lyeeo.se, 
'k'M' 
2$ THE LADIES" GARMENT WORKER 
which attracted the biggest crowd tbe lo-
cal has bad at any of its meetings since 
the dayi of the general strike la* 1S13. An 
elaborate entertainment furnished by local 
talent contributed very much to the suc-
cess of the affair. Bros, H. Weinberg of 
tbe loternatlonal staff and Sam Martin 
vara among the speakers. 
THE CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL 
WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE 
Last month, beginning June 7th until 
June 12th. there was held in New York 
City the biennial convention of the Na-
tional Women's Trade Union League. It 
• u by far tbe best attended convention 
the League has ever had and from the 
point of the work done and tbe scope of 
matters planned and carried out It was 
the most successful convention. 
The International Ladles* Garment 
Workers' Union was represented at the 
convention by Miss Rose Schnelderman. 
Many of our local unions representing 
women workers were present as delegates, 
notably, Miss Chlesa of tbe Walstmakers' 
Union, Local No. 26, Miss Mollle Llfshiu 
of the White Goods Workers, Local No. 62. 
J. Banach from the Ladles' Tailors, Local 
No. 38, while Miss B. W.. Erb, a member 
of Local No. 26 and the Secretary of the 
American Branch of that local was ono of 
the delegates of the New York Branch of 
the League. 
The Convention adopted a very strong 
resolution protesting against the campaign 
of persecution launched by the New York 
City authorities against some officers and 
members of the ladles' garment workers' 
unions and voicing a strong demand for a 
fair and Impartial trial for tha, accused 
tiion. 
{4i. 
Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
l
WORKERSUNIOr D O N O T B U Y A N Y S H O E 
no nu t te r what its name, unless it bears a plain 
readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS* UNION 
246 Summer Street , Boston, Mass. 
JOHN- r. TOBW, Pm. CHAS. L. BAINE, S M V T V M S . 
• 
• II 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNlONr 
. . . 
IF; NOT-WHY NOT? 
one from your Local Secretary and show .your employer and your 
taopmalei that you arc a loyal member of your organization. 
— 
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•Dyimv m viycya o r * |pc"i:p3 -,<»„ 
-V3 W " W W * ivrjiK oyn .tijcya PK 
•aw iw D'na '5y: *^  pc-pen;;* y>« m 
DTI ; i svw^n** iy:;^ K VK pi3**c jrttt 
lie i n t ' W • raw IPP i^jiv^ynik fctfa 
fipo ya5yiv.iyj3^uc"iyc 5*»» ,*«M:ifrPC\.fi 
-K W K w m togwftwtf • * « * f X ^ r * » H W TOW5£M« 
W V « « S m m v t ,» jyapp ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ T S £ » ^ 
S 2 * 8 r £ S S S £ £ S t t ^ S S »** * ,vsva I1H " ' IVirJ '*™pWT» » • 
•-- i r 
•ip^ ya iyoi3y33« I*K B«V ,|«'x^i(»in »i 
33*0*D |VS*l)m DPI RMK W«nWp« 0"3 i n 
jyal2 u n ' i c r .imnw nyiipo j»onye pK 
: t>3^C MI OPOMS ,1915 , w 
b-,yp'»epnf^ p -yn p.D Diyaeyo ,vo„ 
•caua K r»t o£po*tnps .pns^ 10 po i«*3v 
,D3"n ,}mH3 npiipo It(C*iPD I»K 33'a-r: 
-iyt3W .imy^Piy ,1915 .prn iyal2 ayi 
Ii« irx«P3WH> y^i3iK iv D"n"ia yaoPE 
;ic iPoajr»» ?"a?ijn n jys«vwD T D . 
Tjnvia pM pa-2»«y3 pa'nBnpE3K jnptsin 
p03*5By3 K a^« apjyatniyc •»•» mpacps 
»Pfl« pK STUN W»>1» 1P131K, »PW W¥08 
1": .p*OV37« pH 33»iniy3 "W»31K Tpl 
c a:«Mps -PPtiux I K . D ^ D> ipasnpc 
(* .;pr«v,P3 33i-iBc»*C'W HB PK 1EC8P p-K-?ijrrpca-: 
IP^yn'W
 ; T i »**n Vt ivaa>?ci^ ^ . « .J'DOH ^N 
pMt.w tan 
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61 Cincinnati Ctoalcm 
M, New York Buttonhole Maker* 
63. Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 
M. New York Bonnai Embroiderers. 
«T. Toledo Cloakmakeri— 
ML Philadelphia Cloak Finishers.. 
"0. Toronto Skirt and Dressmakys. 
71. Chicago Ladies' Tailors 
"5. Boston Amalgamated Cutters.. 
75. Worcesttr, Mass.. Cloakmakers.. 
74. Toledo Cloak and Suit Cut ters , . . . 
IS. St. Louis Cloak Operators. . . 
80, Bridgeport I-adies' Tailors 
8L Chicago Cloak and Suit Cutters., 
82, Kalamaaoo, Mich., Corset Work 
83. Toronto, Canada, Cutters 
85. Cincinnati Skirtmakcrs .2897 W. 6th St.. Cincinnati. 
Buffalo Garment Workers 73 William St, Buffalo, -V Y. 
Toronto. Canada, Cloak Presser* 7J K u u n St , Toronto. Canada 
Cmcinnati Skirt Pressors ...417 David S t . Cincinnati, Ohio 
Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors 2U Amity St., Homestead, Pa. 
Providence Ladie*' Tailor* , 473 >.*. Main Sfc. ft o"i idciK*. R-
Richmond Ladies' Tailors , .411* X. Smith St,, Richmond, 
Montreal. Canada, Raincoat Makers 20 St. Cccile St.. Montreal Ca 
St. Louis Ladies' Tailors Fraternal Bldg., 11th ami Franklin A 
Stockton, CaWflfcidies' Tailors &07 IV Miner Ave. Stockton, C 
Ladies* Neckwear Cutters :.S90 Park Ave. Brooklyn. .V. Y. 
Fall Riier Ladies* Garment Worker*...- 1«0 Slate S t , Pall Ki\cr. V 
Omaha, Neb..'Udie*' Tailors »*•:* S, LSttj S>.. Omaha. N 
Cleveland Raincoat Makers.- . . 3fill Burwcll Xve. Oeretend, O 
Montreal. Canada. I-idicV Wai>t Makers . . . , 147 Coloni.il A*V. Montreal Cana 
Newark Waist and White Good* Workers US Mjrkct St.. Newark. N I 
Raincoat Makers of St. Louis : Fratrrnal BWg^ St. Vnu>. Mo 
122 W. 5th St 
....r.7 W. l is t St.. N 
4C Graham Ave, Br 
. . .12 St.'Maries Place, New York C 
.222 Beacon St., Toledo, Ohm 
X 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
. . .423 Sackville S t , Toronto, Ca 
7 S. Spaulding Ave., Chicago. 
. . .*8 levering St., Boston. ? 
9 Beach St.. Worcester, 
. , . .•..616 Main S t , Toledo, 
raternal Bldg.. 11th ami Franklin A 
C7 Olive St , Bridgeport, C 
...1531 W. 14th St., Chicago, 
502 Second St., Kalamazoo, M 
.loi Dirndl* S i . Toronto, Cana 
— 
I : : : . : : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : 
DTOIDSD ?®«? ms»w wmw yFrt TO 
-sy-ra-jBcynt^  c"*' -s 0*s j * ^ ?«H jspM? yrryr .~s;v;? jronatt p« 
v;ci3 tgrtiffPft pw *•• $$p owr.*fl«i#a $np " c HP3* =v~•" 
.CB:«-C ;;^e;¥ r /ymr -s wjti cyn I.-T*S r-n p;*;r-,5t ;:•: 
H 
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Kft 
• 
^MR lp;»I 6 n m pK . psJ^py:;* n 
•ma UDVDDjn« jnp»w *? ipestha 
Dip -lin»lV 0>'1DV3 
•njtfpnp TihajMftjB TJH J\B iponpa tpo IPP 
Wit torn «i p» op'tfpa iP3«n »J DRM , « n 
w w p ,Di"i\yi unnp^mj; *i j3*»*o 
y3^3pnpB yny»t JIK ^ t |yipn 0*3 jpnnpto 
iVMvrwain *m JP3"t wi .iP&pnpD3>K 
npo^anR cm ix ta"H3y3yanya»R njn on: 
-5n«n nm PK *»wi pR ">8aip Dip ,08?P 
IS .pasnya BBMH "iyn l»*ai» i n ]ID P»I 
t*H t3R .JP3M p * D3yOB"D OK «| D3>> Dip 
: jn»"i 3jnny5pnp n 
i w & 110 (wnyiw py«ny5tp pewroniiw 
— -1VT1B3 MWPD |*tmyo 
,D'i3n pK ly-ina ynyraiK iwiruW Vta>' 
mmPD iipnyo pR Opoanpc JM»t B«M 
\vvih npcyio pit tpnnDiif np"R j trvus 
-ayavanpa'K np"K PR * £ w w nttuw p« 
H IBC uuntf to aup3 PR
 (T3IR IX B^Jl 
-**? YD D«M lwpan i r iw pR iyaJu^oiyt 
jyc^er cyom3 u r n s *n "own po .\r\ 
©"IUJKN0WP iy»'« PR T*« W t*t V* v & 
1 8 nyn n«c D^p3»a3fiTya nso tyeaspp w 
\X V» IVOyjM'WD YD PK ,C8*p-ipO»'3 
-pa PDMna nppiK pR i8,3i* nyoin tpvtw 
=\t$j .imyii o^itya P»*PM v o phi .HUVV. 
IKnoyi oy iy3*n Y D ni P'anpay vipo e*o 
owfcern ,ropp 5IRC ,\*om D'YIKO 
D'-nwa ,npaa»npw npnRna^R fi&vm 
•5nn "o*W> ,np33>t .n CP»O .nyfOftipD 
/VM-R.^nyx , 
*yj lyeo'K jpasn pnpuiR npYna yipn 
iyo"3-* e n w D"P3'o3inp3 -.wj DCBCPP 
qnn*i »M ipaip $«P>>M ipwri i«c .o»^p 
.npobpv.tK.iiK nyma Pnp»n iv m^o^a* 3:8^ 
-3*K BSVO-.83 DP>1'»J Ip". P« ^ " i l B D ^ 
-un yp*u »-t im-^ ivtstf'K pK .^ibbn 
pn 33io"3i»o'o ipn i n n ,T*K "t c^n -IJSC 
^"nto K |P}'i\H) w IPD^PJ ,IP:PHP P"^"T 
jyasn >M 5\MI PH -U'»P3'02p*w3 piyn lie 
•i'oajnys ?po»a« W'tvttopPitDMH oa^pa 
Mt» DV*K " t jpnyn . w a n w >n I « D O»P 
DP \mv\ T O ~ .D3>*tnpfi m p a y e n y e 
• 
TKO ,DiyB0*3 5PVZWD 3 0 J»nj*0«: 
•PP3PB 31fP».'|pn ,l*-3«5 '1 
onpanpT PTPTJS P« P ^ 
-180C y-iy"T O'D |P3'U1V3BMK I>W H |V3lfn' 
pD nyif!' nyn ,t3*iip>'n o m i w .oynpi pp 
Tin O'o D»ni3^yE38 P« npa^pii , » W njn 
T3PD' \w PE3^ 8V3 ynyraiK \\t MU*i"nanpE 
pK ysnoo y3»t33yo K t3nn>nyj3» C8.i ,DIP: 
-.mny^pTp oijn np- ipn.->npvnpn D'3PCP^ 
-P3DMK 3'D3MH8C t3*H "IP Ml D1H383 01$! 
H lyaya D"p.njn \\o o"» yTP^  m n i o r 
tt D » I P 3 np t'R ,DTyaoyo PDPD'HJ'R 
,331i"riP3>K PlVDMtt t"i IPn^OK^P^B 
*31K Ml« 1P3"1 " ! D8T ,*PD"11V D1B» R H8. 
nyn p« Tyi3»p yjinifays ot?np ni .snfnr 
."0380y3 'U 1P3V3 Diyil 0$1! ,P38?P 
tsonaya ivavn iVD3pcDn^B8 pispnpan 
-i3y3 iyp D8H .JBD K PD 33npa ,n8c PIP'I 
.P:8nc npi PR oponBD'iK c^« jynpii JPD 
. .5.TWJ OP3»*!5P3>8 DPT D3'DPDCP3 Q8.1 DBi 
;-3»R n DRT ,iyn»n iipav n PK osnyn DBV 
-SIR IR pc nycB* i;3»t ytsosya yopD»T 
,33iTPiienyD ya^cos 
-IPD n no npopnonpc TJH ,ei«pR>a'r .K 
t'R TPa^PIl ,lPCDRrpTPllP3 P»n'R PD3»3»R 
Ippiiya eyn ,onp3iin H pD nyj»R lyiip; 
ynpj31R D»l ,1P3'^3 111 !'R Dp V5nP3P^ M! 
.„D3P3P13-1KD H pK p'l anMP IP3PP PDD8t'^  
D«n ny .»t lyaps o^poppsDMns irum'wpi 
-p? nea^t r*R Dy 18 ,33i3»T3 R Dp'nnpsoMK 
ix nyn»; Dyntm p-R p« lPn"n w l»Jnpa 
-^ii8 ipr*iw 33ia»>53npD pa^yn nap3T« Ipan 
.tBoau DinHo, MI ijwpo PDC8^apnnp p: 
nnan h IIR i^iRti oiii'Mrn pR »T3yc 5IKO 
ivnn«> lysB-n DRM .trjn ,*n ipa'i^itppa DWI* 
mn po wit tan p« onp3^8iya v» aa8^ 
^piinyoaiK 
-3Po pnaypayneapn # 8 jirtn^\Mi8 p« 
i8 ,npav MIB «|»i »f IP^TC DTWTPR -IP-" 
MI .iPMhi lynwnyDw.^  payaysnya'RsJnptaiR 
B'D DM18, ,DpmP33M« V' W r ^ 
npa^ifcnpo riy»t m 5p"no o»a ScjRno 
ypnyavnanKc o^8 :pnjni t&mt} * J l M l 
« * « 
i s : ••• • 
— 
-lyjrpyn wvoity on^r) i jn 
B3BV.!?y33B 0': ID1K S\U*3 \VP v$v\i ,DCBTP 
.tmyii 
* * # 
lie JiU'n&va w.ipava 
Tjn
 r"*5»P m v was n — »oih» nyo 
-$n — pawns y?BPB^  yaya^ K IVTJIR PK 
-jiHtrya PK ntfa ?y*c tysyayas* "Prttfi |W-
|1K .lPD"rtfpW"K &IB 0'0fc DBf<B JP2 
.oitpr pD WDinB ya^ oyaSB »1 #«DB 
« 3*0**33^3 PK »t 0*11 o n rs ie 
yra'n oyoiMW TIK B«n ,^»i -waw 
PK iB'VBincJBsyn "im iv t>"psBtinysD»iK 
mte ip jy^n vt» .prnw njniw> i^D^ys 
yr'DonyBpBiw B3'3"K *I*IK !itfB&tr2» y* 
W n ) " * >n I»HWPK n TB »WW IB:B: 
pc yoa'cya ITJPI pn |s'v«"iDD3»oyi BDD^BE 
.a»»ro pWtftfli .wvBPaBa-iB W O T * 
•5jm ,"DOi»in»c. pc i»t»fcnn .IBHBP .2* 
-ya u»n ,Diy3iyT *i PD iy3"« jynya PK lya 
"a pnttn Diyanin *T o>a csn ,oo*iyo 
•IVDM yv?M pK twYiyac-'iB arc 's jyiyn 
p*« BDGBQ w»j£2 n n o .WOC-BC ^  »w iyS 
pK 0"a3yrmi:»rtn*K B'C [B-itsya cy e*n 
jaujnriK iw QDJTOKTB po wmc^K *i o*s 
-'lysD'ns •vrrva rwrn PC V l^asn OBN 
-as lyatjn etjr. .lyirayc w » 15 *i .JBD 
v:'-T3nyv 'n pM 3&BTI IPaMyn CBTopBEy: 
TSrtW W«ft oyn pasa D«H .injnas jnayplta 
-- BWM , VW 03ypyj D'3 PK ttftJanpa 
M»*ny3D,*(h p*« OIJ-: ycoBc wnn yiyn 
•limyi i«5ts iiny nee iM«t. w5yw ,js*5'Byj 
-in K e»n ,Q}Ki>3 03"Mi.iritt,BfB?yt 
.BOOKS »m iri*orn8 iv minwiy *T iy3 
i y n n n PK ,DM"0 yr«fn BIB tic yocB-c B 
K iBE lyiicps jn rn yaBJE'iK *i lyaBn 
cy PK "i pc yoD*»nr= vi ^ « « r S^PW» 
jyv3B3 l"»»a^R. pnyivix OTynyj u?33^yj 
wypys D*3 jvev^v ac»n ya^«= "UO^^Jijn 
•WODi'Kp^a DBH PDCBS h .W3»^3llri 
."i vs |sn*W y;y wpi .lyiBtwrwc ma 
• » * 
Vt DP'ii iBtr3yo K !?•»»« ir=er2:vn \n 
PK iy iyii ,e*jjnti 
y^ B lyj": prt^cy: n"\ pni .oaBiny 
y'ncK yv3B3 i»t ny D3'*X JBI ,onjnny3D'iK 
oy D*n ,!y5"neiiK pra ;yp un iw ; rc^-; 
pc DVV pn irum DywKiny cn-B 1* iy? 
•Grip" K 
-lB^Bt*3B3^ B [B D*Q ^lK I'K y3^ yi DB1 
•ys jyj'bsn w * p« C»\-.K y i »i»^i *i 
•vwjfiiw* ]y3»T oiyscyo yin->K jyii o^Btsr 
-imyrr pK nin» yD3,3"K*iyc *n iyn ,tnyT 
•un jwri iyol2 cin .pair .oaBiiiy \srv 
V* lytniyso'nB nysBcpiitfp n y i jva 
Vt iy2$n »i iy" i3Bt3piY jyecys •»*! 
H .trriB) nynpD lBD'iyts pK ta^ycBtipc, 
pc n|i»3 yiyn oTjruiKiiya cijn of-yn yv3«3 
"iyc ,iy3jna \\» jy*nc ,iyt*3r= ISVP^D 30 
iyi lyoMi jyitf? iv ntf» i"K pn O I^TOBI 
.lv^ n*BV3 yiy**t PK rcj^n nif»t ts^ yn 
-'Dir H OBMya lyovK i*a iP3*n DB» ,n 
pc iyt3PBiB3 I'nsK cyi iPam ^ycv.v 5y? 
T ' ]9zt^r\ OBII n ,;B»3^ -*y3BrpiB>>' ijn 
saiaynaBB M m ya«3W3 BTB !« .D y^bcysnBC 
ITiri'K PK p^-12 B IB283 Q9\\ tipKaiO* PD 
D»W n .t3TB3y;3« K^2P3 ^1 iB2((.n ,T3jni 
•DOH sin pc IB3B2BP n t» .ea'^sya ff34n 
•y^  pc y3":'iy^*1^ »*i .cccs O ' ^ T ^ B CP«I 
-31K pc ya;B5. tyJBs ty«i:*-^i!rya JO^TW 
ivainayivi lyf'yii iynn*E yo'na-iyesK ms* 
nBD n«ii -iynyi WW'R ty;yp ,!»""•> irytjw 
.oaBcya najjn-^ M p"OS'c ivs'irric K 
;yiy»i pc ysBJC'VK W I * D W p« 
,-yny^ my»3iK oiy^nyt >^3 IBCBH *»oiwrt 
pc CVPBOB yp^»ir yoj^ppj w n cm 
,1«'VBI*3B:IB -iyt3>K VIK Biiy t ^y r cjn 
•vws p» D"pj'j»« nas- ;B33»n33'n» eyii 
D'3 PK eiji -lyn-n'jnypm pH »»»re"»Br: 
.oaiwiyj iftipi -t'e ."Bias ytseuj p *P tf^i 
txsiwwj i»a«n TO V-v. ,pn nj#. TVD w 5« 
-1B*3V i r i pt neri.1^ 
-
,Miyr> pK tB'SB-icesBSin tr^BDa-ri n 
n ^MplBnC'T |ic MP. P»P #b*: i»*;M3 
D'^B TJOJIt- T ' 03"X }»'3T M(aBeP,B*> 
yo^ yrwT«»a*M« ya«^>0B4 K D-^ ^oare 
I - " ' 1 ' " I I I ' l l 
1V38D tiftm "i in ,DjrD 3^ n jy^i IPD 
oifT ,"*>ysyr iys8. I«DV onBBpyo W ' i 
-iyjB D'3 nnjro |»W'nilfSim "t ,OD»n 
.flWP 
IB .oninwepyeuBo *1 vJpim jya**© ' 
jyfcm ?iyjypiyj« o»i wov n ty$yn »n 
y^B DBT ,OPBD Din I»JW IJ^ yflB' 1»1 "I 
-"\\ tft pK cnyoBP ,B-un»3ir ,OT»IS"TJ»*« 
ojn D'D lyamwaw lywK iw«t ,Tyo 
PR ay wn\ i»,vi 'M MI tnyo BD^S IB'^P 
m Tin* , t$w iyn pD lynynoMtt poyp 
pr nyj»t cm I«nD mm K jyjyp w$y\\ »j 
? pnix IMR o»*x TT; 
I8uv ijrani ty-vn tx V^ysy* PK oy 
-nDDj^tan *W3IK .Tyo»3iB iVJJrpW pR 
jytyn D8H ijrvww.PD woruro PR w * 
"P18^ P 13yP10 3'XDID H .BD80V338 pJ8iyj 
P3 yta"^ t8u« JW«I pi*' fii PR "iy.380 
',x tsyos^cQiyD vt IM»n »i iw DVK 
•"3ns u r w o u -W'ii* *Un «3 y: |ytJ^«n 
pD y»*8D3BB K l*R W D P^P lyi PR iyt) 
PR 58PKOK1B l\DHOjn3B8 *?/ .CB083 *l 
,D»'5 18*31' ymopB n pc DesyBB'^'R *i 
oy"3 R pR pay* oy»3 bsBiay^nB iy38" 
oycosru vte pR w a - * **i p* oo"i 
•8-1 *i .nooni'K ojysyw by*n«s im (to 
-WIDW pR ^?m)S9U*4a o^moBmyc sva 
.0»*n3yD8?!?t33y JIM D1BT8M 
18'3P nysBDPW^ VJ W 1307 PK.WJ 
e n PK p-nao iwvwvn R jfcwiyj 
e»n PK v n o -iycn PH M P \jnihvo 
D38B,,n38P !8*3i» oywp H PC pjc^W'ttB 
D8H D8n .lies? R w i « r "m^p R pR 
18*3P n,PR 'iBi -tP38V, p'3 ]yo5*n!r>38 
B^ypniawF^nB e»3 I H I phiw Hiaynya 
-yj IBT PR !8*3i» •wa$Qpy$p n .03*'n MI 
. I B ^ B I ^ B J ^ W»$ R i'cyr:D*;o^ymyo ]jnv 
r8">D ty^8«V''.lWlRiy5 ^R P*r»» *un pK 
• |R ,ori:vv.r^yc 1K8" °V083 "f D8n .bm 
i\n pn'Doih« jyi^iinn « "^w o»p •«« 
-.DTyp'noo n jyj«^ 
»] 1« .pm3»R tW, IW8B D11C83 ^ 
1383 n 98T ,|y3'i5a ix p n w PK cy 
,cm r»n UU^WU.DVBP l?3yp DTJTIIBWW 
ya^ync yTy**t iy38*uy338 isr38n "i DBH 
ly^yn "t -18'3V njn O*D iy33i5i38myi: 
.tf'SB-up 0*3 pR K"D838PP 0*3 |y3»liyj D-; 
•jjytJD^nyc prn»»5 Dm Yin «i |ir5jm T»M 
-3Miya OD"n oyo^a n nsc lyooi^yc JIK 
B*1 ?8PKDRTfl Tjn .Tira'OTB H T8D |PE 
-iya8BDw pc pyif wnayot? n DC8Fy:38 
•DMR |R BBnya "i (yDBn-nnB1 "U'D ."nypi 
p« -ojt?ns*8ao» jyjya HKIDI mupa^vya 
:3»PIB ya^jny* bi8B^yj3"R "t tstjn cyi 
DD8py3 »vn »t MI -inyo 5yo .onR^^ Rn i n 
H pR ns:8» -iyiyi? jny»t ijnyoyswDMK 
tJSTWJ Tt IW8A TyD"3iB n ym ^5yc 
D3jn3iK jD»na R jyii ,ojniinpVJ P-IBDC 
18T I^DB ,'M iwyi irapw* tpaJBaya PK 
I'D'C uwupa IM DIBBW oo »» |y38-1 
K O'D — jyvMys «t 08« 'VCD IVJ^J^R 
-KB jySB" y^VC'DWTB3DMR y3'3"K .P'nOD 
.bp»nt»w y iy38n ]yD"3lB n IBM ,DTD 
t>>y»cy:DDyD i»8n DponwoMH pwn Ty38 
Tin PD W8O0W i»3*pi iyD>oT« .5to cm 
-«K jySBH DyC83 *1 IVn ,1B"1 P1^ 3 t3>'3"18 
•3iK PR oy PR ,BW3jn3 V>8 iyD8TDJ'3iy3 
.jjn"5 iv iiro»w pmya i^aw 
cy iy38" oyonBiDiR ytyn sy^ix iw 
,ny3,PBO W383 h OVD3»31R0 OyD83 *" 
!"K 3'^ IY .DP"10D pn*Oiyt) D8H JI35»11 
-yso'C "i iy38» / c n y i B o c R po-5K= 
pU V'ttra ?*t tW-HJ ,138DEnU R 03B13 
pK "DyrnysBeD, riBsViwaiR jy3»o w 
;y3"i -iyo**>T8 n tV ,*iyo*'R {.Duvnr "un 
*811 T'3 jyB"3*lB IV OSM'SWTJD D»3 W 
•OMK pR MinyoiiK nnvii d»3iQ30 n m 
--& ppinoo JB.iyo'myu IVP BBIV,n»'*»i 
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1J.«I 1|Jt IHTOW IBS piR Ml -IJI311 ->?MOpiB>p. 
•=J1»3 pR B»'fl"1B 1JJ»I B^B JB3»-t PR OM-Q 
IB3»B3SO -,c R men o?" i iwy j i .B"PJ»B 
MI ,ir^n-i v p i B c » •» R iprB^ vx c s n nR 
1»t PB 1B» VB3S-(?3 »1 ,1Bn*1B I'R t ? 1?*1 
m*"BOiB'-» a r i wu rw ia - * * VTJSBWJP " 
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1V3BP'1P0R A ? ^BpRBRH B n l»3n21X3K C1T. 
m»R irpiRB^#B D<u?3 *»>t aawpnn i y t » r ^ 
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i r n i B PR I ; 3 P D T J B " 3 I B n t a n i B o i y »i 
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1J'33BMFB 1'EJ .BT T1R 1BHB n ^ I CB1 IP' l l 
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pB BBiipix P B c a n n »i PB a u n n n o i y i n 
.aiiw i n ' " *»'8 -i3g> iffi:m p» ITO»3TB n 
131R V " l?JpllXB»11B BJH1 13l'B i n a'"> 
IIR e"pj'E3nff3 IBB Ifftacrp i*o irtpii .nonVi 
CBI r«K a " p 3 ' ^ i n ' i a -ffBaji pfirtii* "?i 
om»«j3 Bpii ipa^pii . W B P ip ia iR^ ie B=B= 
"ff'1» ITOlp 5P11 D? IPSBH t»3 jUi MM 1P7" 
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! n 3 " i « PR 1JWBJM .IBOiprx 
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MI ;»-rtir3m IPS«I «* IB , V J » M I « P B IPBB* 
csp ins ip t -1 !'R WiVfl IWTiapJ D1T1B?« 
i p i y n P R ;•;»• ,'M Ej'iVirps ipo piVpii pR 
n y f m j i i xaftnm o ^ i ^ n jn IS 
i n IJTI lyr* B ims ' ^ v i ' . I r a " * * n pe 
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*i:p3 n t i * B B : " ^ W B P 7*1 *i uni J a m 
c p i 'n ,7=3717: p n riiH 17'8 ' c-yiis-Epyc 
?'>8?8ttH1B 071 1737121*38 iy?11»=p7C 
a«s nen w»«» '"i tB ,3»B3»i »»a r>n cjr 
p3 V* .0172070 p i n ' * IPVTBIBSBP say?"* 
•373 *i 1 « isMi^UBn n D»O BJ8P73 e u r ^ 
.oipiitiwBiaBO H lie ]i« I r a n 17" t » 0173 
-1? cy i s , B J " 7 » 0 8 P ip : tn D-iyii^tpysiSBo ' i 
7??= lpJ"l *'C7 .HOB ,Dp"1BD-|8fr IS* JTO 
,Dp»iBO 727-718 " l ix i p i s i p : " * i;oipyjnjc 
osn n c (H .CTTS iBnoju c«n i c r i n tin 
' i t w ^ p * optvwD ' i lyieoo 1*-e:ypy: 
jjiinsfiiy I«»D pre iy38" 01 »M V H . .riysfpc 
18 ,in8* 35 PM?*) n •*» 1 7 3 8 = P I B ' P ' i 6*0 
«na nine ins* 7^8 17" ,wi n 171173 '••» =" 
E J J H csii ^ " 1 = 0 %r»p:j»n H lTQipis* =377* 
jjy» jyjii i ,pn*mi3»* 7*383 »i ITVI'TWIIM 
i s r is:«-7Ei* * »H 17073 IP«73 jnjyB»i» 
OTyCBpTS* \*8 lpST* I ' " M 1711 17:7? " t '8 
•: 'T "81 D? , ' " B '}BH,'31B 717" ' B'3 17l7'"f 
¥ 0 ' M D » I » ijnip a u "-Si ^8= 
)73?J BSTEHTB JIB '-BWID'W ! • 17"JU <*^3 
.iTiTV ft 1'H r » r w r i 7B57^tr 
V = " " J7"73 17!" ' C8« ' 1 .B»pJ'I8^CO»318 
":t H .B^T? jut i 7 « m I T B ' V J l7=8« B«'a*»8 
l"P B»» 78: T»8 BP-'ITOe 1« 17WPMT TBS'J"* 
e*i " R 07 18 ,3n>a n»« oan .m*^ ; T = 8 ^ 8 « 
*^«t 81 173"* cy ,»>7ii"iy*i l ' » t * ^ 7SM2 
V t 3 ' I R ,c&8'8"''B,i"tt ,17"UT183W tTO'PJM 
» i*» i'WS8 air"trep7Bii8C "1 lie Bfijour* 
ITOip7Jn8t I73"t B7 B*)* I»B*»7"I >8 ,->7a-c='i 
17V,jj BU'B=7V= »* W '^M ,Dp"lB0-»8» -«8t 8 
•^r" ' i ITB'MJII i r t ,i733in'*7a n ^27-1311:8 
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"B»1K «|BC8p 0 7 1 D"T73 | | f W H t'K W 
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, « ' » T o I7«r'7n73 I7^n>iyj 73yT7'8"i7» 
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Tyi.nya B«M ITB"V,» nyt l i t ,1»8 B»O $1 j*z 
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B1"'OMCfB jTapn ,138^ Pt f$VHBflWt P P 
172-fT" P8 ,I»08P iyi?H» • ""ifc - 1 " " B'O 
Tf^»7J !»• Ana p 8 lysain lye'^y: BfJi W>* 
-tye T ' « B8n Dfl> ,B37B'i38 1« I7i8"73 17B 
-73 .iTliiair r*y»i*S ,BV»n"iv yipsirn B ^ 7 » , » 
"C3737* 1717&73 8 p.« 7T37e»U P^B'StD-jrW 
*ya B(ir MOBp I7i83i7^3i8ii 1737* .THnjTcc 
Tfamnti i n » r-» E ? IB JJ'na *•>•» ' t B3"B 
" •an -* i " 1737^1 v s a B p i ^ P ' i iff" .ft'*'* »5 
p'lISC oy*i t f j V'*3 ;•» p««lCC • Hf» 17T*t 
B37i7'jy; "Wi'ir S«R V « - i ra i * n waya^w 
tft7«» l l « "Vl'll H ^BStP Cf3»» ! » 18C7? 8 
nwrto pe i7B"i pt» 18*31* >7"« B'S sor t 
Cl« .17iy*"» P» IT*'*? I ' * *n BU M18 Bp3W 
T> ' 1 1>8 T7073-CB"3,1« «t t733M*» ! » » ' 1 | 
ir? 
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16 1 9 1 5 . ^ l C T l 
t»m D'lTK V» D3"Y DK *fl P* «>>*n. ^*D 
.»njm OVPSMIK ir> V ^ » o w "P'ID Tin 
I' 
: : 
: — s — 
. 5KPK$ K nyvr, crR c*n KPC-'SSKIB ;KD 
DB'in >KPS> nm .JwKewiyoa'K "UitJiK pE 
lie i«fc irvapawi* yo« niu « o'o i* 
WW pw» OIpl IJPO'lCBnC {BO PK J3KE3K 
T»W W TJ'DKOPIH^ P K DVBD'TPV >KO 
DH»* D3injy»v-j'K IK \vwvi iycmp r * 
••3»«rU'H »t»H D*n OWP ,rt»3V DTK*"D 
5KT ^ WKCWyWK n 033*5^0 IK*3P D31H 
'3"1K T*« Wp» n .TyoiKBIJ K 1MW 1B»M 
-cyo itfp'D wxurowHf iimi pK jyouyj 
Mm IIK 8 Hw$ zmm&s oyi P& cnya 
mypTKn DSPDIKS oy*T^ n , jyo^n 
OIKD* -im PM .-KpD'vsmc IKDJW | * > W 
£n*^"D BTP»> PR PIK>P 40 on* T* iP '^cya 
,yo»* 400 DHH iys'Dcycya «t IIK -WW 
pK 33'p"::Dim "3 pr&"aiK DKII *I W W 
*I o*a i«*3i* y«3 n .ovno PMKITKW »3 
*UK>«ywi pn<p3iuitf iv I W I D ' I K yeoya 
Jmwwn ny-< pK cosye-iw DH**> "3 
«n -b"3i* nyn p* jyctta %VK eyn D*BK 
.V>ayb »"« 
n lypnw ny*iBSB n w pnK-iun PK iy p* 
iy»D yfflfjtf n osa o*iy*B tujrmra D»MI 
n lyemix *OE*jnK^D PK D3Ki3iyc iv:ijii 
D*iJ paW p n w * M^cya PK Ty .DTVDCIP 
D380y3 PK CK11 53 *KPK* pD 33B$TyE Djn • 
SkiMwn po 3J»D'O ipovy* Djn »a ip-i*\m; 




.KC3^P«B \>H C83SD lyjyjatjyipB nyr 
oa»nr ,"iya«ni y3>foy ymry* H IKB. 
,KD3lp*D pc *P01Wn>KP D3y*l'tinB-D"ll 
•yp n pK 0O1D3D y^»E o«ny; T O I'yawa, 
y w |y3»n TO .iyt»HB ly^oyo jy:y» "»yt 
pK pK .oye^p-rmfciroDH y3»3^ K asm 
oDinyD oyo«3 n fP3**n nysyr yDJKc 
iy:ya iysyoD'D-oo»3-)8 y*3 imn»DW3»K 
-yn y^« oyes .TWJ»3"W n n» i^W.Bjn 
a^tfcaiajw »5W)BD>3 i»3«i ,Q*a»3oyi 
myts'.K pc ny3"K p« .t»'3i* im jyc*3U 
DKII ,**3ttBOKp pufjp yny3yp. n , i n y r 
iyi? :'« ,nyo"3ns 150 iy3n» (M'wwrya 
,DnKO"*V«« »1 -P"1DD K W |»WW BW 
OB«DDy33.w e«ny3 )>ir ivavn >n»v PK 60 
»3IK i'K oy .syo 4 i»D»m pnw jy3'*i p« 
.P'nOO K iyT>ODMK PK jgffl 
T3IK jyo^ Bn |TO"P)>*3»IDF y>» yiyn. 
-if^S y^l3•lK D^S iaw«3* ]ic 3« DO "iyD» 
ojycjn n y p ^ Wfiyi n^c HJ^WC^K 
liroujto oua 5KP»5 Tyiso'D^KS lyjjm 
ovn ny *n oyi3K3 in «t IVOTP 3 j^ OU 
D>T»5 PE p'^ DD BKP IDDiny3 K |in«>ipt 
pD yBVa ijn O'D .rD*uro lyovy^ OI«5»D 
|inKi\y3 Wvoi-yi3» PK C B * Jmp3»rn 
ari IIK ,D3*poy -K wra ,Tyi»'3u:i« I V J « 
IK t3ay3 PK 3'oyao ijrvw tw»» m ^to*^ 
.iya»16 *HWTW D3«*VKI'3R3n8 P'l D'C 
•PIIOP •&-> pD ijn.TB n PB lyooriK n 
•DMK p-)KbP iy3Ka P1«' W pK JK»3V TJDK 
.-\KO»O>K3 pK ivn»n iyD^3iK n o-unnw 
•ix lvavn onyaoyo yeoroyao *\ pE wa«« 
"iyise'D?K3 pD »*jyiyB3KP K iVEnyajyt:": 
-yc3«p lytyn pK lysK'VBi^ wnij nyt)"3i» 
DP5KE K IBEKP tt lyoinpDSW v* »«a HP 
y*ut3iK PD Ul3H"nD y^D n IKD 33ismiF: 
-TyE-|yOKo phiy3K>B »n .ly^-ia- IPPT»' \*i 
.^ 3» !^•|yo^vu K tycur lyayier PK IWXK 
\ 
pK PK (yoWKo »ij»y »oxy* *i y » 
^KPK> im tttOi»a W»M i»»»a.3""« pun 
"ysyJ 5»»B pmpuu PK cijnyi^ipasy ^ l* 
ys^prn isno |y33KEy33« o»a PK TT:-. 
b^yopyss* |y3*a «i . w i n D3K»1!KPJK:"^ 
PK ovm ,D»» xi ijnna .-vyt^jwiK cyo K 
woo ny^ »\c ny3»K pnwa pniv 33«> o*J P? 
|W .1*3^ UK ]KP«njnyO IKP»TJTOK H pE 
Tjyo y^3 B^JPD i»nn 5KP»^ "wn oonya DW 
"! .nyByf »«3 m»wwn» «l PK D-JR 
PK p-ntjD K ©Jyoyoyj DM H^O iya»»5 ly:*"1 
t | W *wi IVBD3U vs 5yp3inD j pB wv cm 
iyi .UJ3KH 3 cm* iW'W in E»»a ww 
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• • • ^ i ^ i ^ ^ B i l B 
nypinw tawny C T ^ -ip 
jtf'lJB W9MW1I0P i P ^ n R ^ B H ,R'fi>n 
jpj!« B^PBRTPiyBE'lR lyBOni Tin B*B 
pmca ipaROPiK p^ ippiir w n D*H\ o n r 
•lyaR's 
t»',wiK l« m snya B"x iw^vi m iv 
msnon *i inpopso'iR pc 0"3iR n vnjm 
twiD PIK&P ispfiftriKta PK jptnpn DRII 
DP'YPSCMIRB$U *UR v* iP3Rn DRU PR 
I'M DP -IHPD JJillO Dy3p33R31PB Cyi pR 
«5p2 ' i B*B ranpwip R lyawyaiRB «i 
t«r» ipaftm "3 ,p»iwr «*£ B*3 ,o»na 
ijn .upunuK ]yiiP3 PR ipj3»utfc» DJJH 
JW81B 1 B'B IPDIJIVD V» 0«H r3»TPCJI*P 
-J«M? BB"aiR n jyjjm .prpis jytopo pc 
0:80*3 |P*BI D^ PflOPD W Dn pWl pR i n 
*5E31*P m .P*BB» pD D'3 PR 1«" fit) 1V1P11 
•jprop i n p * ijruni BVPTP3BI«O BPU r a n 
.OD31P1* 1PB 
J'K ,BR3KO JPBVtf? .33VPDRB JWOOty R 
Tin p m » T K |R»JP ijn pc |yay* oyi 
IPB5 o n nap ,33*0*0 ipaoyo Jmwjran 
fw BP8BPJIP3»R |piipa PR >^ tjn -an .pen 
-IRC n iwim jnjn o'ip33My5r D«rpuni 
ijnR^D PR |RPD IVODPW DW IPUWnM 
•B'W PR P1IP H5 pR PJB5 1P1 JPIPU pR K*B 
j3n»D"«o B»YT3 B*O tnwu» jycuya 
T» npt3*.R B3$oirjy;Bn ** isn^ V^PTOB",n 
pit IRPTB pR lyoajor omi oipseyo y^io 
oSmniiP IMR BR.I aatfeRtipB n .nip 1*3 
jyoSpn w PB*BRP 03ipxRP3R3i* Peru R 
pit TWPD ^1 I8'31* TJH pR pmwtta**)M 
c*m TPBPIP tst?"K'otjD« yaaBo pR tjpnc 
.p'lK 0*3 Pp31» Tjn pR 1K3 BMP P3 JP3*n 
-papa P*D o n jpym oi*Bn TPBXP* i n 
ip 01m imp pjapv pww *i IRB ,T3»B B*C 
*5nR^D nPf3iR B3"inya,R B».I ,BVBD*fpy 
•van !M"t 013RD yaJyiR BRT Biyaoyo iy'B 
1 jypTRBcnya pnB>sn " t jgn imDjmw 
•»na K DnyaoyD n jyau pu pf»Ri»3R3i« 
e n VD*W . j a w Tjr»M pR enpB3*R tnira 
•DPBapw^D <i jvavn T3RB o»oy3y3 P»D 
,MW IKM> PH W»5n R T « 1»«BPl85p 
iy»y»i w Dvi *r .B5R •WR' »m pw t*R DRII 
oiyaoyo n pR %T»» R BMTO 50 T'R t3Rfi 
•waro B*3 n3RC its iyn"? iv Ba^oanya i»a**t 
IfaPD B»n T3W nyiyn .V«* R "JR^ RT 26 m 
B'»t poajrtr R im prB^R^yjonR DiyaBjn: 
" V W W pe lyceynp yaj':"inye i 
! | «mi TJS»OplB p^ H jr=7* 
! B?yn wive* i n pc ,ty=,, 
i n ,»p]Rp .3R pc n n ya^viyr H 
/PD11R3R* . r pR j'CBiyir^E. pB IROPRin 
-»tw iPO^aiR y»ic» u n pc iRopR-in iyi 
T3*TR>BR nsi»3n B'o BD i^jya lyiyii,' 
in jn$ IRJWII^ H tnn «t ^ ip .\vt>m 
,"DIRB lyr'oo^iPKRO i n pc lynyBtr^sc 
yooayn n .pJisp n t ' f t i PR ai»ci^83 . n 
-ya Ba»i i in PR i3nyBD,,;ya pc yEioc 
B*1 1R13R5 V H IRBOnURP IP" ITHpV 
pTJp Ijn "3 CIREOR^ B i n 1'W 1P1M1P3 TI 
iyD3yBDH»fBR pc OUBP i n JJ'O^B pD 
IPW3 PR W»H pR [P3«13V:D'1R Btffl CW1 
VO" iyt>5R.iy3 B8.1 (R13R5 ^^3"1PV::'K 
•3K P^R Din«cp»nR DR.1 PR n n pimp R 
PR mtftn B'o owwov iv^t "i nwtpiv 
B O IP^RI PR m ^ i n y t pR B"POSPE 
•pa B>3 |p^yii in*i3 n y t [yjRii t*a i w n 
pc IPUI^B in*« >n jpJpii PR inpii B^IE 
.Bi\i3y33R3iye i n PR w w « »»T 
lyouyaCMR Biyii IP33»IPJP wmnint 
n*iR i ' i O^POP iy ipn iy"is?p3 HRIVI B*B 
Ja 011P B3RB pR IR'K^Rtn H pH^HfE 
IR'V^Sin *1 * .IP331P1PDP3 n3PORB 1BER 
nwninoiy ipBons o n B>O ipcoyjsw oipn 
TPTP^ i n ) -n^PBriRD i u Vt ;PP IP» CRII 
IPDTUf o n VW WT»^»I" *" IM'KM « m 
.(B?y'1R8»iP H PB W W 
•P231R B*D ipo^fya Biyw 33tfBRtiyC H 
DR11 P1113'*R i n .33nyB0:*3P3 P3«52"ir 
P5R VIR B3Royi B«n 33»B»O Tgavri w n 
33R? J3R* By» Bja«npa"a O.TR JWRA DRV 
•PPIRBP .inpopa p'p .jyum IPOPJIPO B*3 
•WRB n |io Twpfi P^I* n v w IPBOSP m 
D*5«5a jrr ' inBniPB n PR BinwBpc 
PDM13 ^ 1P3RH i ra f Tn PC PT3"B «1 PB 
.?pay; 
?*^B^n«^^B | '« T T eijjn cwr 
I"IB-PIR>P pR paRf1 pouyiBsryaJR *t 
IPP1RB» y3R3 « B3RCya Blf.1 P1R' » ' p l 
"Ri^ B PR 1P0«PHI P1PUW «P*R P1TU"R -- • 
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T : V» ijrayn .fcwpr pK 44 .Bnyp^naa n 
*V3 PK r$v TBD inyo nyaB ,s»3"B p/oten 
-$n DKU rttavo 20 *1 u w u w i w a iv »m 
SmjmB .m»S"nDya p"iBD Din pR v jya 
Tin w BUB^ya o'j i s : n^nro> paifn »? 
prey?B »IK DJ^XV3 BVK "t pavn ,iB'3i' 
U»W3IVOJIK «i »m . i r n o i« i S n ^ a B 
pa unmcivain DP iyDBi>ro3V pu"i ^JBI K 
Tyo'K VPBB ip3"t «t-pK *n# iw^nayn K 
•*• PH "B pm»T BBeny n pK W B B W S 
11K
 )0»»21B-D3B,VBt,3B3-)B pK " B pK ftfBVP 
ottiitur i n w i w t B«n ,iy3yo n pc itfjrD 
IfWOI? D3Vpy3 B>3 PIS?' 1V3B* ,3»D^33>^3 
TW mJ&UWB PK B"21B Wl .03yu»ll ps 
BU IVD BBrt Iy3n3-P'*1BC |«p Jn»*1 
^'-itfvs'Ui |»W3 v»* iV3»t T O .ivntfyji* 
T»»WU»H pK TVB»31B H IPB^BHpniV p« 
IPonpjwDMiB B3»IPT» v r W OBII iyy 
Vw lysan ,B»T ny^r po ,a»na »5w n 
1X 13BBOTJ,« J$b*»t B'3 pB pU'HPJU B'3 
B»B B5B"M " i ivaBn ,B3ypB 3uy3 jysnp 
ivivn ivayu ivcn «M» pe yc>n ny? 
B W I * T P tyanPtf3B»n« [yawn "t • rp'HBD 
•*ipun iy3B^D iv Bww^m "iix J W H IBO 
OPT .BV13V3 ypBB 1P3BH "I tfBftm .BlJW 
W B &vn ,B3B3TKD VHB 6 ,pt?n jyoio 
-oyi PB ^BC 3 lyD^iryjo'iK lywVytyn pc 
•3in y^y'D iwnw .BIBBI? W> ivoipy jya 
DBH yi"v.ny3*>p^3 .iyny3"3ny& iwun 
itti iyo^p3 i p r w a i r o »n n» ;W*K e r a 
-3BPya3*.B IK ]jniy3 PR cy . 'nyce- iyiyn 
1 9 1 5 ,*8*1,B>M 
BP .BB3 pR y^BBO i n 1WM1V TIB |1K 
po w a n iinyviy33'D'o-BB»? pony* irum 
'DU JB&»»P WPM na jy3',T *BB" .TPBye* n 
VI B*^^ B i^y njn pK |y*iBiW OT5B-,D;9? 
T3BJPiyD0MB D'VU B'D 1»n'JTWU1B IV IV 
M BBi"iy3 TO JP3BH 'B3 jyol9 Bin .D"? 
WBH o'3yopnBH I^ K 33,B,D"Tyacyo jycnj 
-EBniyD n jysys jw>xtfB'V*I VP^BBB- B JIK 
•3B PR i i m a nypn** n) jnyi3m po 33iu 
t^ a Dn»P3B3TB, I»3Bn V D .?n««w lyouy: 
yoBya n jya«n T D PB iPfiyf y»3 6 BVK 
inyo i«t »y» By *w ^wt? MIB ^ypano'iK 
J3"3"\« 
oyi DB-Tys jyaB-T v o pm
 fuw ivaya JBC 
EBC p'J ABIT B'3»BB-;JnBT |'H P"1B0 
•p3Kpri3,K MT\ n^B113K~,OT>l13B3"lB BV'B PK 
Vnxm DV'K .BDB1P PR V^ B 1BU PB IVf 
JIB nJ»n "Un B*D lyeBPV . I P ^ e IB VB 
.tyamyi .lyoiin^B |ye»,OB^B,'VBB cm 
Vttl !Bcp3Bt?n3'K ojn jyaBo » 5D3n 
I B yB"5'» JIB 331^ BBPiyD iy(31K .B11KP 
•BH TB .Baiiy3 D13 T3B3 \VV$1 PK nyB"3 
'•oya yp^MB 5HB* yc3»n K iyou»33"iB l»3 
Biyi3in nyc on* BT IW"i By .any: 
" i pc yBB"2 tT .Ty38CPiB?P yc^n» 
T D PB.TyBtea PK jya'B "3 iyaw \m»y\v 
^n3 BIB ,iyoiP3B *Bt lK ' , p " ^ t B #!«"»" 
UPVtKPSM. yPIBBl? K iy3JBB3B !»WP 1P5B' 
IWBnbw PK B*IV ,IBD ip33»' Tyspn'H iyo 
n ^ a i^ B iy .m* \pm fk 1r»«iw: : - y ^ i n ' o ^ ^ ^ ' W n 5wnD3BB 
•ura PK fe&wp P K tmipwi i»DuyjpyiiB . w . „ ^ n 0 ^ P , n o D 4 W , V 3 f f > K D 3 K t 
o^yoryj PR pn*nw OTBBITIB PB lyB^p 
KOTB'I > ' 3 1R>HT 8000 TJte«R,nn»lWi 
pyiiB Wm PK iy PK |ya>3W >»> H B*n 
•iyaypB 
-B»B3 D5yByBy3 P»»*>BB -urt I»K BV*K 
nyi PSBT TPHW lyavTBBti'iK iy>Mi T O ,)jn 
J» o » , ^ y ^ n iyiy3SP, pc % f ? » o -
PB B^BB»y3 0"V J^/^ C BtP 0*11 ,WSCKS«}' 
-.•paya jytyn *.v |»33"T3 n O^STKJH WW 
~V3 -lyB'B ;-io / i y ^ nyi3m w v w ,B3VB Dp'nBBp.DyBa'cysTyTpBTyBany'ijnB^ 
B*M ,PO'IIBP o»D-unBitfj Bin'cy3 P B IV .^wnaJBO p« 
" •« OBH pK ,Q'«n3yBB5pB3y PR o>'poB3yTjr jf3ya>yi « 
n tninnyjnMH BB" PR i v ^ u "*>T u»3'iv 
Bin IMBiaySBMB BB<1 IV .0TBBB( W383 
WW By»n»5 jBnyficB. iyT PH pt?n jyol 
ajn »nB«pa 0i-yByBy3 PB PR N B B D I P 
o'^awnynDW iyMc i m iv p»rrsy,B2i 
.IB»3V3"5. iynna B*H BS «I«*JV iy i po 
w a r n TySRjnojBo | » pojnMD' iJn 
:P"TOo'Bin mvw te'^p ,-I-IBB: 
imyii [yaynpnyD ayn P " I B B l y iyn . 
•MtfMiMiiiaaBriBliBMHIMMlBlBBBBBBM 
. 
; - ' • • ' • 
I M t M V t 
s 
nypn^ i c iymw o ^ -ijrr 16 
im »1*5TW JW \%\\ pvitu R *IMR iWMYiPo 
,|tpD«3 W ivoipw PR ipaanyto lyina 
tin iv D"ioe» oyi [ P ^ B B W R jyaatfpa PR 
15'C *1 .JlfW Tin PC Q'MOniPlBW *w5w 
-in. in*n»a DTI3PBDID iya»t DBH jm«5 
n BJSBCW b*a "OWB3B3 jyaBn "rOB-ii IBS 
cj BBC PR pu»t',tvttv i n pE P^nvcsa 
D^OPDVJ PR D»^8 Ml Din 1«J IW'taTW!' 
?"Hj6n**p PH.-pi anyn w$v, 
pR IB OPUS B"318-WBn*SPJBmf n 
PK'D JnBlWR PR ,01pb»y33lR IjySwfci 
-•rBBr injUl ,1"10 pR IB^ D WtP- '0»'K 
OMK o$"no jyo .iiD3 lybtenyasstpaa'a 
i8'XB0'38 *i IB tairrc iyc pR T,DBH>0^  
wuitrVB *i pR m 3'oyno nm OWIB 
. IW>B& iw» 
ijyhi^P pa.iysBoPiB^p yoTP3BilR *i 
o n *IMR D»panya"3 o*n o>w WPK lypp 
71 biyn w»n jS'DnrodtfD IVD'VO mayoip 
IVD .»B*Wn DB3B» »BW* 1MB OVUP3B** 
.myeoBi ^I'pyo t»innm» T« .OVOIHHUF 
PB3"> M».iBP"">inyo pQ'iyos Tin tic 
psntfP .BJBP^ pc UMB* IVOWRHM Tin 
-nyiB PR IBIJB^ T*O lyoomajBP j i rmn 
-yn 5R3Bs,Bnyo3,R.in po lyaany&r oan 
Ji»B>o lyiyn "a i y a m n pn \v$ 
•BTIB WW lysBopiB^p iyi3p$iv5p n 
o*n* pb«i PK yo'OBP tupfiin >M»5 K OIMO 
-"DTPD n IBD "UBC- » IVEBP PR oa'DDprya 
.PIB* 3'2 P* yooBya n po aaun 
nwytpy SrufWrn n m on383 i5»a 
OBA .BaBP^ p pK a:n»o mu< "a
 r*hMP 
-B3iB « P*BSPP e n tyuBDiuv lyMffttta 
"VQ PR ,iyaBcpiB*P ip'«3Bpnr *i jyvra 
i n i» vrawn DH'CE-yaaB vftppD .D i n 
n .lyi'-iBn* O5R toBrpaiyoi* 
1 -*»n in*B pc ,IIKB3 Da'urn iy'w 
JB:IB *I PR 5yaiH) i n n s t>5jptt»vu» 
int ia JIBS lyMo PR J*R ta^aitf-DaB'x 
: wn3»a5BD t>3*n& ly^pa'E 
m VIK , IB3BDP^P n pc aais'bv «% 
in R T^ R .(y^^nbSiK is a'nyE pa w o»n» 
,ltf«ne jnyoapnpji n pn 5y»xyBD jraryvi 
-
OK'R PR DP m MIB PR .DM'D'DTBP lyoSBH 
.:RO "3 TIK jyaa'cb ins IPSBH , ^ D 
IDi'P3BiiB iv jyaai^ ya taiR PR ^n yoty> 
,"^ BE=BP PK IBOBD'D 01P2B1- PE B«P cyi 
»m .iytJ"3iB 200 OHB oa'DEppya CBU 
oyi i»tB5y»Mi8 aa'iBO jyosy> |Mipi vn 
,i5yrT3Dnm"R nyay^p ' i C D "BDP^'JBC. 
*T;a D*a BBB* \VW) PE yD"> n T» JP:B-T 
-Bn T O pK .lysoya « o'oiyi vt O>*R 
yra'n R pnajmenyB ociBiya "r vik jy: 
•lyavn 1*= wwi »»a ,0"aiB pR n»o &VD»3 
-IB^T i n PR jyoiayaa^iB "i 
"Bb»w yanysy? K [« r w lyvi'E T O , 
IBD laBDTjayEn iPD'ru K iycBf >x WY 
|1R piB* WJN unna iraan^wya nyiaiR 
*1 pR IVHREVT* oyn o«3iB MI !>yjr mi 
•Rii o*a TO |j>jm ,prn nay DUB .11 
R |P3»*BW»D«ttt IP0»P3»1P1\P W'P 
'."lyD^aiB yj'n nwuiR JPPMIV POID yonn 
. R oenya iyaBn iy3«cpi^5p iy3*o&B3 
^i pc ya'a^R PR IBPD-33*TBO |yma rasa 
baypya o»a IPSBH DinwopyEiaBo P3*ei«i 
PE o5n n iwySiyB w p'oa oyi i-poff**3 
"BO0«3 n o*a iyaB«i "t e«« .oapo i^aB a n 
n»«n pR o»»3iBya IPSBTI IIR ,D3B«ai» iya 
&Bn DBI .inaiDc IBDIBD ">IF5.« iy*yp 
B i^ocayoRPK tya^T>Di»E3iR IR W oas^aya 
.ivav i n o»o 
'3"R V |yaBn DB« .Wei'E n IP*™ 
-»D3Ba nac coiyiiB i w a i w it oaiBMPJ 
.IBP wn'-a pR IBOP I^ i n U"Wa h« JB» 
Jiap p'R jya'M c-rrt n ^ a pc cpvttv n 
-D3»iiK3RP 0y1*IP3inyQ31R 1BC PH «l'nB 
ipa?BEWDMR oaBttaay IPSB ^M OB^ysi*D »i 
0»aTB»a e*n PM EB>in^ p n pc •urmtjnn 
>-l .D3B31BB UIW'6 r*3 flSff JJD^t o n 
SfDB i n w ei^ ODyoBia PiBor 0*1 iB»av 
T D -Qnyn pb ai^u»n -yn jwya J»^'R*O 
*03n»'T» -MP IBP'^ 'EBOOB n jm »o 
!PbB3BO n»a *i pR tB ,0P3"1 »i D«1 CIPE 
lyajni T^OPJ'B MIB pn o*a tr3v n nun 
OT13PB01D IB^ aP 1^ 'DB.1-IB1 X^OlW 
jyapiya oifn PR »B=' PDOIBO"1P»R vm** 
OBI Dipwna iw DIPDOBP ft "f urn* t« 
V? o*" »«»»P i n .pwroanB ur*B! »T 
/ ' 
B 
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(ailtamr) 
.jypn crrQH no 
MBMMMNNMMMI 
* * yTOjmstt-n 
D3B5y30MK T * M D5BM IVDJB.TIDE in'H 
: J^BDC* D^> wwtQ-MVi p« 
lOIB DVT IMIPBH O'J — 
T3 U DBA PMHV3 IWMJp WH M3 I « 
B»D D3P3y3P3 np3« T ' o*n *V. .D>P3"oe' 
-3* y n i p w u lP3Br> D»U ,pi3pnya»2npi: 
JPDD3TP JK 1PQ13V3JIJ yfy DBfl *T |1K DP1PP3 
. . . pmDMB 
TIP !Pnp3 I V $ I » D yiMip n MI» MI nya* 
0**11 M .p'R 33'5*tf» W i t 05BB — ' ! CD 
AM IHP3 D3PPP3 0*3 ?BD3"P 
DP . . . D3VPP3 V«* 'I D?B11 1PCK |W 
.pnvaviB w *KT3 PK 
» « j p yoMiys H D*D jny> v» DI*5 n 
IP3,WP3BMK y w Tin PK BBP tun ,»no 
TV3'iimD K D'O 19 U 05y0S» 03MP3 Dip pK 
-P3»D 
imp n ,y 
0"P3>nPD nn'R pc 5wn) |« fc trum M 
VPK JPll . ^ T ' D JttMlp H ty3*aiS3BJ 
Vyo OPBP flniyj |PD?»» DPH pK T»$P 
'Jtt«H Ml 0P31B |yilP3 M O J^fll ,J»13V»1B' 
/.>.;«! PD 
-P2 — !B3»$ Ml« V5WP3"K Pft DP 
BBU »pi bpynr iw v* « W » PK *» oop^r 
*5yiom .inputr K *IBC DSyoewujD ?*s 
D3"5 Ml* WX\H PK D»P3*53PC31K POCK* 
. . . rrmw ">B*P ^ w PK 
! T>"inpcP3 ?PKD w p ^ijn r>« Ml* 3MN 
pis? v* 5MI p* yoyn v* Dppiriin — 
; D3»DP3 D'3 D03y5P J"P .Wn Dip »| 
,$jn>«D ps^PDWR ys*5iny )K PK P»3P,T 
•pa pK "mipa vm ; n j y r m e n n iy:$ 
""*PP3 T3P"nP pK 1"1 H 0»0 V* 3H3P3PJP: 
p3yompD D'D |pny3 DBH ,n.y5v'D pop-: 
O»D n * " ? *n, , O ^ D yj>*>p D*D PK BPP 
" t o«n D«T Dijn ,ipiiy3. Dpo3yBy3 lyD^n 
3H3jn'VBBC3in — ,m m m w « iy3y3y:iv 
D«n ,3pD yt»5Do»3nB ?T PK " i m p s v w 
. . . I ^ C K t» ,p3uny3 K DK»>iyj3in ]'y 
PK I5»BK M-DKH "IB'EK^ oyt MI inyo 
l»5* " n e w . Tin i u ,Di«5y3iT.,0'3 P, 
•"?y3 ]1K IPPBTtriyT 3)3p3 TVR pIS? DlfH 
-\n3 K o ^ n«t3D K j n a y i w a S y n J»n 
in-K MI ,opnyt3p3 M o*n nyoosyirMip TPD 
^» n t3«n Dip .T3Bt7 TBB 03P13 D3Mp; 
•P'^B T | 1BB,t>CPnpE 
[ lyDyt? v f S y o n PK 
C»l IB ,D3'1"DiyE ^pl Dl()T M TP3IJ 
D«H M .D"PJMB5DO"318 "iyi PD r^B D013 
PB D3PVK1B 3MJ3"3 IB ,D3P"5p3 PPBD n^K 
OMK wnjn jpoipys iP3*n vJi»»o pinip 1 
M -l33M53y3 DO M D«n D^BOPI .0"PD'T« 
D'TB *il »B ,0'l.TK "3 !PD>BnP3 T ' &¥" 
JPBMPTPE D'3 ^ BT !PD JPP ,J»M DO ?B» JP^ 
.n5p3 iBB yap^ n 
^BJ "WWpa V1K i'lSPTVBSC TP3t* 
TBB DBHP3 o«n M own ipsyH ny:«o cpi 
IB . D ^ t T i n »| D*n ,!PDP3P3 D3PD P3^DP 
inyoE"»3 iyiip3 nyiit? inyi I ,TK D^BII DP 
~iyi3i* K imK w iv Daip DP pni ,p»D3 cm 
pK TBP n jyanyj ",vsjniy' I V I D IV |pt»? o r ^ O ' o |ny33'ns I B B W « DSP^ PK IB^: 
.pBD'tm D"nB Un-TBC |1B .OJKTBDDin IPD'H jysMip ojn pK OS 
DB3 n .tyo^BmyD in^B Dip o«»y -ipiiB - "i DMTB DBS i jn •! '« V | |v«po DP |M*r 
y^y'b>iD>o pnyii iPD3"5»y3 ;s pittDaMP ..4»>»» pc IP33B5P n iw i"B# PD nvrn 
M P a ^ ' i .1PWJW IPomof ^ im ( ^ M .mwyssMM C T B M D5BM ^ > V D S ) 
PK pn D1K 1PHP3 ,*«2 K IMK Ml P3np'1ClV ...5ri"C | t ) B'B ^ BC D3JWP3 P&3 T» 05B« 
!Jnt IIK pn ,p'iiv D5BII M ,^ip I'BMK VW MB>Pa D^BH •; 
I ,001? •&Oi |P3 Yl |b 1P2« .IPP3110P3 pMl ^yo^B l^BB 
-BB1TP3 pM; DTVBBPP3 0*«" 1 •' 1** 
.lyoipoMiK D'By pciyi D5B" WBW ^ftW 
IB ,D5n'Ctin M D^Bll CMP ; 5PD'3 K Ml D'J 
l>r M D^BH .BBP in'K jy i ' ^pc t« oa»w »t 
D^Btt Ty !*M .Dayayiyj.^M PK u r n v M r w 
• P B 
H 
' • - ' • , 
. - 1 ~ 
n y p H m w v m w D ' T ^ -ijn 
D8« f» PR .»"* |M» IMR pvnya^R JVJIJT 
nMK.inptsr iPa»5a IPJRI ,iP3p;«- | » " i 
•O-IR JB 
yo t'R ,|PtnRW\» w pnun tvR DIT MI 
H {ID 1W"ff .TRJ K 0*0 l«'$aW |tJ0*< 
.O-IR pc o w w a O*J v> DRn TPO"31R 
IPJRIW DH'R TV^tfT »? i« ,33RVIBD |»l v w 
Tp ,|8»3V njn tic DTjiO'C* n IPJ^RE iv o*3. 
IV j^ni "I Dip .DiyD03W3 "1PD*'318 H.|M 
"I DRR TP JJ'ti'S'lRR* 8 IPD R^flSR *Wn*TD 
pR 33*D*O can IPSRH tf tP3R5ppanRB tf'E* 
cn'R tvayn TPcaiB n "iV3R ,8Ei3 esc 
Tp PB118 1M»T ]18 0»PDD1J | « | |jnW *H1D 
"I ,|RW iyn |\B O'ER PR 33>t3'a K |P3 
-|pB P3'»P 'P3RD 1* 0'3 IPWtfFWlWIp 
|y5i3sn tt pR D*na »5w "I W ty33i3inBS? 
•3iR |»5i3Bn IPC-IRI yo*-5 IROI» ynopa m 
-38 1"53 0R.1 IPD .IPT3PDBT3W PD P^IB TVD 
pR D'EBR tVMHVVrt pR 0JTI JPSPII 03RIP3 
wjnnrw"0M» .onp'B i jnna pR ,Pi8* W 
•pjpjniB V'53 l»R ,5RiRrPJTKM»K Tin pc 
.'DP3*D3'D ft; UnnRD 
pit- opiWB^iPJ o n r DPI ORH POVE H 
iP3"i D1P08P ' i .o"it w a * n raw R PB 
PR 1P38" wfcw yo«5 H I S C *t»a BWH 
-*R D3pt8T PBIP-Jin iyO'3PP338 DRH IPC 
"P3 0*3 "\P3R ltf3Rn D180"'*a»« 1 -»"3 
JPX"T 1* H3 ,tP380 IS 03PO1R3 8 JPIRV 
DPI TPD'IR .B"3n8 Ijn W Q'DPBR iy"l 
IPIRftVO'flR 1P338EP338 OX'B fcyVfi H D«n 
,*Dy3'P3*D pE tjtttP B"V3 t| 6¥T .tPMR P^ 
p*( i»jni6r\PBnJam *WO»31B **i i)n«*e 
Vi H^P" was nyD"2i8 1 .one pR 013 
lPD»m "i .jjnn^Bipc iPtR* »y wRfeyi pe 
nRi ipJp« o*na ^p3 mp"t »»j pR "i DB^ 
0*0 OR! PR IVnPSCMR ^P*13»3 PIP*! IPE 
VSR D'3 D1PT18 p»p IPO 1PP « | ]PPP-H?2B 
•SRE m>\nppjpc i»»n i»5jm *n .i»*rc 
,JP3P3PP«8 0'3 18*3 H 
s^o b"3n«y3 ovn ip jraToojnB 
.JPOnp31¥0»n8 »T Dm 0383 PR 
Itf8 DP03 iP3yjpj383 08.T ^(ttDRP H 
1PEBC28 D8-I ; [ip3V TpT JIB tV33lTyn8C 
"13'D pR DnB^viyBR ; o'onB-j^ppD pc 
*i pK o^an* JJ'DB' iPD*»anB IP^RI DIPC 
yo'owp 8 pc iirym O38op338 1P>8» IPI"TB 
-yiB pR DipooBp n ; ^yD"a^B*B8c, pc 
iWnp PR D"318^8» !PD"3nB !P>8t DTPD 
1yD»,a^B P?B ;DPBTVMI W3\\ p>y3jn-'T 
t»'-»lV IP*8» P"10b PR DM1K ]P3"t C8" 
.yonRjD'iR P3nij TPXP^B mp"r iponp3ipc 
|\B D"3t PR. J3"3nBP3 ' IWRH D«lt *1 J1R 
)p?8> ,D"3-iB-H8" lyo"3^B DRIT ,^PSTI» 
x y r n » « *1 ony3pnp3 jys* 
BtpH 3HP2P^ W83 l*R 'OPJ'WD pR 
I'R 0 8 " ,0"2^8'D38,S8I,3B3"»8 *"> -»B 
*RO D3'3"R yOVjrt >T IRE JP33R3P33R 0TR1 
*D*r»» ,D'nB Tt 03»« op *« ,ean ,;POB3 
1 8 1 VI VW PP1I? ^PD'3 PP3M R IPBIRltP: 
*VP* |P3RH «r pR Diy-iiBropyBWRO pa'o 
MV'p^B'b ysyiyenpE jpan !Poi3P3 ospo 
iyo"aiB j n y n DRI .I** pnpa'npc w. *WR 
IRE OBtaiRnys IIR «no iPa'^a "i IP^RI 
.|R|*0 HTUPWP DPT 
PIMOD ,»i8B**a POTB Tin pc ,pn3p .TO 
.*OP3,D3>D pR fiRP iPODpTi IPl .p'DE* JTR 
Tf3 )R 33R5 pB.pW OR-1 IR'3^ « 1 IPSJhl D'S 
TJ3 |»3RJ1 »*l DR11 DPI 3r>W ^P2R10 08^ 
tR'31* Tin pK jhlJWTB DTPORp »1 OnpOC 
B^R im\-MOJiR»PX,D»n patr .xi " w r i — 
PR ,jRo»e3R3 oysnpr P ' K - ' ; W D » 3 I B * J " * 
J3»3»I 0R« P^ R DR1 ,flpW 3Rt 8 "t ORn 
.B8C P'» P8 OJRP'TJRP H 0'3 jyiynBlV 
Tm « ! pRi .ivavny en»R pr?itt ORH *I P « 
,181'D IPCCPP3 5P2R*W p'P^SSO 0*3 10 
31 1915 ,*B*1»n 
...|pp^3 *1 D'D |J*3»t3P»5Din *BO opny PK ,B8T l'o*o /H»M lyiBOPVa PB o«-,i 
n"nnVW" ,«^PTI»»2n«»iiD»T3ip ; ."en*"*©; [pitta 
VI iPpew /WP* vw IPPIP B«C pn ^ .-p>T» DO fl D30D o-tf"v» W vw "Was 
.lPto*wp* p« faiiruliv irart IW»IW»B oyn yaw 
lyjiy pa«i> n i«a t>n p?»il B iWWP 
-m jo>jm .po'ian vrxp'K in»K .iirwwa 
P35P11 HK D"X PX383 *T -in»W !P3P3 0"3 
-paw v* .TPBPP jj^-nwHB pn iip IPP n 
.jpopapa cap pit H»5I*B njn ix IV;JB: 
VIB lyjBDjpyj po'nan n pw» VH ;ftja 
DIP -VTK in w n oy .rB*a npi3« IK 
, W K ]papa 03Vi*B3 i ^ o r iv DDSBP; DO 
'jn'ivn "TIB .tMnwcTjn v* D*n J^W 
K D'D jyasn iwrm fpao p» enw 5p*i»o 
.3V»£ DO DB~ 'i ipa$p» ,i«c jpaav 
D*D i m p n>ww iDcr.pa perms MI — 
.Dapniaya e5$cm poyn -VVB D»n — ? «t» 
imi* o»n — ! -awn « PB TP — 
I .D-iycospy; n\p po'nan 
DP :o'ioio'pa Dfcpn W« D*n yopn 
*nie im TIP* o«n n TPJB ! inwr DO '• Vfc 
ijn po CD3«$ M iPoopa pn» B«f p« o«n 
.D»n 
- : I 
S 1 
DDp'Dnpo yoyn *BD3"B »nS. bnyov? 
lyx'op *ii »t . o f c w n . .o '^nBim 
DBH >T .|vp*9£ ?i D , ° t i n •vrS ou»vi 
"BD po |y.*iynpn pK BBP OPT IP^VMHCII 
JP)31> B D>0 0*3 1PT pyOC BBP PB/' 
.ep3t>a 1P3PH IPDPW pK I*OD>»D 
C33BC3B 1'TK H'W »B" »|AMPM1V' "^ n 
,;piyov? DJH DL-D'OPPS PB i*nop3 PV 
•3B3 ,iP3n»Dnpn tpfcm D*ap ^  D^B» iy '« 
TP .t»3*^ >y3DMK lyiPDP |« | Tt own ,wn 
K PB Dp)py33« PU? TPDD»Tt -ffl'B D«^ l 
.U*t"DP3 -»,TB >V ^P3"Dr 
•»^P3 |\n Diy-ownyo V» o»n p*am 
-iys3i' nyriBi ^y^ PB np^ i .|POBI>* w 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J |"«w»H IV D>P3«Dr DB" .)< 
DDP11 :tH>t>^y3 IVEBT-VK D|(npK.IPliP3 ^pip»3;V pin»W1»B D*S CCVB Dyn M 
•MTB *VNf U 13P3B1P3 13X'B PB .l»5»By3D'h8 ,13B'"1 PB IPO^HPS OB^  
•MOO DPDSP^P'P'P i r DB^  ,P'3pn ,M „ ? IP^yiiyj DB*3 nt« 1DP3 DB11 — 
>TR JP3P3 V* DBU .^ Pl**!5 DB^  IH'B OB" B 33tfD»MimyD 1BD IM>3 OB" 4 *.W**0 
a'3"B v w T ' »^B" n- -iPa^tsy:' ovi r 
.T5P3 ap'^i* ec'ipipc oo ^B-J"«J 
,1P3BO o« ,!P^PJpny b^Biwa oy OB* *» 
..U OVn .TP'OOi D'3Pap5B 3*n3PP1P3B ">P3tf 
DO !»5y^ iwahrfwr P*P t* ,iP3BtiBnyc 
r>! '.lyc^yn 
- .D3*n3py) IP«P3 D»aiB ym\ P* 1»M» 
-»n^y D « POVP^ nbtif^pj ^ t OB« Poyn 
.IPT^o^w ttfvw* P^B »» DBH n -TPt3 
im jjnqji t^ B IB^B iVOC3>B j'»a "tyay' 
.IBSO '^D 
.PPODBB K VH »11 t3>,VBPi v* tap VMS' 
• .ejpncpa .IPSBGTPS 
„-D13 tt»J ^*B 5.TB D'BP . . . DP'3 n$3 — 
n iP3Mn\»ciK DB^ pa m o OBft n 
Vt OB" '1 iy3B -^ BO )PD"HV K IPS'IK 
•E*1R O-VBB t3B'1 tlK JPnPnp3 0)PPP3 DO 
.pHB«V3 IPDPIJ 1B3 1*B PP-IIP "VTB pK 
fo'o DO jp3Boryj pw t»K iw&TpMv .-on 
D'D 9»«ni 33.V B .W1PCB3 n ,p>5« DB3 
D*D P« PnP'lK »1 pB tPM»1 »3y03B^"0 
lysBDB-y: PB ,nya3»D n v w iPian p w r 
-iBC IPT (j'D v* c y p r e s PH D,TB lpapa 
lyaJjm PB Msaamv i'ov D»3 TJH .*T^ *i trans . iw# .i»»nwr e*iiP3 D*nj 
•*nur5» npi ip3B ,-^D»W». pb tPO p^ iP3Bn /,B= IP33V tspsr 03Ptmn 0*1 POPH 
W iw a'oi>20>BP iPiipa Ben t>B iBD-ivo . ^5P3*T»P3 roripmxa* o>e 
.:-i3Poc •« DBHJuS'ovTVWJ.oyn !\B 3>n .napn n ttt tP?BBP3 V^t'PM U"3i» n 
t M opip i«soVv3 "an m op-wopa o«n *i "^i mx m>np33>K opyppa P5»M B OV» *t 
K ; »,WhBPHs» jw n -o"n* inpapsnB ipayp p«? S»» n ,*«3 
MI Tt o»n 01^ 3 PMB3 W» . ipocp !P33Bapa3m W B >^ a**t p« n*>^c 
.tpciynpa ojpppa oo yt DB" M PB opiP»33if ^BD ortm n wpi >BO B ^ "' 
; 
1Vpi*Wn DJJ»*1B3 D*T«*> -yi 
0»318P3 'JRD K Dip '1 .pIR* W I'K r8*B 
lie n D»MI iBB-npl ,T3p:y3 IMSJII DPI pn 
trtnyvipn jyaip exc pa *]y5v*D *T. •C*VK 
.OJPDIRD w iy - i om po nrwjy> PV383 
CJ*D J1K DID D08BP3 1P3$ 1't Dip »t 
"rCVWMBH V?«DB? 
. . . O3PDI»D |»K ivtfa jfc v* — 
nvD K cn'K i*w. wjymD *n8" K p« 
|1K |P3*1.TP3C*1R TT U Dip P*$3 ]PD'5D3V 
TJU M Dip pOPY3*1B K pD r3(JDE' K D'D 
.D^B M»**P TP38 w»3 D*D |njrj Dt»5y: 
...D3»P3p33« Dip »l Dtfll ,"P3PV m DP31B 
,0'Tco ny^Dc K p« TJJ^ W sn»nw3"i8 
.IP$P>P1 IP013P3 D*1D ITWK-T' JWlp 
•ytro'D DnDD.M tP33R3y3»3-iPD PR M 
•w»' 35>tn'K D'D *» ORTTBRIP p*« I'* •"w* 
PPTKOS? K \ymm PR DP .B"3-iBPa PHIV 
"D'-DllMiS* D"31»W Dip •? pR M*3 
D3M1DW M Dljn—!|lhipj B»V pDU R — 
.IRPO (M^»5a DP3»i ^ip Dpiynips w pw 
Dy ,D"n8 pwspa y^pn D*rt T * " M 
PR B"31« H Jttt »HC liD'VU R |]mW PR 
Dip »i . y p w r a M ,wn3jf5»K ]R iimw 
1*3 >Vtt33P3Pl PR .D3«^PP3 D'3 T>. "i»2K 
n cup D*'PJ>IIJ?DD»:-\« iyo«38o P3'5DP 
-tP3**W W* D*>3")8 n o r * 
t»1M»VI« DCR.1.TR Day*o VTXK&&F* 
-IRS aniip i'D*o "WW "wrap WR-W run* 
Di(n 'i ! D3PD1RS « : :«, (n«c *»»» O*D 
.jpaipre DO TT ^ M IPD^JPPU'.'R-DMP T I 
! 03PD"lRD IV — 
V> W ^ " O i p e ^ R IM MIR -11 D8 
! D*WlR3 K ftVWVH &*D R 
TU VI M D»P.— P>*3 K *W P-^DP 
-fcrft R im twnpuv ipn D*W — BD>*no 
O«M 'i pR PR M *um Q»3 D«« "W ,*yr«anD 
D'3 Tt *T D*KY\ ,D»3 )y>l .I»R IP 1P11 D»3 
. . . D5PH ipn i w tPi"« D3PPP3 
! C3PO"l»D IV — 
»:* a>^Ka>»"K TTW D«(i I'W *»« ".' 
! D»n*2H 
,!PDR»fC nRRB K 3'T3»t>»ai««a np=* 
•3R3 pR ^RClV;riK2TJn?Rt fip»» J» *t,D<p 
-IPBP31PC m 
D'*ll Mm ]P1tf3 T^R B*7 'flS'Mri Tin 
.1RNJDE3TI ->PVV3»'R Tin ! 04*OTRQ pc 
p5"n R into T I aim »i ."IPIIPO,, TP3»'^P 
-ipnn3H PR ipsptw 
bip .TPV.PD DIV oyiyn'pTya ^'i Dip n 
.D1R11P3 !iR'P3»3 R V1R DVinpy>Pl^ R 1'T 
DVPIP3PP«R ,in»R ipay: V' D^n n?R3 
tR ,DIRBO R -iKn^oi* njrajnx'?W3-!|*n :R 
• V* nip DDH2 r^^ 'R .nyjupnyo« npD3p 
ttP" 'I .DP'^ RllS *lt JP2MHP3 33IDlRinP 1*tC 
DP1I DP i jn"D "8TRW pD P^«T <1 ]P5y»B«' 
•5jnwp p;npc R I*-: 
•BC K VW JjnR^-'R 'I Dm IP 3".R pH 
? D»3 'V I.-.P3 'T DPI! 1PB 
? D ' 3 'v R' : v i w r n *i 
5Rt CRinift . . . «MR ,C2P^PP3 'I | « 
?1P*I«3DVR 0*3 cn?» *r 
•"T a n iv ,c.TR w cw R D>n»Bipn n 
D5nPC DP-IPSJm*. ,p03P33P DP3PVTBW ,p?3 
.TPBiyp 1P3nPP TP3JV *in*K Ml T.TPD or»3 
PR H'PP.P3 D'3 ^83 DRH B8S» Tin (pjfpv, 
-*n IPPR3 ITfl'R . . . arinPYTPE •>* IPV383 
PR 1R3 1PWR*3 IP3MR *T JhWCl 1*3 *P3 
y3»5op. n •- . . nJP3Pi*P3 PK 5IB o e n a n 
5P3380 PR Q3pSy33¥ ,]y3811 PT»?D0"3^R 
V»H «*MR DmV»P3 D*3 ^»3 t»3»n ,e>U pM 
.D3P*TP3 3*D1D DP. Dip 13P3P *T .D*'p>.nPP 
IJTIC PK J'V8"*D |3P*PP33S aTK DR.T'*! 
n p t ,Y» r>* npbpj • Spywr M D I P PR 
ps**ip *T "in*R *-v DDV tPJem pc BV^WW 
l' . . . P^ t3C«D 
Dip 1HDTM3V TJn .BPV1W DR.1 0»1 
. P : P B "IRRB R O*D Djnjpv.p: vm w y* 
jrumpj tnhi wmnviw IKB «» D I P *T 
T P . — IP3*?3P; *VPR PR -*y=tf o i i r i P'R 
.tnpTHrP3E*lR VPR D*n DNfll Dip .*?PD 
IMPJD'VIB D?8P-P3 D*3 ^1 TP3IJ Dip *! 
JJVeepORT* D>3 s t p PR •pa^'v-p. 1R "« t 
^11 *5PB8n,, pR t« ,DS8(73 I'l*>3 tMp *1 
- « n . ,.'?tje i»D»*tw R .pwiDUCW-ft M 
„I«iiyie*iK « Dun — ! -31*01*0 vt — 
: D:R5!V '$* w p twywaii* -«n 
! P»?» IP>n «m \'» — 
opip»33» >»D"!:r n D* t ap "« pjt 
iv •» oe*P «M .D^pr^jfb v* W P *i 
ipcs3'*i i r i »*« D*T »» ,D*MI n t amrms 
» 1 9 1 5 ,* 8 * l B> ? T 
3' I 
7ty>i .i«aM: jyn T T Tjr-"t»nsvt i» J*nyt 
T3 j^fl ip;"t pr^jrii ,j»i*> 500 c-njn n»w 
M »'3 p"NS K BM* tana D5 |fll JBWS9 
T»b; ip SIB* ,i0ir"K'D(jc8 ijn lie 17307a 
c f* 15^711 (toron) tptycBBP ojn HKtav. 
-p"P ' i J«* art fit "i7B»yw, ps^yt* 
•HTSI H JIH cpffivm jftwn iw'tp y="? ywps 
-P»*» lf**»R»0«BR yi *.!» -tfl* KJBB K 
IW'tnysjij tvnn cvoip n ]P3Bn [sn 
-iyp^B _ Direpyejn DKII^B n tpa'viays 
-^snyj o p y n |'*5n#ttJ o*n u w a r ) H 
-ix own ip .D"2*IK nye^yn nytyn PK 
•y; ORti ,i»cnimiDMK njymo 5 tpouyjjpoi 
"3"H pR ,DIBBP -iPD>n; "uny1 pR T* !P3*£ 
CD^OD-SPD'^V ^DVWn. O^R »U p n i j u r p ; 
-yjJK ,'*] j ya sn IP3nR33pT"R OT ."D58en»« 
pR "T |JH6»H* IPBBH 0^"nopJDMR ,ttfl 
3jny»un y^ininpc n pR .ttfniprya ou "1 
.umy>m iv p^a^piy i»3wyV«i o*n 
.•tfo«anK m y t i»ay: — mjruM PR WRO -mit ^-,SB n pyn »**v TyaJytTri PR , 
'pvom DKiine un IR .lyjicyjonR jyaan "t 
HI iRo nyas cy »*K ,*ijny"~D IPDDSP DM»O 
.TIBS K inpapa mc*E3 ytpn OR |jm VnnyaT 
"PW1 »11R .tPJ'Dy^^D'lR 03"* *ltR D'3 PR 
•'n 'JKRCVP nyn pto iyo?«i,.T»fi PR l r u p 
.Vfcn«v.e3RTPfi twyvn *m*s cm IRD iva 
.jytott 0*3 nc»n i*p I^BR »l VIR w i |pj> oy 
iyD7jfc»ye»n ,"P3»n «t e83„ ,^.B~ pom «t 
PR 3HD3ir y*R jny> "t — IJRDI? iPD'in pu 
,lP>mp 3KD3U n pM ninny? ptj*»i 'jm*P 
n • v « iyt>j«n PR- npnif ^ya BOMTI w r 
.iyD5Bt3i?3R jU'DynoJffi 
o^ificnyc ]y3"t Di*n np pR |K l«n po 
Tna*p»*w>D yoiniin nsp? iyv3R3 |'TM»K 
in»3 « D'Rna IU'ITJ riyi3R IV33^M.II 
i^Riiyi iv «i iyv»i3R .DiyppiDD v\ ivrmv 
p'R nm*n (nyjya p'^R ypRt)-pR-iVoRno 
--:-* 
.onyp'noD H PD jyos; 
iyi pG D*33M y^ p i^c o^ o ,oy3R^a yipn 
c c y c wtpmv tanoysaR ipaip . I H W F I 
ipa»n "i .n3PJP3 jyv3R3 ayT DTiRnnpo PH 
jyaun pR esmaps pK e'Jw'ys .lysw^yj 
i n i£K"imyD •>-, .pynv ip"t O^CIP V*"W 
SruTt *t ITPO^'O op'ryssmB t)Rn amrs 
PR !jn«lW3 D-|RBC'P33*'R IP3"t P""lOD PC 
R^»31» *| |W ,!W«n=« P'^ OO Cyi .JRI^ E 
'"SnR 12 iy3,'T flSCRP t3pT PR .Dyt33'3*iyc 
.bi»i» vrn |jn*iW3 iPDRtnpi iyo 
yofinp-iyc iriWMO PR |inio3P3R iya ijnsnoiw D'ETRE pc $mm iyv ,i 1R3 
'1 |B-m*6«y\n 0"Ti jy3"t CRH ^ I ^ ipwiw, Vwf "Wjm raRonypj^i n was; 
irw* pR d i^pyo pt'ny-npD 'PBWVIW pu ty3*'BC D^R ijnnwc iv tnyn»3MR 
piyn PD "ipTii^ E-^ ynn DB'in' n .p'noo -BBOSP pR ctsosnD po»n3 .nyajna P»IDC 
.iR'D&cRn* nyiyn pc m pnyii pniD3p.*R -«Mya yt px OJO-'RIVB DV*R ^»I ipas;i oyj 
yryn -WD n^yi yens ivSn** oycRa n 5nii ^ iya»"n »M ."W»)l|*, y3ys3np3 o»c D3jn 
."o^aiR y^pny; .0^13 »? iw^snys pR iyop>3 D«Q »n*nyc 
•«oR«^ iKO ?^D ,Tya"if R ORH 1904. pR P*< IPJ^^Rnyc VI lyo^aiR ^ vflvn nyeyo 
-K»D R "PI^DMR. « PR D a ' ^ P D i n P C , | R # i ( « 3 W IV^B' rtW»^*«W H^VCV2 mv^Z 
OI»DR* !y2«n BmvvftHiw H lyspv. P W O -n»e iy^ ' * Ti wonw o ^ p iyi ViR cy3 
ec»py3 tMtn oy DR« coysy* ys^wyo n pR Jtastfo yp^gn 
PR »niv pc ^ r o R PR .DP»noo VDMVI PR -3B ;yv.y3 i'8 ^RTan lyo'iiys K .nyj^n 
:P3"! -1904 p r n t o AT** 3*Wi R -*»K*OR»DH o r n » >*wyo ntn pc o?imryj 
— irWW oy'aT'Ty; pR jyaj^Br yns^a R pn'PSRS-iR nt JKIT 
- DinjiRivwo Span -lypnaRB jnn*R'pR ipama p»»it>D 
mjys^ KC PR onny>tny yaRse^ iR P»J o»n 
tap K^MJWVJ "«n nt nrn» =*•"! Vi 
•BpO r W K lpl»B73 1» »'» )**»»H'S?Mr £ t " ^ 
-MJ. inpj i» r»W ! " ? =•: 17t«rvc«« PB««^— 
~ ovooin* 
^ t« 5159) 
(R-«NJ5RP) 0"OD IW DP»py30'm 
b*g »^*»3npc PH ta$r y3»to R-PR em 
ir^nye OWS npo»3*« ?n»v nyi 
*T pu D y^B*vnyD myi". p» 
m 
r»5 y;'CcRmy?nya ay^v IPJ'C *pit wa «B«I p« »u =s»n lye wn» • 
-
iXc»; 
• H i m w w r t " ; JMliiii - ^ 
» . . ItnSiKttF'WD PR IV 1<J3« 
e n pR IPDPBI**PJ P R 3ji3no*iR W R 
' u « *n nivp 03B1QP3 M OBH ;pn ;pv383 
, . . inp?pip On*R tl© M .on»K IPJ 'EP: w 
. . . • » « ? [ID l imwwi m*R **D I P 
""$P IrPR I'K P'lR ,D*\1R IPD1pp3 PK *i 
*pJt*lB 0*3 IPliyJ 1*8 TB&VW JJWS CP3 
•38 in*R ttyn BP - v i o m | » TO o=*n 
. . - I M P * BIB i s o Sppp *B 32*OP3 
180 1V2S ,tPO*11D*lB |PO'3P3 ^ 1 Dlf.1 U 
.ispn v\ po IP!>BEP3 r?8 w r f t '« Hian&n* 
I P i n .o?8iip3 m*R po i s o8n c»ii pR 
. . . B-3P3 1P3V 
BJTO IP .pHB 1P3**T K 9 I.UI3 opv n 
...DP BfcTD- n ,DP 0**11 H .p»| iP3't 0181 
ovn iir" .e*« 3 IK3 K IPSBD DMK po DPH n 
liTB IPVIBIICIPE IV 03P1 P*P QW.TP3 0*3 
pK inp3 0*3 IV3l(*e 1«1 1PP ' t .'P3MR VI 
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yD*;o^pmpD lyann IPDKI Pi"3 pc "jniic 
,lciK tpa'^ vPtpaaiK IK 1'iR IVEB tfravm 
0»3 *n'BP3-*P3p3 1P3^1>083 P'P 181 |VP 
r5«tJir oiCB ^n D5B.I IPD'*H TPI .pu 
-^ PtP> on>K o*o 5*ii pK TP3P3 ojn jpaya 
b*per «'a5 ia»2 .ipinypipo o»3 vteEKr 
yiyanpr) K jva'-r w w w IB ,IBE m ip 
-PC81 
PR 081 »8 ,,>P*BP"3 ipOia K T'R 08 
TD83 P'P 0*3 J1K r58DlT.TP*>B'V8D t'^2 
: OP3*OD3»K 1P3'^ 
>PV*0 K 08H P'llV IP1H8' P3*3"R O'O 
noRi»npa .nonpTjn pR ,i38tat? |p3«in PE 
-P2 IPPP3 0*3 DP 05811 IPC .1PB18C in'8 
T*K OP _lp35Ptt Pll ,m*3P |K TBC 0381D 
-ipe osnpa o5Rn P»5*DBC ipap* pE "ot 
K »B 1P38 ,5pi'*D-t3oap*i'K o*e PD*3D5pn 
5yi»o R o*o' iyo8T*?i lP"eo 5»i ipc*8f 
R 18E ]PD58npa !PO 08-1 ,1380=* 1P3*W pc 
0*3 V5l*tiB3 01TR OB" JPO .|P2P131PE 
b « D»^wnM»R cttaa*? IPO 5*'vi ,DTO3*5P; 
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tpe&mi#mimt<e»iG*vMi 
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pt lpnpn i» 11a HW3p*»*3 >n ijrto»o »m — ?MMHIW -tpB'Wll p»i»»*t»*BC 
iPDp'p>D'iR URMB-WD'-K VD^SK ?;U JPD 
itt ,iM8m« UP'OBJBPP w$nr nWjn o*; 
JPD tMfn .IPIVOBO yc^BiBc jnwv.i i«c 
-yBB* Tiny*. :v ,myice» CTBenpc ittfv 
in'K-tpn ."wvo ipr5ojyiB3iK |K PK nviw 
UP11 ,*PJ1BD*$BP pK nP3*lKll3"H IK IV D1V1 
0*3 ||H"l TDfWBBB' IK .jyJBt V'W "IV 
73 ^SJ .B^8->B031K pK DP3P3 pK T^~V 
Pa^PlK "IV3B JPD D«n lP33iainyt)31K »»« 
CD IW>0»0t?P3 D3ypp3 D'3 lySSIS'-tfltPya 
•*38 njn »»ji» w ,PK BPSB nm .IPBPSE 
TJHMUBH*- *i w n inypi? ,"t 1P3P: P»VBD 
,I*MJW PD"U n »« 5-BIBC pK "ipa-pn >rc 
ne tmnfi p»p DIBOKO'JB n ptf'ii "» $**tt 
- raw an DBT i»t iy»pD IB*> .jpaya oo 
tB'.PJinyj DPI O'O Dn» y^»31Bfi»?8P W*B 
.IPrsyc DIB° W I V J K iP3"t "ipiyiBBB* n 
*yj K pn-vDiYyin epjinya IBJB* BB-I IV» 
iynom^n PD"H pK -lytysBBK' IP" *B , W 
.tvsmanpc K »J ipnpjya ,T» IJWMW 
»ii ftnwa lyppua opt *in*R o«n L-« 
• w i n .evYnaScoTjm J^mnnKcnyem 
niK jweB3BPy ap'^.v IB V* 0 = , V 1 ''"*,C 
nriB -»^y*B Pit? tyo w t y s l»i PK jpaBt 
wcv -ynij POB^ h TB .IPPMIM iv JPOJPO 
»VWHJ D»n .lywiDMK ?*n i*» row IKVPK 
yi*i*i*a K *CIK twyswr PB msnen ytp^BiB^ 
TUjft'On IV 'KT3 PK D3*J3'n 1PHTV PK 
•"aiB pF,iy3BfcB* n imi IB ,OPBC Din tP3 
lPt> in .inpnpi jpasn B'3^BB,^BP PK Tyo 
•n DB*I .H31T3 cjn R-iK "t IV ^ i DpwrD 
!P=Bn | |^*9» pc -ninjyDD om pp3y?mpc 
•"r .nn*ap-|B'3i» pnjnBD iwvnD3»'"t 
i v tlWJ o*3 t3*Dim oaipai* n np^B ]P3 
i|i«" iPe IB .b'njpo'Pi |Mip PK i n y " J 
SBD pK. 
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-'iiv nB3c »i PK : PK p:Bnc po inp »1 
D»ii ^Pi'DDj'K IK iyDB*i pK lypffyc li 
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PB"C1J3BPP PC HK3C P:*!!*"1 H ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
IB ,3'1?3 1'K ?iinjPDt?ClK P^B'V  pi 
DB IIK .ipnjpDffaiK PB"ci;;Bpy po 
:|PaBPllK P3'3"K JP3"> 
^"D11»T.BC K OI>DD ,:PP B ' ; I B E ^ B P PK 
M1 lynpipi 2B" VK -iytP3*EK* vi jj 
»11 pK -IP3BDL"03P PR ^"DIIKIIJE 1P1] 
iy3Bt3BT33P np PK .ly^'TlDIlK IPP %W 0"V, 
: IC1K ilT3Pa^B2 DTI 1MB 
K'STKC'^ BP PK *1PD":^8 PDI'PJBi^B H 
-P3 IV 33B^VD iya'?TDK3 K DB.TP3 IP=B'1 
TPE>Bfio»D p'?B T B ) . n n ' a c ynpapn JPDIP 
H 123B PK .(33B^1PE IPlpn WO PtKDr 
1VD*1K IB?B K lP?BEy33"K KHpJV V3WHT) 
i p i y r a — iyD"2-.B pr*D8'iB n i p c y ^ r 
IB f^i OPT ipo t3»n pMiayf'D'a .^PTPJBB**' PK 
.tPOJBTJ'D'R PD"H «I*1K Din3PliP33B V** 
ovi3B>a -lira ' OB-T y e n n iv yiua ipaB 
*mi "ttn f i n njjn jpra .IP*D'D jnp-.;B « w 
•BP PK IB / W a i B PD"" WPTB^PJ I'D 
IT! . » ! TBB B0'-3 * , ,21K P** l*W ^ 
•DPP P'DPTP'K, n Dfln3*13P3 l ' I D«n DP 
tPDP'^nvD'i* -!3Ba*ipE "»in) *:y> ja ' cn?* 
13B=1P0 DPI pK .(lPD3KTiy5'K PT'CBVK 
"tpft3B3 DB^1 IPO Dtfll ,»PT3PS JPrP3 JP3"! 
i.*S »IPH pK .1K3B3 IP^IPJ PK M«5WJO 
•Bfl OKU ,tPDB,"«3*» "^  W."»" » IV3"r !Pt3 
•>^KP n iBE B*31BC^8P. : lPnr»J IP3 
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T T T R H pR oiupgoip vp:»TP*rBD"i *i 
•ouip'ipD uts"on ye-npsins'iyE PR y c o 
-VtJBO 11K 1W5»E1VD IinynC'lK IP*Bt Mp 
tB .jnpi iPito T O .p>«o vr 'Dn o«n im 
> 3 1PD'3P3 5*» nynspVP^B PR P^BD D«n 
1R JP3BO IV D"P3'>3pO H I»3«n PR JJVl 
•'i>o^rv»D n n tapu -IPSP* tvaHiPDWH 
,D"prD3jnVJ PC "D"18B R t'R "D1RB Pr 
^W^XRJIVBJ'R IR P'T T'R ** • W |»T 
•3VD31K ?'R Dt^ B'VBD *lltfB38'V83 ."D1B» 
•V> iwr»»n»iMi -ivtnjm n jt*> 
DPT Jpjpi JpJ>D'D "11V H IVJ"t D»T OS 
-pa R ,D3PBtnp : DBn-jPDBn J P D T V U B C 
~*tO*\ R ,03PO'M\V ; ptf-OWW» "W^Wl 
:VteVi ; oi**B3«'VB3npD3'R pc 5n*i!w •*; 
;T3«$Dn'pR P>BE linawwny DPI ]pb»n 
|»»T)'H pR pR r«»H' PR P f^C DPT IPB P^n 
~"P IB ,H3 ,[PCni(1 P3B* 1P"I IP-1PDP31PC 
P*t IPIRVlpC IV 1P331BHVP3 1"! 0*3 5$' 1P3 
J 331P-1-1TPW1R IplR D"p»nif ar*w o n 
1P3P* Blip 1V3PP il^Rt VI t» "f . iwfcn 
P't 0*3 58T "138* l""P tR *"D .triP^C PR 
•'5'K pD \T9\y IV DV"*ETPB h»D P« 
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p o m R |P:P$-IV ,m)r mv , w Jm V R 
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,1P3'^3 ipn i'K mrtRur PR po"u iPtr^v 
IBs "ip3"oM rnn -unjm B3PP'TP38 V^VP»P; 
!Pp3«n r v i « iP3'if»w BPH HBIRD H PR 
,cw* no lmwtJip DKII " W P *I iPajm 
WW ip IPII ,Q»anp 0^3 W M iy;yn nyS* 
S .jpapp-ipaB $ & f t p jime «i 
-MIPS R ni w w i i lySiifv jy i^jD 
:5PD^O Tinpopa R ^R3 I»IBB TR DP 
|*R p'1« 033»M3 C»tt ^b^BD^BKp Tpip-
,TPD»31B P3^«2 jnm:« -ip i^* ,pwrb*n *r;i<f> 
••»n'Q jit Tycttw iy3'»r wiv Wffoi* c«n 
" 3 »ft |yo>8n iprw 5BI .lysjny^pn pi-j 
"38 DPI PR 380 jy358H K I*l?2 0«31« *iyi 
T'3 ,iy^%a "I IJ"= ^ . ' 3»» P^»n iy^y^ 
WBV3W n 0*0 T ^ pM IP^Pll HI JP3ttll 
,1B5» nyn tnj ipcnp338 ^«T IPO iPn .ip3T: 
>T -we ^»^WWDP3 pn "vwo b»is«5 iy^ p;* 
.ipb"3n8jyD"n 
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W VK ,18^0 t » IPO D8" >|S» R 1RJ 
:*D;I3 i"i c e y DP I I B I ctpngc : mfyt 
" t ' i 8 ^P»P38BR* ipnw iPDn3'n .JPDII iisc 
•jnpnw pR 1P-IPI38V,R\VDMR pWi>il IP^B: 
-HBCPPiiB B'3 >*ii npD**3iB P*P ?"«n3vr 
-yi lvijn t»R ip tyr'D ,T3B* pn pc i n 
np3y'>BD^R pR i p e w n .jyen n .prwiRiiv 
\ym "t 5'm 8P>IPOB ^BJ [POIP \yvyn 
IP'M 1*R Oa^B1»C PR D?Pl38ny3 D3Pfr 
-•PI 1^D3P3"R N B*l PR -1)B5 IP3"K 
&a vx iP5i*t T O »B .mjnBD DBV.
 (OP3« 
-iPttJ'K U»0 1PV13B" PR oceffyj r^-iyi 
.Svcya IPSRSB'VB: 
p-in'R b.^pOBossnp^jn vvon n |p« 
»M yDBl )»R Dp 1P3*PU JIB ,iy3>1RH3',K 
(PP'on DPI T1R 0^Pp8O M) |%M »»3 1P*B' 
•r\ ip3Rp^pc*! - n o»3 «i-nn ]«i (TP»IS 
jyt^O D'3 TI iPCIBn V0„ : |P3«T 3311P*: 
-en PB iPO"n3pay5p338 PD i^pa^R n pR 
lyaBP'iPSB 1 0*3 DiJI DIB 1PBH *! 13B6 




Ijn-i'DBED'D \vw- TD„ : \vwi *«' M IB 
->y IBII IWiyf ,oin"S> Dtpi cayo pny* O'o 
»DT«B yE"OD «^''*«D n 3MB ."p^oo 9ft 
:iy:8» n i » 1»T ,|ynu*".»~ Jnn-H w "no PK 
,DB.TJVDBT DW pp prtin DO lyayp To. 
•Boons n "5 pnsiiya lyc^pps PK iya$)m 
;p;'EM"n ojn JID opnttiB n PK PK ]yoBip 
ISt B'B l»WP VD *)0)FUPa*ppB DyOO'C 
mayr^ n To piuo "HWWn pK i r £ n Do 
—• coyo irup -yen pmo TO -lyc^ yn 
T^nya^y? ay© iv D*MI MI / iy ina nyt3iB„ 
pK pfcn iin >'*u ,T3 m tnynaB tnptOMK 
-jyoMi " a w i n rayu o%n inytoMK 
l«5p Mipny^ny TIK ptiim wo-DDBBr 
pwnw "lytriyoaiK W O B 5 " 3 nyn PM cy 
aoim MI ;iyo8T yjmycnyB pa lyraye 
pK jyay? "tfMt V* l*t jyT'tsnyoaiK »n 
;v oytja^ BTVD 8#« TO tW«i — AVimov 
.Tjnna K *IMK MI cayo (jny VIR jypip 
-»t Tyo»an* IB ,iy3«t T O pre oyr, « 
.mra )y38n fti >'*»! lycBi injnaa lyaya jya 
Itfyn ,*B*D* ,-wr3'3 n pit ,mysya n Dip 
-y>p IBB iyD»3i« PR jyoso pw isownK 
^rarya K DBnyi a«n TK .typna inya 
•un I*.B nyoy-ioi;D K O*D pay ojn isspn 
-PS Ml .|V*$B"lt»MR pK "D-1«B -iyo»mB 
;yp3yo p^B an ly^ODUK OJB^ .DDIKII 
.Diy^ PiV DtTK awn VK -IVCB-i mm* po 
8t8 PK OPJ1B P ' f l B t t Wni tJpjBTODMH IB 
vnpamB I1* "0«5biS /Wj5rt>»n *ii y«5 
v^ 838MfB3 iv )papn3 own DBU .W»> R — 
Kfl ny o»n ip^m .o?nkp»J>» PR &0V 
• :Dp-iyc 
iyCy>PDM8 D'3 !P?8» VD 1^83 M^ 
-:38^  *WJW j'K jy^ yM .lyoaB^'D'n ys^ ytB 
jyDCV80'B8& n ."UfOBMH IPDBO PW^Mf 
jnyi3«* p« jppnB H |»anT3»p« IJ^»» 
C8H18D .pn»J j»$y« iyp3yo yo"" w w u 
cw jypayo tmrijw iyiyc*8B*iK i « iv9«i 
'?B-UPU8]«5yn «t 
n 2MB IB .pnysejv IMIBT O5BM T * 
»a^*a lPa^M^TU iy*Mt !»OD^«O*BKP 
-pj-iyoBi K lyvynciK coir? PK " w y w 
"8'VBD yD*3'bry:"i*J"ijn*T3 n IJWMIY ?H>D 
,l»8'vtu y»ny»inyD pc iyo»3*i« woo»* 
Ten onjii : Jyo^o-iyD^ K ip iM-njn T*B 
D83 p*?> ^8t .r»«TJ-J*l5 0100*8 K IJnn'c 
-yn lauSon pR pn*B n jyais jyoBnaifB 
oy .i8V oyn pc oxyny:cMK CPJTTT iyi 
' • c m IBP oy D«ji .iBc^naya *,v DS»^ »»R 
njfB n jyn ,I:B? i'B oy i»5yii PR [jrc'.p 
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 fD38o yoosyn n OIPTW OBH ,IBT 
*yv383 n n^83 ojynys oy .>3i3yn»3 
pK tyoBTpBtt^R .oyB^iiBa'tro mosB'-Bp 
pK |n lyj'cya |y^n o^n .lyoMKiBB jnyi38 
j^ y3B>DycipB lynyn xt .IBSMB yp>iBV *n 
-ty^B nyi or,D»" yOBi "»n | * D»HJIP OI 
18V iyi -D3"D* own ,p'?8. iBV nyooayn 
JID I3M Ojn pK 0*3 ,-i»P'D3B=«"> « V'B I'K 
113 rU'H'P B TyiB 33*-in»-; B ,ypro"io H 
y'5'D8D B po oo«or ny OBH P't cyn pK 
-BC p'i .(iyc3yo y3ypjuya) [yos-iyayajn ps: 
jyp p'^ B on*K p« ,i\3t? K jyiiya PK -jyo 
.OB^TK jworimMJa K D5B iM"i»w iyo 
H D«ii .lysjr^yc p*n BO'3 oyo3 PK sy 
.;;'::s:>: DO !>:S~ - " S ; 
K ,B^K ,PK nwp-jyDBi yo3B3y3"Wr n 
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-ya DBII lyocyip fl ,33U»'o |«o ^«a -IPJ 
TO IV Dip UB^CD"! JIB OO^B^BD K 
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: p « ivwn wmi DTVTJTS DH-K 
18 .lyay&'^ sB o»3 TV3B -^T o:yp V>«B. 
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— irvurmr vs P^*OWJ pn om i»Jaro"3Kc 
p« iy i» .pyemyB > » " r w wis tPP MI 
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ysttm a>M» ?JP*)»DO» y3PK53y»MK 
TyD'*318 -typ^ DCPf'BMtBO t n DW> »J3«hw 
pjyj Do.rta "VP v* "w JwnS© PK VIK 
.on»>py:BM»t 
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!P3P3)n ivc'K m no jyo ..mvar PTP3 
.1P>D'D-O3P3P5 pfi jppna yenpsynpa D ^ 
nrpav n IP3"*3TPC wTpite PR DPI ajppw 
,-UH}DMM VK nn'ap n D'D BpnyeB pR 
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: 1PBPME JTUPafcfB 
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? ptBp TK TyB^ ntst a p njnns K cy Eas^r 
-p^a-ix enjnaiKn oy 
:*pB Dp iw T^BII Djn 
* J.TJWP *JU*BB* PK cy PK D»ll 
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-PIIR-IB lyaBP'-vvcB renin in* I P C W I R 
opn non)o Tin w B,(V y338? B ;IK -IJUS 
ya'DV'R n B*B BP'IPOB po 5in»n ijn 
.iyD»i2DMK TjmnwjiK V* "JruyS-nento 
" I J D I ^ 3 K J 5 B iw«i »ny3B>5*D ya-n n 
*%1 rortfo Tjn w t» , o r r p * DTcyiyoi'K 
-3»B pR 5jn3«n pR lysv'Dinya'K Bpnys* 
njn .-vnirt yp*KV2«i"H yo^R y*« ' i s o n 
,tso jyocyc ttt* BV: pp^m oiyisc IBE 
j n y u trvpo a p i AWtrtfnnwa *i IB 
-Bii iP3"i iVbpnma yiyn " o ,tvDPviviB 
-ya I": ji^ijt ,b'3 "D I3R3RIO3RP PR jyc 
i n jyp cnin3B 5*ii ; py ojn v w oiran 
B^yn Tin B»B Syiwi lyaBpnyeB iyi % i 
D'3 pR J31iy*an H »»3 .p/B^'CO'lB D'3 
L"*: nonto K *>u BP^PBB pc P5«D e ip 
IP*M vm W 3 lynytspya «i .UR5srD"*i 
e n DTjmpyaiiR pB 'no -pfciMtn iv B3tn 
BIBD itny^ pR t73s*Y83 WRPBRV^K n 
injmys i*'B» ,iyp'ei* jysyp "t D»ii mmo 
*PW»H 1*1 C3»n DB1 5«n /13R3B1D3RP pR. 
•lyoc^BO'BBP lysBP'iyoB n PB iroyi 
rn nw wvDiften |y5B3niir:-T'io n pfc, 
iynyt>n«B *i pK ,iyoDMD»iiro5jroBn r\ 
pK 0VDnyt33'*nyE -m iy3'*i JRB'BRP IID 
' * w om po BjyiMyiaSyi . o w y ysttiR. 
D3yovy*> o»n DD«ID SIBBC OBt'BO *iyo 
J'BMK PB BP'iyo* IB ,mm K PB WWB3 
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 f*o»iMDK"» Tm>y«y'>3 B |IB 9 f w 
IB;«I pB enfcnyj DO f}»oj"p o»n ofiyn n 
cyt I'B JNlO |y i#h B Dip DBii .pnvJipta 
ysfjyi H ts^Bfomni OB<I .DDBIO f-Bor 
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-'B lya'isr nye»»iMv3triB lyDen^ya « 
ipD'i'ya B — y»c«3Bpy W D ' J W ivi 
•V'JJB 03W>vy5 Dipt - n p o ) # o i j» 
|PMni iinyc'v yoaBoyyoa'K mpr jyaya 
pB .njn3)^fc7TOn^ n po i3»o»*w oyi 
jyp up^TittB po "uKonv DPI D'D ^«>nw 
•2'« n PVtra !B ,ci^r op-i iyn*x D3»Jl|B-
_i pc• i y o n * D^PII p5iw-j^1 
.tys^i DO-DD - W D " ^ D W 
-*3B Pi«t>f D"?j-ODByrya !yD>»n ,iDD3n 
iys"5a nyi iynB .mosp BTB IBB DVD 
.arnra: VB t>"*>DV3pa w^MWijr po 5w 
nonfenjn p« inya3»-w>Bi BP^IVOB IPH TK 
• n " i D nyinysaiB jyoiPDMiB pE*iyi jync 
jyijjroDDiK-nortfD TyoaiR^-iyD-'panyv.B* 
-3if 'D'TyiDBiB yDyts-iBmy-^ y^D n»o5«« 
-«(T .D>3 "» 3'iq D«T |)B ly-HfllW tVO>»ll3 
D3yTim9 DBII ,DPWE iin yi oiy^piy b*b 
.PR .neH1 u n jn»ni«c"nnj r* •#&* 
yiyia» i»ii iwniya wz \VP 4R«3JWB '^ 
jyf*a*iBa n n«B jyo^n T ' iy5yu I»«WB3 
IM»WII IJHB inyo tyttfBn. w ov\\ xi \\x 
-ya -wn pK T ' ?*' tf IP" .un**B ^mo-a 
•IWoa-nB aySe 
*n*3 -lyaBP'iycB SIBS yoniya R .HCB 
-'D3^nB Vi M O BPiyot* JR ,iy3"0 iy: 
1»1 oyn n IB ,IVP3,H I ; T I I yiy-ott pR ,jyc 
.lyniniDMB jpayp isy IIEIPT 
iB .lya'i i'B j/oc^y *i w v v *^« w*1' 
113 ,B"!»"OWt*3 P'P D'J D3yOD'"3 IP3"I "I 
•R»1BRB pD f'n'EPa 1P"I IR pR .lyOB'IDKB 
'o«ii .53P jyiBTi n y i iya*R Dr'Bi? OIBPB 
•pa*.? ny3*a »»jya'u ,"piyi3B
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,iyaiji miRxl DHB PR jyeuiB^B »IVBR*»IP 
D'lirJPD W On>-VI . IBTBjnpDS'K BBV-
P^BBDM njH PB 33R3 IM'DBJIPW CyT pR 
•PD3*R y3P3"R jnP"! B*B >1V inpD >P'E 
•lynpi 
DR11 ,B'»frBy3I'3 PR *yDG^ RB>BBP '1 
-B'lnu tpcpn "WB r^rtBiJB p»p'tro jy'otfn 
•'jm v p IPSB^I p o s n yV*BB IPIR I^BJ 
."1 .tnynaB m a (ypa^T ,D'j 33iB'nya 5yp 
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PBa'3*'BTPE >1 pR 'D^PBDBIB jlM "Dl= 
"BROS- *1 jyv. ..V5»0 !»T 1U PR IPORBDr 
nj"R nins tf* O»B v r jyfiyii jys 
ni3 .nonf-o IPT pR iyBjnD3>nR b«a pR 
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.B5PII i j n tit 
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COTIVP IIK Tyavciws yyoD^vo'Svp- *T 
"iv IV TM oavi IV*M IPOAMW "i **a IP?VI 
iyo"3iv TPT iv jvtnwa DP ttf v" ,pon<wj 
WW*' 3uv .BOITTPD ytwiv »*K .&*&» 
.;y3MBC DIV ipnpi oy o?»iv .BTDVB B*VW 
,TV*P '"8 i'K 0"P3<3**K nc nawi *iyT 
VI l*3vn D«II TWoi8 ftB IPD3MIP: <T 
*T /noo^TBirifaaw MIV |»»r or3"myc 
-"3TV y^ V TVC IV'Wt'SVnV pB B"P3>B*13 
3'tR DVT ,V* °3>T ty IV -DMTJ MtV t'R TpB 
»t a-iv ,)Wa BSPJ^PBSM* rP3"» IPSOPB 
TVC IPBBOPP ip;yp DV» ,;ptf3PB TU w n 
ov TVC fycBayp TDDM »t ptfpu ,^vi R 
•WW Pa^ Bayn V TVD — iv* TPT 
.ruwsv K capo 16 rnfc IP3*TP pv w H 
•B"3TV TP"I 
• lyTaioc 48 |Ptt"?TB i»W.T|"Dt? ) 
JT31D6? V DjyD 4l V5D'3e*3Ttt |W'Tp ]1R 
-iv Tppvn-p'or *i : TPOTPII PTPTSV B-: 
- 1P3'TP pR IPT31BP BE p^.T K DPC3 TpO"2 
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TPT3V IV *tMR DVT -IPD3VTDP3 T'D 
j*v TPvryoc"|pp'V TPT IV ,DMK BBIP JEI 
DV3 PM DCMPTPB \V2V$ | " t PC HM* 
•DV3V"3 ***W 11 B"3TV f'P'C MI» B. 
.T*P3 Tpa'3yn TVC 
DP IV ,^VC3»V MIV TV 3313P3JH 
\vx\ .iPVTvn J'CMV paorap^vp BIFB 
TPB"3TV '<1T«T ;yo IV .V» B3TRSTPT 
.BVl'3V3TV PR BS^'-RTpC p ' l IV lpT»T3,*K 
TV IV ,1P3%^3 D'3 1VC3"V I ' l O i l OP 
-IPC 0*3 PV T3*^3 MIV |»»1 JP?RI TPb"3 
IV TjnV AW TPT pD ROTjni CPT JPTOC 
TPSDS^B P13PD1P 
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rran^o PODPTS n IBBITIVDMTV IPOVOV^B'T 
5«I vpnpov IV *T3 ,ywvv3T»?im IPT pR 
"I ."f'PDMDB'.pC yBUTPaMR. D*T JPTPll 
->PtV 0P31B OV PH WJ** H DMR DO iPp'TT. 
TP'*I pV HP'O DP IPJ"D "I TP3V .TPDTPM y2 
Tyipo*vnya3iK Q'o IIBTPT IP^PT "i .nvn 
Dpii »p»TPo« 'v P'vvMppar H i^cy 
^»'«r. jpipn pv tpryu iP3MVpa"Tv TIR 
{Pr3P» «I DV DTDpTlTOS'R
 f*^PIJ»0 J'TVE 
W nO»'V R &«n P1«TE T B^M1;*1MR TU 
*5»« »i 3MR .'EPrmami Tjnijraw -tfr 
W n D'O «IKJW R IV .TP3M iPlW *,yo 
-p»or» n BTpojmvran ttfvn .hreV.-uv^ 
-viR.»rrtv3rtt'»t B3'>PTMnw n« *on 
PTVOB" BV'R ;yt? I'R ippnp apara ^R 
BD.TP3TPE DVM ,P3VTB R pK DT,Diny03*RTPC 
'DDCPPP3 IlB ;yp3VTP3 *1 PR iriP3'lR CPT 
DVT .3>33 TPaVOT^Pl ItR JPTTP3V3 ^ 3 ' ^ 
"DRTB TPT31TO1P TPT |1B P3V*ft *1 .V^OM TV 
-TPB3*R ,]P^P*OTV 1 .VPrVO» PR 'D'TPI 
-p»TO *T PR IP3»PTP DVM «ff*T3 ;iR JjnVM 
P W ^ P ' D * PTP3*R *T >IM« IPPPT ,^3310"V 
T,VR pv o">-cocppyi pcanipTjn n iic 
Tjoin^pa piv -n o» J>»*POW»V3 Tjrvivs 
nante n m .aaia^o TPT O*» B^ a*i> nu«r 
tw n p ova .vtrwp K »•» «t»r , ,« 1*« 
Tn lie TPD3JV cm tPar»wnP3*R ennvs 
,iP*Tyav w «Bv*i"R ns »Mr«rS»wr©*ii 
w om^p *T DTTPUV paocowi T» o*n 
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TUB TP0"3^w i« V» IPBPffo PK ,3'opne w 
POPJ'OPO pB PDDP13 %1 PE P3380 P« Ipl 
,*ip-in>c n 08 ,113 IPOSBN **' \V\\ -038»3V 
-3>K |PD$8« mm ** — 1P3'0"»P3 OWP#) 
••e^PBCB-'B PT3PD1P -fl IP33^P3»3 OiPOfrpj 
-"3-i* « ^ > m
 rD3BW mytaiH P S B I » #ura» 
-p= !•« .pen* 8 "W3 PK ,npn K fP38« ipo 
.(P003P*TlpE PTP"t PB 0<>3"I8 1P"» 1* 31* 
I B ' ^ ' H ^ B B - 4 ! o«n pmv u t £ O*3 «•; 
PfWymHP 8 1P058HP338 OP3U3 33»11"D fit 
"8D« MH PD 03P1HPTB TPl .p"iB» V3 |'K 
I8Q ipiKri H D'o onpTP3^D8n IBC-H-D 
npO"31vpW 'O^TPBDBlB P*13P0^ 1 JP3P11 
.DO*-CO 
pB ,P18' V3 PU.P3V3 -"O'D ^OtfVJI} h 
-T'3 PD 13B0P1Y DPT 1P3*K P>?31P3'8 *in*K 
T I OnpDP31JJI> P38^ *1 IB ,OP03np2 ,DP3 
yy p« D"ipon8D *T IBD i^sproBMn .p^sor 
!>P'D T?*P! 1PBMPTPE DTPOnst »1 .OCpll 
PB .JPPnB P013 inp l IP0flP3 |1B,tP0P1181B 
-1« OMB ^838» 1P7.TPD D^BVU'K W3W 
. "80 p8 "1PD"3T8 PO,3P33^3piOB,Vl ,1P0": 
•IPpnaBD Jpl"B pB *>80P >T pB JPOp'ST 
DS'H |mP« tPpn38D T38^3P V3 PO'ltfi pH 
»W inpo ip0"3"i8 n3PPioViO,t)3*ODP(rp: 
"8080^8 n pB .ipo^ii POU ^*93nimP3 i'K 
PK 1PDD'3».C80 IPO D338^PD ?Ppn38D ^,: 
TIpD B^PITIMI OOPH PK K'J^tt^DSPB i'K 
P'VB^'O'K *1 .1PD»3"I8 P0D81B, D»1B 1P5 
.D5PDPP338 IPX3B* PK 0P03 PB. 
[PDBBOP PD3*3"KTPD n >»K DP ,W3n 
yoDD*n PB poD>*o3Mi H »nini is oipffp: 
PB 138^ yODP»1D H -O^Pll TJH.pB 138> 
\ , .03^n 'pwo? 
• * ' 
lP3ini o ^ i K ojmpTiri o o rr>» pB oiyv. 
(*W>->*PD 
ipn D*n 0 - P 3 ' > P T I I -an p * -ip38 .THIT 10 DJBT'B «**' 1P380 W i n 
•D 16 o>o tn>3 tpu\^j«m»> OB-ips **D IPD31 Din i p » w J I»K ->n*' hjjj*B P" 
|P3'M 1PBPB' PtP'TpD 1PD«21¥, P58 0'3 pK D>B 008 PK 1P0»TDP33»'"I8 38" T« ° " ' 
,D-yn«-u p'ot"j**n "3 ,DTr:83-8 IPW; . W H P J P C 
-'HPiB ipn 01M>38p8 W » 1 « ' ' * . ^ 5
 npn-VO |PD OB* .JP01PP338 1'3 1>8 [P« 
MWK n -w=*8 .n smnwun wifSP on*o
 T B ya ? v n w .DPOVD 29 p» m « ? n 033^ 
• p»p" $8P«5 i n » 
- n P>«>«nb p m m 
3V00-.BBP1 . p A m f i
 T I p»58 \m OC181P3 3S^ 
08^3 J3'3 ; 
. 
nypi^jn tttytn»a o> 
,IKJKT i r ^ p "oypio 200 no lyrjpn 0*3 
P^ n *1P"B *pi8jpsipB3iv P B ov ,bo"n nip 
,nmim ov»K 0"i in'K pB TB^BT 200 vm I« 
»3 (BU ,BV'B T>K Dip .$12,000 ^WI-JD 
IV D*ll «0'J B3"5»B PB T'R pB P3J82 
•»VM n iyn "IBB v» D^yoc Bi»n .IPSBPTVE 
Iim ,lyoip3B Dun »onpBDRnB vpma i«3 ,yo 
nm» ,fln>n iwyp c : v n ' w - m p T n i»o 
»IB linim OSPPW W K D*«V. oj^n n r 
/an* ,IP3H3P V» Jvnonso n jpn ,-iriy 
-iv ojypya &vn BP'IPOB }jm ,D3POC3'jpn 
nnWD v w own»i ovn .tnpriB P*S ntfyor 
l»5MiriD« n DBJH |*n D$ .jiropnirw PK 
W M I»K B3$t B'E^PIB^B lie "WP2 5pj«iry3 
:PDP5I2 
»pniro» I«D v 5 a » IPIIPJ-B^BV, DV )vxim 
pc B*n M DBII DTPTHJ y5» tp5popivw 
n 0^11 .nnino pspnycnpc «S*IK BBBT*R 
*aru rJ»oB'- H P B ip5wa*»»nB IMP BB 
.DTPYIB n . i i y r K in* *onpBDBiB iiD 
.mino IKD "»Bn i'K DVB tosn gpnycB upi 
T»3 ,K?t;i"K -y$i jynyii tsp'tt-ya I IBT o*tt 
Biyijin 15 Pa nappiB K pE TW I« DEB-ID 
5y*D ^«B pc <pipiyc ipi ,*IK5»T tyfro 
lyD'i-o TyMnyasiK IB iPEBrys B*B» mine 
•"B TBD 1P?P*D1B yOVX'lSBC '^1K 3B1E2B3 
tyoBJBD ivonw Dim oy ^priatt oy;y: 
po Haute ly^yocw jyayp ipfcm- t o TRCM 
iv i« Deny DS I»*W T O .iyutfvB«?pa-',,i 
vtK nonfo i n pB a w n mna n ip?n*E . 
Iinyii By». ttwvn jn»n .f»pi3Bn DftHfl 
.^»ii VTy* O'e -ipoya t'-B lyev: 
I«D nr«no ID B lyvetBBDpy T O t»"-
ojnvoy TB ,«t>D"?i 1BT ,i^i»5-noh5o n 
TO tyiyp tsv'B r w -D'vnjrr TB miviD 
riBM »i*W 3KiB:B3 -tjrt'Dbnm OB *« jynpt 
•n t^ n lytw "»*a nw T*naw w»3**» IBE 
T u r^B Iinyii oy" :B-^E3K: ipryn t« ,nlo 
»ny»; B : ftr»r"3 "^ Jfoia B r*B o« .-we 
raw osyH KW .aTjmmjEiyBUBO po TOTE 
,vt»v K -»B5BT iB^ns BO nst- insn an*»n 
,iy33\5yoWf3*ncn5a yj«*p w o*j oofW3 ! * 
.^H 18»5*2 75 *UJ3'K nBE t3»3t»3 Dt*K 03BO 
7 » *WJ»W"B ->in o»3 »»B C«T PB .^ imp B 
.^ B'BP 
DIJII .BBBVK !»B ny^y* jnysy^p *i 3<IB J ' 
V I B jy^Bi ,^»Tb"3 iviiya OVB t*3 |y3-i 
ytj^ B n oyit
 fncn^o iyn pB iyoyiD3*% 
-yn BfcnsBi^yu lyoyatt- njn« i»nna o ^ 
D» Dmi MI .inui mm ly'owB « pit i n 
jysBiD iv iv-utf y3'»p »i IBD PM ^ ^ y o 
lit PB niBVin pcnyta^D n pc OCB5 can 
pttysm DB" ,33*,0DMnyfr PB 33it33>3iyD iy~. 
tpuv^^o ijnsyriD »i pB D3-n pit- v* 
m .tMysinya.^n n » ' o | « o ' T y 
nan5o H wn in«' B ,»5i' jycsSl cyi t»3 
n JIB 3^-T ID Tin tiyil ,iy3ri3y3D'lB OB-1 
•nonJo i^ pv n pc iy2B3D*iB wmyo»>'o 
; .5BI i r ^ B 400 iw nsymo 17 !«i njnay^ 
•MO 400 lB*5"c 48 T^o^EOin Dc»r "DBI 
D» WW B IB^'D 2 linB 3BO B ^ 3PT 
Wjtajny«**T» D>: 33i:y3jn imyn pB DTBH 
-ipE PB D3y;y5 y3'5c3yo pc DDi^yc nyt 
J*t non^o n 3*IB .mo3P)»»B no 33102*3 
D^3 nip jyc [yp i n .T-IB* B W iyo^*tnj* 
pnw Din tya'ncys iv iirtntni p*p jya-cys 
-tf'JBIBC ^'OD'^ y^»V3B3*D .WBiV'K'pB 
.D1D3»3"B V*< PH 
IV IW'5pinfi» ]Jftpt D'C "^>3"iBE pB 
W"H PIP IJB* B D^ B BP*%"0B PB T3BDC 
,PDD3^P>^; n pB yoD3'n n 
» * • 
1Bn« T.1B0 R iy3BC DBtt ,"iyD"21B D^ B 
pn 131B TBE Dyil ,1B3B^  ty3^3B^b TP3'3B11 
Wjn5ip 1B131B T*T 'ii tBnyi iv D3BDy*iyD3'B 
yuBJ^ BD 1 D« 3n»wMya*B .PB rwno 
:iy3inc IPBIBI mfe» i» !P^B» ,\vvft 
?n^»3 BV3B3 n DW-OB'T "W* 
y5«-iinyB n o»n pmv [y3Bii yi'J^B D»O 
i a B lyaysyscMiB iBD33*rB" pc unysp i 
13 iwvin e n PH -pay iv»yn IBS'B I*OB? 
DinC3"T PSUBV(83 n tB , T O jyiy^ i«ep* 
PE roipl l OBI PB OVB»B3 OTPll BC-'IBeB PE 
P2pn o w n b'i41 .-IB^BT irV= TJjjr t^) 1S7 
.IBs irny n*»—p^n cayrs* v m DMB oew 
— -UB5 PB T I o r o j DB« i3*P PB »n» 
O^r TH'B 3'1B JIB ^1965 PD IB2BC1BE B 
DMB esip litwu Dpyi r» B'J^eBi B >TD5 
B^»CBD 1PV3B3 TIP'B tw 0 n a n V*B 
.1912 nriB* Din "-RB PR parn n n 411.790 
IBiyain \vn :y= .lyDBBB1 "Wp "TT JSTB 
IVDBBOB' yo;'3,,B")yc n nc *BO»BRP apr 
I I 
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I 
tain pe-oitfpn B iMfa IPODBP DPB$3 n 
-pai*» n e e : pip'i O B I j«*3i* H . rna 
-y;:» Ww i p 3 > * n * T « c e v -j 
-OfiBtT 
IP38BCy3 I'B "DDPD* |.«S DPDO'D DB1 
Q3P5C 1BD"iyBK I ' ' B DBH ,DH PB 
c o .Dc^n c$i ; w r i t e 4 c o ipo^ai* 
"rD3P5c pR .am* iyo3iB ipESpnoniB " i i 
-;«> nn»3 .O^IIBS o*n ip Jynni jv^n^v 
•V33W BpDO'D B»VH TO lP3$n r,BC8P jy: 
-«n T O it! .tPDpnpD o-3 »ii8" tPQ .CEKI? 
n 0*0 T J -DU JPEBOPP w.ognw B I jp3 
"i8 n pc 5'*no K D*C v w "l13 *M»D*3 
.1P0"3 
* * * - i 
-n Tin |»H i'K 03pBB>ny3po p-o iyo3iR 
•"H IVnBllW D*>WW:.«K I80V 1P3BB 1PD 
1P38 1pD"31B ¥1 .U*38C18n pH 0'«p3»3 
V! o'Bn ppj* n ctjn ,DO'BP3P3 n jpjpp 
?8E p'p IKE 1P38 ty3«n T O .B2ei3y3 
An* flnacsm TP»W os 'naipi e»3 iB3 
-O'IK rou'Wfl '.v tPspiDC jpfio T O 
.!P33npop3 
pot: ipupa !P3": imr ««n posnp *i 
BSPHIPE ois tsaijn iyo'?3i8 H -tinny 
j y r 1PD»VI3 o n lie OSIID *i ivo»»> JIK 
-3y5r pnips IP3»I m y 2 PDYP* n p * IP=B 
TTP-*W fl lW*n DPI TO B pB ,C3«PD PO 
OD*K i p i *piH pn<P383 yirTB *i lie [ye 
•tfya Doi8ficP338 Jpftia H ipsatfnPE T « : 
PIPWH pc 5po*ii 8 .onpaopo PIPOIM PE 
•K^yfi JPOBTPSBS ytpn pB iPsBn^Dipaopo 
.18581 IPDIBBK-PJSB pnjn jpi 
Attft.^W^^i. p« "imp„ w iMtfi i 'o 
IPDip PDMIPJ DnipyjpvK WIP-fiipaopo 
o v a P B D*I 1P38 .o».3 po-n"*iP*-$» 
pp'iB tyceys QK'IPMHI T O -WW 0*3 IC^S 
-TE " :^8 twp. .DPDTB "33*3Bcn. ,T 
-J»8 IP380 TO* .DP01!0 "$vW\ 118 Dfc; 
n IBD pmna IBE TIKIJPDD « o^ycrp;, 
"i« Bnecpy IBD TwnjuoD B IIB / o n s j , 
ttfrajvyi onyrt lyeyc V5» pK 118 .o-^ 
.0**318 *jfa?»tH IBB iy!"iB ya'^iH op-: 
pij"no n o'tf.Djysmva jjnjm |yi"ii r 
i y i oo^bcys oiyn IP.TID ; O " 3 1 8 i m nt 
H 1BE 1"1B-Tyi pK ,"'1B3W i n pc l»ifl 
>itB ,isn:ii»3 o:MmP3 ouni "ou'eno. 
.m3ioB» K.WVD 76 lysBoo'iK im ow !8 
nirt}p»OUBD 1"P IB ,D'18 8^00 pW DQip 
.TyiinJB jn.ni TWxvii ly^nBVD*; IPP TTI. 
"3BD >»8»i, — iVEBDt? ysjnP'tnyn H n r a 
— *5iP«l8P„ .118 C8^B 4»3n«n nyiB > l 
-3yoc^BQ MTB iy?"iB pc TiBisyoD i n 1>8 
PK DP IB ,1»nO PW 05yOt?»33"B i", 
"DM1B PK OIBO^iyfiBIBB Op'O p»P 0*3 Mf. 
I B 5 B I 100 K IVOBIW I P ^ T W D I V oiyD?yn 
"BniB VI IPP IPD^PHD'HB 1P013 8 .^ «11 K 
iPE0'3pT*3pBCay*i8lB 45 1MB IPC'Sl* 
-^ IBH. OCBPV33B »»n •ft*3K n .iyoc3pn 
1P1 03J$D >BOB -IPE^PHDMIB 1BE 0**318 
D 1 8 0 " 1 P B K ' Dpi pB tyO"31B TPE^ynDniK 
"81 12 03PD03yn 0.T8 pD iy3'1P PB 138.T 
D1V 1?ll» B18P K IP PH OV'B ,#VK1KJ 
40 pD W D pK oaynyi) PK IBO"IPBK 
Bi^8 ottn 1B»3P '1 -^t(ll 8 18*81 50 P3 
iyoD3P'-nVB D'TPB^pnoiiiB DPI DTPipny; 
.03PYB1* 200 "1MB TIP IK 
V 
-B"s.i» *I«»P?;D-
PB iy3«OC»y3 PB CPOD'D "IBCPPD. DB1 
pD-^*n» B IPIp' 0380P3 D1BD"1PBB 18 
o»aiBP3 T5TOB3 lyaB-i »M .03POIB3 cm 
0'3 pK 18^81 6 PB-WP'TWE pB 0**318^11 
-pii To iy" ,CIBP^3V iPannpHnpv jptyi 'M '^BB P B DP .Wi B IB^BI 18 PB UTPO 
-3"8 pB B% h W*3»" W IKW'^ Mtt |P> ""DIB IB—"1P3T10, 8 Ml b*'318 8IB IPllPJ 
mpi P B o«i ,.BO'DP5y3 P3yip*enpB iyi.TE 03POIBS D P I |pnyTnp3>8 03P$B OB» ipe 
IB ,0»V V-l" " 8 DP .PS1BCP1 Pi*»n3 8 "B«P3 tanp3P3DMB PB 33»3*5 '1 '11 DP13*P 
•*« O'O IPTPV T*3 |»>8I D3Mrn 1PIPH PB pD,|PO OSP^ C CPDD'D IPTP'1 1P0318 .jr. 
-T^3 IPO D3P$D DP PB IPSB'D'HB no*?3 '11P0»3*H 
nypvyn eaymw- &r"b -iyi 
pK I$W DTI pB BBU3P3B'V1B jyaBn 
iPP3*it .OPJOPP K PB ,B'IDB VIBPOTB 
-D3V7V3 "Ijn .""nPOWMB. »"3 O'O D'CB 
cm I B D i impiw D3Beya P B DB-II ,t3'c 
-J"B (B OJ*'XPJ OB-T .P^nDD pE >BOT*llP 
oap>M B JIB "IB^BT w w 11 pc rem*: 
-jiH po .iB^Bn iwvw 6 pc nwtjno pB 
jnr2*n m s K i n a w J «T$B PB 5vomn *ipt 
lBwpw>«"K osn DP PB SPOTPBP ps 'n 
. r n c ojn o- iycmjwiR Risyn ?p» nv 
-Be Tpen n t5DPE 11 lnpccnpB iv BIB 
•VD o'ni m |w e w w y i * I*B iipjp I W 
3'Dn3 PB ,TnB DPT B1pBp3P3B»lK lP3t$n 
I»TO ojrt pram nn)p3 pnttf? B IPSV: W 
•P'*B 
IPO DIIPDWDUBO npsyp iycn H PB 
; B*B liiB' * pc iyo*P IBB ,DPIB$P **&*%, 
2 PC " W P IBB ,"B»3PE3'B. 1BC BPlBSp 
180 ,"BD»'B'TD1PB3*BB ; D*B Trap 6 P3 
\vrfrtfom ; D5B nns* 10 P3 6,»pB TP-»»P 
;o*B In** 14 V210 pt ijnj'p IBB /CPW^P 
P3 14 PD 1P"I3*P IBB ."DPIB P^ 1BOWH. 
,DPIS5P DV'V'5 p* "OPB»D„ ; B*B imp 19 
.TM16,.—^HTBP-I""»D ijn PB ocr IPO D«n 
im BB3yo^ B3 »i pB ."P*B ip>40 1*3 ->PU8 
•pa. PB -Des*B PO-W'SJU* »*D BSBSPJ »n 
13BHP3 ,J»X jyOEBIB pfi B03yO"tB3 "PD3*>5 
IV*BPB pc lyo^pi'-umc *i . "PB*B. *inB 
-D>B tyb">yt33B5fiiyD iptpn -unttw !PP**IB 
|ya«n ^ .ti'VW nnpt Y*w*» IP3"t BUB 
Boayn K HMK DIP^PJ i s o w w w ' ^ I'o 
V> 1P^» W 4D1B |pT3y5yDC3inynciv 
m ,PB DPBc njn TPSB .jpcnnpa 0*3 «i 
IBBBW: B "WD IW»H |V3Vo tynBOVD y-ipraiK 
.ipsyp iny-OB PB tynns IP5BPD PB 
IB ,OPDD»D CBlTv BO 0-1»3 I3W "3 
iBBoyw»p >-i iwi . lyaysr-IWB« »ntt IP3B 
-p3 iyo5Bny33B PB ^BJBfyjnyDj-B nyi pc 
, iwn PB ^«« yBnp n ,;BBBB3 PB pnyq 
-V3 pic Divs^yo n pc D3yo*o3yB im P B 
Ipoipys IVSB^ »i .Diin;yy3 JPYJBS PB tyv. 
^I^ is m m t lycne pB Jjfa>i5* DJh»J B 
-tiBv3B jympyj \yw BnyaByo H -iB >^V 
o5.TW33"B iuaip yMBD .Rrrfw jn»"t jy> 
n pB ,^ BC B D'C ^B^K^ IB pB 10 IV 
-20 IIB jmBiiys onyBinnyE P B yanJMj»H 
•B .^ 811 B IB^BT 2^6 IlK 150 J'2 IB^BI 40 
pB -nBB3 woipyfpy pc B^3?JJC «T P:B-I 
pn^x v c lyasn ,5533 Biyscjro y;'Byno 
,.nyo»3nB n pc n o w iv^is ayi lyJlBiiW 
-nyB iys3B3 pB jyny3 |«»i nyeyc h 
»T pB BBH JVt: Smp\3M pB ;C3*CV^B 
tppna o^ yojfDys osny: iyi"n. "33'aiitrri 
-ys i'T Diyjoye n [y3«n ^«i ,?'-iBB p« 
.1P3B2 D'J iU2Ttf p»P jy^PP "t TB ,B3B?P 
pB EOS'^ BBKp yip"! JJ©T»»»W 3BH ^ *B 
-1P3'B f'Bt !»» IB .DVDB3 H "3 D'Sptt'Pi 
— mipa PB DUDJUJI san .jyp'ia i»^a»e 
P3_30 pB«Tt-.<p» FTP"! VH UVW3JCT B, 
.DSySBTB 40 
jBn ipaBBPiBfip n IP3BH ,OBIBHP3 m 
BPH iBB !lf^D»np3iBC Pc*n; D:(T3PJ 
iP3"B ipiipa p3 VK .PinoB Jmy»em 
DBn 17 5«P»5 B S " .lyaBJV^P'' WE ^ PB 
JIB PO^ BBP P-'TCB ^B"P3Prn 1P"« V* OB"W 
1P20PT3 B IJnBW; "TFBS^BS* "WOWS P3 
T(p IPtPH !*B ,PB'C»P B3W?BPC IP! PB 
nviB DCBByaciB . ^ ' ^TBB: -VB 3«n yo't: 
.tysBO TPEn n pc tyEjnptM'B **> 
IB ,inBO n &BBCV33B 3»n p'*TCD *un 
.B OJPO 50 pB 25 JPS^ BX IP^Bl 1PB*'31B 
IBB IPP'TB .OCB1P Ptr^BPP^P •'BE 1W 
VIB ir»Biy»a tfcpopcpi IPJ"T ^ w s ^ s P^BC 
a»'Vtt*» IPUHVl'jBt PO'DBP P'lB B •"-»»« («»n-.T»»W P33BO V» PB "3 B»1 
W W D-1B. 1P3BH V 0 .JW»1» H"flnm »'> "»>% « l»»»3 . « « « * n* 1T»B •BPHB B'nB„ i n v o .typ^B vi tp:yi 
"uf .ipp^ys yB^^Bxpa P^VSPBO •*• "DIPOE 
PB a»»j-|w«» DBH.,tB*3V Tjn"Pb o^njni 
1P»1 JP3B11 n pB pB .lPP'TB tP?»PBP3"B 
n B*mtf* ,ipBpp.*T PB iPi '^iB t3^ PopD lira 
"'B D""*w TOH « DWh'm B'lB IB'3V 
250 »« ^P'B *<m '»B P33»= /BiyBBBPt 
; \PBru PB nytyp rl e5^rmvilP3»'i i*r ' 
I B B .03PXBTS tnSBWn K , l *3*»Tt3 t r to% 
Tpnrw iprn V3^1 ,B*iycnB nyc ,i / ' *-
TI3 PB »35 B^PB^  V* ;IT1B»P3 D*PtPEB3r-0 
•npv ,-iB^in 18 pB>"pc B [pTBiiyj B^PBP 
B>nB5(P3 f"t JPB Olfn p-'TCD'DJp "MIEPa " ' jn 
flBJfl B TB5»n 8 PB T ,6 .5 
"BC IPE'1 "» BB^ P"1DC DTI 1BJ *»-«3 
v a .D*:B "«n:B ;R va«J ireiros w»:^ "¥= 
m Mi-Minimi in, i | .•Tini.li', 
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,p*noo i»p iiflim DO i n s cnnwopvc 
1PP .prs'tf oo ^»t t*ig "t ovv\ im $"" 
""yw BDoiwy3-iPB«5p n tg .(jn*ew uru 
Trail JJD^D ny i pnruy Tin iWim TSD 
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J.OF NUMEROUS RESOLUTIONS 
REACHING OUR OFFICES 
Wberoa« prominent taemb*rt of 0t8AO> 
U*d Ubor of th* city of N*w York b*v» 
rottod on a cooapiracr ctiuso, dnc 
ipU by manufacturers* aaaoctfttlons 
! country to crash oncanlaed labor 
•tfta of th# UBltwS 9UtM. 
ft'hpreaa w© know, that oar broUi«ra 
tvv iivod op to th# principle! of two 
ilotilam to th«lr efforW to-tatter tho coo-
work«r« in tb*lr rwpactlM 
Bo It RaaolTad. that wa.haraby coadamn 
thta tatMt outrage of oraantiM caplul oo 
orgaolaad labor: tbla attempt to auppraoa 
the orianlaatloo of the vorkara by daprlv-
lftB them of their leaders and atteinpuof 
to railroad team to prison, and be ft farther 
Resolved, that we hare ev.ry ball** a&d 
oonBdeoc* In the brothers who ka*» baam 
made the victims of Capital, trusting that 
BO fair court will coa»lot them of a crtoae 
not committed, bat msaufactared by the 
hirettns* of the enemtee of organlaetf-labo r. 
aa4 atand pledged to render a<«ry help to 
•oeora thalr acquittal. 
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